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★4th Edition Now with a More Detailed Guide & 270+ Compliant and Yummy Recipes!★“Health
is like money, we never have a true idea of its value until we lose it.”Do you want more energy
throughout the day? Do you want to lose weight, feel better, and live longer? Are you looking to
improve your health: mind, body, and soul?If so, then the 30 Day Whole Food Challenge is for
you.The 30 Day Whole Food Challenge is a guidebook to better health in 30 days, a
meticulously developed system for improving health, resetting your metabolism, and safely
losing weight. The idea behind the challenge is to remove the unhealthy, toxic processed foods
we eat throughout the day and replace them with whole foods.Whole foods refer to any foods
that occur in nature and contain organic nutrients. These delicious and healthy alternatives
remove toxins that are put into your body when processed foods are consumed. The idea behind
the Whole30 Diet is to restructure your eating habits in a few simple, clear steps that will
promote health, wellness, and weight loss.Here’s what you can expect in this guide:A clear
overview of the Whole Foods DietSimple steps for starting (and sticking to) the systemA sample
Whole Foods-safe meal planTips and tricks for travel and social meals150+ Compliant and
Yummy recipesAnd much, much more!Push the reset button on your health, and start reaping
the benefits of a healthy, whole-food lifestyle by applying this system to your daily regimen. This
guide is filled with delicious recipes to help you enjoy the challenge and make it work for you.
Breakfast, lunch, and dinner guides make it easy to plan ahead and stay on track with your
diet.Here’s a glimpse at some of these creative alternatives:Almond and Blackberry
SmoothieBasil, Berry, and Cucumber Flavored WaterAvocado BakeCreamy Chicken and
Mushroom Curry SoupChop Suey with Chicken and ShrimpPineapple Pork Spicy ChiliRoasted
Quails with Carrots and Sweet PotatoesAnd so much more mouth-watering dishes to inspire you!
So if you’re ready to transform your mind, body, and soul, take the challenge and see what the
Whole Foods Diet can do for you. Grab your copy of the 30 Day Whole Foods Challenge:
Beginner's Guide with 150+ Compliant and Yummy Recipes Guaranteed to Lose Weight right
now!
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Recipes Guaranteed to Lose Weight© Copyright 2014 by Q Health Solutions - All rights
reserved.This document is geared towards providing exact and reliable information in regards to
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reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or
indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher.The information herein
is offered for informational purposes solely and is universal as so. The presentation of the
information is without a contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The trademarks that are
used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is without permission or
backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this book are for clarifying
purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated with this
document.Table of ContentsIntroductionCHAPTER 1: Basics of the 30-Day Whole Food DietNo
Cheating on Your DietNo Recreating Your Unhealthy Food/DrinksNo Weigh-Ins, No Tape
MeasuresFood Items to AvoidFood Items and Drinks that are 30-Day Whole Food
SafeCHAPTER 2: Tips on Dining Out / Eating on the Run When Following the Whole Food
DietCHAPTER 3: 30 Day Meal PlanCHAPTER 4: BreakfastBreakfast Smoothies, All Vegan01.
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Mushrooms129. Collard Wraps and Satay Style Dipping Sauce130. Roasted Rosemary Baby
Potatoes131. Apple Avocado Turkey Wraps132. Ground Turkey Plantain Nachos133. Healthy
Avocado Tuna Salad134. Kale and Sausage Sauté135. Tomato, Bacon and Arugula Quiche with
Sweet Potato Crust136. Cauliflower Rice Tabbouleh137. Crab and Avocado Temaki138. Roast
Beef Apple SandwichesCHAPTER 6: DinnerStovetop Dinner Options139. Sesame Soy
Broccoli140. Garlic and Thyme Roasted Carrots141. Sautéed Kale with Garlic and Bacon142.
Garlic Grilled Broccoli143. Roasted Cabbage with Almond Sauce144. Chinese Style Pork and
Mushroom Steamed Meatballs145. Spicy Ground Turkey and Green Bean Stir-fry146. Spicy
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Con Pollo149. Cilantro Jalapeno Chicken Drumsticks150. Pesto Zucchini Noodles with Roasted
Tomatoes and Grilled Chicken151. Baked Chicken Fajitas152. Zucchini Noodle Bolognese153.
Pumpkin & Beef Sauté154. Balsamic Flank Steak with Roasted Tomatoes155. One Pan Mustard
Roasted Sausages, Potatoes, and Brussels Sprouts156. Creamy Smoky Chipotle Pork
Chops157. Egg Roll Bowl158. Blackened Tilapia159. Bacon and Shrimp Risotto160. Grilled
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Tenderloin with Asparagus and Peppers172. Slow Braised Pork Leg with Chinese Spinach173.
Stir-Fried Mushrooms with Peppers and Sesame Seeds174. Stir-Fried Snow Peas with Cashew
Nuts and Shrimps175. Thai Style Spicy Chicken SautéBaked/Roasted Dinner Options176.
Breadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with Mushroom and Vegetable Toppings177. Chicken with Baby
Carrots178. Garlic-Lemon Salmon Bake179. Halibut Bake with Almonds180. Herbed Leg of
Lamb with Marble Potatoes181. Roast Beef with Onion Sauce182. Roasted Quail with Carrots
and Sweet Potatoes183. Roasted Root Vegetables with Nuts and Seeds, Vegan184. Roasted
Peppers and Vegetables, Vegan185. Spatchcock Baked Piri-Piri Chicken186. Paleo Pizza187.
Tasty Spaghetti188. Paleo Burgers189. Sloppy Joes190. Macadamia Halibut191. Vegetable and
Turkey Meatballs192. Meat Loaf193. Pot Roast194. Pork ChopsSlow Cooker Recipes195.
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Ginger201. Pineapple Pork Spicy Chili202. Posole, Traditional Aztec Soup with Chicken and
Pork203. Traditional Beef Stifado, Greek Stew204. Veal Stew with Capers and Olives205. Pork
Tacos206. Pineapple Pork207. Pumpkin and Apple Pork208. Asian Ribs209. Garlic Roast
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Casserole224. Thai Chicken with Spicy “Peanut” Sauce225. Pecan Crusted Chicken226. Herby
30 Minute Chicken and Brussels sprouts Bake227. Delicious Green Pepper Steak228. Tomato
Basil Beef Goulash with Eggplant229. Grilled Pork Tenderloin with Mango-Habanero Salsa
Recipe230. Almond Crusted Pork Tenders231. Baked Tilapia with Radish Relish232. Baked
Salmon- One Pan Meal233. Romesco Garlic Shrimp with Zucchini Noodles234. Sweet Potato &
Kale Gratin235. Eggplant Buns236. Vegan Scalloped Potatoes237. Cauliflower RiceCHAPTER
7: Snacks238. Deviled Eggs with Guacamole239. Peanut Butter and Jelly240. Plantains241.
Grape Fruit Salad242. Kiwi Chips243. Buffalo Cashews244. Spicy Pumpkin Seeds245. Graham
Crackers246. Chili and Rosemary Roasted Nuts247. Simple Seed Balls248. Hardboiled Egg
and Cucumber Slices249. Turkey and Avocado Lettuce Cups250. Cauliflower Hummus251.
Baked Rosemary Carrot Chips252. Baked Fries253. Beet ChipsCHAPTER 8: Desserts254.
Strawberries and Coconut Cream255. Baked Almond Butter Banana256. 3-Ingredient
Brownies257. Raw Brownie Bites258. Pineapple-Lime Popsicles259. Strawberry Banana
Cheesecake269. 3 Ingredient Avocado Mousse261. Strawberry Yogurt Ice Cream262.
Strawberry and Pineapple Ice Pops263. Banana Coconut Foster264. Apple Butter265. Apple
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Banana Ice Cream272. Date Squares273. Popsicle Treats274. Coconut Almond Butter Dessert
Bites275. Strawberry Rhubarb Crumble276. Grilled Peaches with Coconut Cream277. Whole 30
CreamsicleConclusionIntroductionWhole Food is defined as fresh produce that has undergone
no or very little chemical processing and doesn’t contain food additives and preservatives.I want
to thank you and congratulate you for reading the book, “The 30-Day Whole Food Challenge:
Beginner’s Guide with 270+ Compliant & Yummy Recipes Guaranteed to Lose Weight”We
consume too much-processed food these days. Busy individuals tend to consume a lot of
commercially manufactured drinks, meals and snacks during the day, with dinner as the sole
source of “fresh” ingredients, if at all. When unchecked, this leads to unwanted weight gain, and
a host of chronic illnesses brought about by imbalanced diet and a sedentary lifestyle.Worse, a
bad eating regimen plus little or no exercise have been cited as major contributors to lifelong
diseases (e.g. autoimmune ailment, diabetes, etc.) and shortened life expectancy.Fortunately,
you can “reset” your system by simply consuming more Whole Food and lessening your daily
intake of processed food/drink for at least 30 days.This book contains 270+ compliant recipes
that will not only help you lose weight, but also remove harmful toxins in your body brought about
by chronic/overconsumption of unhealthy beverages and foodstuff. Included within are tips on
how to start you off safely on this eating regimen with its 3 primary rules, specifically:No
cheatingNo recreating unhealthy food and drink optionsNo stepping on the scale or measuring
your bodyThis book also contains tips on how to stick to your diet when you are dining out with
family/friends, and when you travel to places where you cannot cook or make your own meals.
There is a sample of a 30-Day Whole Food-safe meal plan, as well as recommendations as to
what kind of food you can eat, and what you should avoid during that time.Tips on cooking, food



preparation, and shopping can be found in the footnotes as well, so look these up whenever
possible.Thanks again for reading this book. I hope you enjoy it!CHAPTER 1: Basics of the 30-
Day Whole Food DietThere is no denying the fact that the 30-Day Whole Food Diet is a
restrictive eating regimen… but only for 30 days. The goal is to reset your system by consuming
whole foods, which are essentially edibles occurring in nature, which still contain organic
nutrients. By doing so, you remove (or at least, lessen) the negative effects of chronic and/or
overconsumption of processed food from your body. For novices, this is often undertaken as a
weight loss option. For people who regularly undergo this diet, this is likewise used for
detoxification.The Whole 30 diet is going to take a different approach to how you eat. While
other diet plans are going to allow you to have cheat days and still allow you to have some of the
sodas and other bad things that are harmful to the body, the Whole 30 diet wants you to kick all
of these out. It recognizes that some foods are bad for a reason and that you need to just avoid
them as much as possible.The Whole 30 diet is going to work to restrict your access to foods
that are bad for the body. This will include things like lots of excess sugars, bad fats, and even
processed carbs. These are the foods that are commonly found in the traditional American diet,
but they are so harmful to the health and can make you sick and unhealthy.With other detoxes,
you are allowed to have some of the bad stuff on occasion, but with the Whole 30 diet, you need
to cut these out as quickly as possible. For the whole 30 days, you are not allowed to have the
baked goods, the sugars, the pops or anything else that can be harmful to your body. During this
time, you need to stay focused on the foods that are healthy for you, the whole foods that don’t
have additives in them. In just a month, you can detox your body and help get rid of some of the
cravings and other bad stuff that is making you stick with these horrible foods.So what happens
if you end up messing up and having something that is not allowed on this diet plan?
Unfortunately, you need to maintain the diet for the full 30 days to see the results. If you trip up,
you are starting the whole process over again and it could be another fight to avoid the
temptations and to keep your body from getting addicted to the bad stuff again. So if you end up
having something that is not allowed on the Whole 30 diet before the 30 days are up, you will be
required to get a restart and go back to day 1, even if you were on the 29th. .This is part of what
makes the Whole 30 diet so strict and so hard to follow. You are required to be good and not
have cheat days or other little tricks in order to make it easier. This sometimes makes the diet too
hard for most people to follow up. But for those who are able to stick with it and not cheat, you
will find that the benefits are so worth all the hard stuff beforehand.There is a good reason that
the Whole 30 diet asks you to eat in this manner. First, the healthy and whole foods are going to
be so good for the body, flooding it with the good nutrients that are needed to have it run
properly. Second, you need to give your body enough time to detox from all the bad stuff that is
traditionally in your diet. All those bad fats, sugars, and processed carbs are causing a lot of bad
health conditions for your whole body. The Whole 30 diet allows you to have a nice detox from
these bad nutrients so that you can feed the body what it really needs. This can be so healthy for
you and after the 30 days, if you do indulge on occasion, you will have the right eating habits to



keep you from overdoing it.Many healthcare providers believe that commercially manufactured
food and drinks are a bane of Modern Man’s existence. Consuming these regularly has led to a
steady increase of cardiac diseases, diabetes, high blood pressure, and obesity including other
weight management problems.Simply subscribing to a diet rich in organic nutrients for 30
days:Improves concentration, memory, and other mental functionsImproves moodImproves
health and appearance of your hair, nails, and skinPromotes better digestion and easier/regular
bowel movementPromotes restful sleepProvides more energy, especially in the
morningPromotes gradual yet safe weight lossThe three general rules to follow while on this diet
are: no cheating, no recreating unhealthy options, and no stepping on the scale or measuring
your body.No Cheating on Your DietIn order to achieve the best results, it is highly
recommended that you take the standard cheat day and throw it out the window. This eating
regimen is limited to 30 days only, so consuming unhealthy food once in that duration will set you
back by another 30 days. This is an all-or-nothing endeavor, so planning ahead is imperative –
especially if you are travelling or socializing within said period, and you have no control over
available food and drinks.If you have a busy schedule, you may want to make some of your
meals in advance. Food items like soups and stews can be cooked in large volumes, and then
frozen in single-serve portions. Reheat these in the microwave as needed, and serve.This book
sticks to the recommended 1,800 to a 2,000-calorie diet, which works well if you are trying to
lose weight. However, to prevent that feeling of hunger in between meals, this eating regimen
also recommends 4 to 5 smaller meals per day: breakfast, mid-morning snack, lunch, mid-
afternoon snack, dinner, and an optional pre-bedtime snack.Some diet plans ask you to dip
down quite a bit below this calorie amount in order to lose weight. We are conditioned to think
that we need to cut down the calories drastically in order to see the weight loss because fewer
calories mean less weight gain. But there are several issues here. First, the biggest thing you
need to consider is not the number of calories that you are consuming, but the type of calories
that you are consuming. If you eat 1000 calories a day of baked goods and processed foods,
you are going to have a much harder time losing weight compared to eating 2000 calories of
lean proteins, fruits and vegetables, healthy fats and whole grains.Second, you do need to make
sure that you are eating enough calories for your body. When you cut down the calories too
much, you are putting the body into starvation mode because it is not getting the nutrition that it
needs. It is really hard to fit in all of the vitamins, minerals, and macronutrients that the body
needs in just 1000 calories, so eating a bit more and working on the nutritional value of your food
can make a big difference. Of course, if you are having a day where you are sick or where you
just aren’t that hungry, you don’t need to stress so much about eating too little, but don’t force
yourself to eat this low of calories on days when you are starving, and your body wants more.No
Recreating Your Unhealthy Food/DrinksAvoid recreating unhealthy food and drinks using Whole
Food-safe food items. These options are deemed “unhealthy” for a reason. These contribute to
escalating weight gain and/or chronic physical and mental illnesses. Trying to make unhealthy
food “healthy” will defeat your purpose, and will likely consume energy, money, and time.Instead,



try to discover new “favorites” among Whole Food-safe food items and drinks. Keep an open
mind about new recipes and ingredients. If you limit yourself to a select few, you will quickly
exhaust your taste buds and your patience. This will make 30 days of restrictive dieting torturous
and, most likely, unsuccessful in the end. Being more adventurous (culinary-wise) and being
able to prepare your own meals are always advantageous, regardless of what kind of healthy
diet you are following.If you are travelling (or will be during the diet,) keeping your exotic fresh
produce palate open can prevent you from cheating on your diet. This will give you great sources
of fresh, organic food you can eat on the run. You don’t need to cook these or (if the fruits are
abundant in the area where you are) lug these around in your travel case.Too many other diets
are going to cheat on this part. They will say to not have sugar but then add in sugar substitutes.
They may say having no ice cream or no sugary beverages, but then offer a wide range of
desserts and other options that can fit into this and are still unhealthy for you. While many people
may think that it is nicer to have these cheats, you will not see the results from the Whole 30 diet
if you keep adding in some of these cheats all the time.Are you on this diet and feeling like you
are always craving something or need something sweet in the diet? While on the Whole 30 diet,
you are going to have some cravings on occasion because the body is so used to taking in these
harmful foods. For the first three or four days, resist these cravings so that the body is able to
detox a bit from them. But after this time, if you are still craving something for a snack on
occasion reach for an apple or another fruit to help get some healthy fiber and other nutrients
while still providing the body with a bit of that sweetness it is looking for. Just stick with one
though!No Weigh-Ins, No Tape MeasuresWeighing in and measuring your body daily is out of
the question as well. This diet promotes gradual and safe weight loss: your body will show less-
than-dramatic results on a day-to-day basis. This may discourage you from continuing with the
diet, or worse, unconsciously lead you to binge-eating.Instead, weigh and measure yourself
prior to and after the diet has ended.The Whole 30 diet is only 30 days long, so it is not really a
good idea, or worth your time, to spend precious energy worrying about what is happening to
your body each day on the diet plan. After 30 days, you will see that there is an enormous
difference, but if you are focusing on what is happening with the weight and the inches, you will
become stressed out, and you will miss out on some of the great rewards of this diet plan. Just
take it easy, hide the scale and the tape measure for 30 days, and you will see the good
results.Rather than focusing on what the numbers on the scale or the tape measure say, why not
focus on how you are feeling? The Whole 30 diet asks you to eat foods that are wholesome and
good, rather than all the junk that you are usually going to feed yourself. When you are able to
make some of these changes, there is so much that can happen to the overall health of your
body. You will have more energy, you will be able to fit better into your clothes at the end of the
time.To avoid some of this obsessing and some of the stress, consider just measuring yourself
at the beginning of the diet plan. Write down these numbers somewhere that you can easily find
them later on, but then forget about them until after the 30 days are all over. Once this time is
done, you can go through and do the measurements again and compare. If you followed the



Whole 30 diet the way that you should, you would find that there was quite a bit of weight loss,
as well as loss in inches, across your whole body in just a month!Food Items to AvoidA diet is
basically a meal routine on which you need to control your food intake and follow certain dietary
restrictions. The rules differ according to the diet where certain diets have almost no restrictions
while others have a lot. When it comes to the 30-Day Whole Food diet regimen, there are indeed
a lot of restrictions; but always remember that there will always be exceptions to the rule. These
are going to seem really restrictive to someone who is just getting started, but there is a good
reason for all of them. If you are able to keep away from these foods for the next 30 days, you will
find that your overall health is going to be amazing and you will be providing the body with all of
the good stuff without any of the bad stuff for the whole month. You just need to be passionate
and dedicated and you will soon see the change. Some of the foods items that you will need to
avoid when you are on the Whole 30 diet plan will include:Alcohol and other food products and
drinks that contain (traces of) alcohol. Many of these are grain-based and contain one or more
forms of sweeteners – both ingredients are not recommended for the 30-Day Whole Food
diet.Beverages, drinks, e.g. beer, spirits, wine, etc.Baked goods, e.g. fruit cake, rum cakes,
etc.Candies, e.g. chocolates with wine fillingsDairy and other food items/drinks that contain
traces of casein and lactose. These include food items and drinks from butter to yogurt drinks,
and everything else in between. Drinks and snack items that are artificially flavored with milk,
cheese or cream, as well as artificial cheese flavorings also fall under this category.Grains and
other food items and drinks that contain traces of grain, whole grain or otherwise. These
include:Whole grain (consumed lightly cooked, or milled into flour): amaranth, barley, buckwheat
berries, bulgur (cracked wheat,) corn (including cornmeal, cornstarch, grits, polenta, and
popcorn,) couscous, farro, kamut, millet, oats (and oat groats,) rice (including long/short grained,
brown, red, white, and wild,) sorghum, spelt (spelt berries,) teff, triticale, wheat (and wheat
berries,), etc.Quinoa, which is essentially a seed, is also not Whole Food-safe.Grain-based
drinks, e.g. ale, barley wine, beer, chicha, corn beef, malt, millet beer, moonshine, rye beer,
sake, vodka, wheat beer, whiskey, etc.Starchy processed food. These contain overly-refined
flour, which is milled and whitened extensively that these no longer contain nutrients. This is the
reason why that most commercially-produced bread is artificially “enriched” or “fortified” with
vitamins and minerals. These include, but are not limited to:Baked goods, commercially
manufactured, e.g. bagels, bread (loaves,) breadsticks, buns, cakes, cookies, crackers,
flatbread, muffins, pastries, pies, pita bread, pizza crust, pretzels, quiches, rolls, scones, wheat,
tortillas, etc. Store-bought bread crumbs, crouton, and stuffing fall under this category.Cake,
brownie and/or pie crust mixes, ready-made batter, “instant” or microwave confectionsChips,
both savory and sweet, and processed food snack itemsFried snack items, e.g. bannock,
beignet, churro, curry bread, doughnut, Dutchie, falafel, fried/fry bread, hush puppies, pastel,
samosa, sopaipilla, etc.Frozen cookie dough, dough, pastries, etc.Instant or quick-cooking
grains, e.g. 1-minute rice, grits, instant couscous, instant polenta, quick-cooking oats, etc.Instant
gravy mixes, sauces, soups and stewsPasta – dried, quick cooking, ready-to-eatProcessed



meat, e.g. chicken nuggets, commercially-manufactured bacon, and ham, luncheon meat,
hotdogs, meatloaf, etc. Frozen dinners, breaded meat cutlets, hamburger/meatball mixes, and
pre-marinated meat fall under this category.Legumes and other food items that contain (traces
of) legumes. These include:Adzuki beans, black beans, broad (fava) beans, chickpeas/
garbanzos, kidney beans, lentils, lima beans, mung beans, navy beans, peanuts (including
peanut butter,) peas, pinto beans, etc.Soybeans, and all soy-based products, e.g. edamame,
miso, Natto, tofu, tempeh, soymilk, soy nuts, soy sauce, etc. Soy-based meat substitutes like
tofu turkey or tofu hotdogs fall under this category.Note: vegetables such as green beans, snap
peas, snow peas, string beans, wax beans, winged beans, and yard-long beans, which are
usually cooked in their pods, are exceptions to this rule. The same goes for mung bean sprouts,
okra, vanilla bean – all of which contain very little starch.Sugar and sweeteners. Although there
are organic forms of sweeteners, (such as honey, pure maple syrup, etc.) these have been
known to trigger insulin imbalance which leads to a host of physical ailments, particularly
diabetes. To encourage the body to heal faster, it is recommended that sugar (in all its forms)
should be eliminated from the diet for the time being. You need to avoid artificial as well as
natural forms of sugar on this diet. This includes:Natural sugars – agave syrup, beet sugar,
brown (unwashed) sugar, cane sugar (including juice and syrup,) carob syrup, caster sugar, date
sugar, demerara sugar, honey, molasses, muscovado sugar, panocha, powdered sugar, raw
sugar, sorghum syrup, table sugar, treacle, turbinado sugar, and white sugar.Artificial
sweeteners – acesulfame potassium, aspartame, barley malt syrup, corn syrup, crystalline
fructose, cyclamate, dextran, dextrose, erythritol, ethyl maltol, galactose, glucose, grape sugar,
high fructose corn syrup, isomalt, isomaltose, maltitol, maltose, maltodextrin, mannitol, neotame,
rice syrup, saccharine, sorbitol, stevia, sucralose, sucrose, and xylitol.Food items that contain
high amounts of sugar. Sodas are notorious for containing too much sugar, but so are multitudes
of processed and commercially manufactured products, like: bacon, baked goods, bread,
breakfast cereals, cake mixes, candies, canned fruits in light/heavy syrup, canned meat,
caramel popcorn, chips, cookies, condiments, crackers, doughnuts, flavored milk, flavored
water, frozen yogurt, fruit-based sauces, fruit jams/jellies, glazes, granola bars, hazelnut
spreads, hotdogs, ice cream, instant gravies, jams, juices/juice concentrates/juice powder,
lemonades, marinated meat, milk shakes, peanut butter, pies, preserves, ready-to-cook rice
cakes, salad dressings, soups, spaghetti/pasta sauces, sweet/savory sandwich spreads,
syrups, and whipped cream. It may sound surprising. However, you need to avoid diet sodas as
well. Diet sodas contain almost the same amount of sugars and thus are bad for your body and
health. Replace sodas with fruit infused water instead.Processed food. Anything else that
doesn’t appear in its organic form in nature should be removed from your diet. Most contain high
amounts of salt, sugar and overly refined starches, not to mention unhealthy doses of food
additives and preservatives.Store-bought condiments and ready-made dressings/sauces, in
particular, are high in sugar and preservatives. These include: barbecue marinades, catsup, chili
oil/sauce, chutneys, cocktail sauce, compote, dips, French fry seasonings, fruit preserves,



guacamole, hot sauce, mayonnaise, pepper jelly, pesto, pickles, pico de gallo, popcorn
seasonings, ranch dressing, salad dressing, steak sauce, sweet chili sauce, tartar sauce,
teriyaki sauce, and vinaigrette.Bottled, canned, concentrated, instant, powdered, pre-mixed,
ready-to-drink beverages. Aside from alcoholic beverages, these include colas/sodas, energy
drinks, energized/flavored/mineralized water (includes sugar,) energy or sports drinks, frappe,
fruit juices and/or concentrates, iced tea or ice tea powder, instant lemonades or lemonade
powder,Products like: 3-in-1 coffee mixes, breakfast drinks, condensed or evaporated milk, hot
chocolate powder/mix, instant champurrado or any milk-chocolate blend, Irish or liqueur coffee,
milk tea bags/concentrates/powder, milk coffee powder, powdered milk, protein shakes, ready-
to-drink smoothies, and yogurt drink have dairy in them as well, and therefore not Whole Food-
safe.There will always be exceptions to this rule. Some food items and drinks have undergone
minimal processing, which makes these convenient to use. More importantly, these retain
healthy amounts of organic nutrients. However, it is still essential to scan products’ list of
ingredients. Always choose the ones with the least amount of food additives and
preservatives.As you can see, this list is pretty long, much longer than what you will be able to
find with some of the other diet plans that you may choose to go with, but as you will notice,
most of the foods that are on this list are processed and not good for the body. You need to learn
how to get rid of some of that processed food and stick with the foods that are nutrition, natural,
and good for the whole body. The Whole 30 diet is able to help you to get this done.You may feel
quite restricted at the beginning of this diet. However, do not worry, with enough persistence you
will start to enjoy the diet soon. You can make a list of all the foods to avoid and put it on your
smartphone so that you can quickly check whether a food item is safe for consumption or not.
Nowadays, smart apps and other such apps are available as well, use them to make the dieting
experience easy.Food Items and Drinks that are 30-Day Whole Food SafeYou might be quite
flabbergasted after reading the above list. After reading the list of foods that you need to avoid
when you are on the Whole 30 diet, you may wonder if there are many foods left for you to enjoy.
Yes, there were quite a few ingredients and foods that you will need to avoid if you want to really
see the success that comes with the Whole 30 diet, but the point here is to restrict some of the
bad foods that you are taking in and making sure that you start taking in foods that are healthier
and wholesome for you. These foods do not contain processed and artificial ingredients and
thus are not only good for your health but are good for the environment as well.With the Whole
30 diet, you are required to eat foods that are whole. If you are able to pick them up at the
grocery store and they don’t have a label with a million ingredients, these are the ones that you
will want to consume on this diet plan. You want to stick with the lean meats, the healthy fats, the
good dairy products, and of course, lots of fresh produce. These have just one ingredient in
them, and they avoid all of the processed foods that you don’t need inside of this diet
plan.Basically, other than the food ingredients listed above, you can consume any fresh produce
you like.[1] In the interest of maintaining good health though, it would be best to limit yourself to
recommended portions, preferably within the standard 1,800 to 2,000 calorie per day.Never



overeat. Yes, vegetables and fruits are natural, nutrient-rich and healthy alternatives to sugary
and processed food items, but they are still bad if eaten in excess. Do not eat any fruit or
vegetable in excess. Overindulging, even in healthy food items, is an unhealthy practice, which
could lead to unwanted weight gain. For example, an apple a day is considered healthy, but
consuming 3 to 4 pieces in one sitting is not.Eat:Fresh fruitsFresh vegetablesGrass-fed, organic,
and/or sustainable meat sources. Unless you’re planning to go vegan or vegetarian, meat (least
processed, or fresh-cuts) should be on the menu. Avoid pre-marinated, pre-mixed, or seasoned
products. Aged meat, which is often used in steaks, may have undergone prolonged processing,
but this is still considered 30-Day Whole Food safe.Red meatBeef and vealLamb and
muttonGoat meatPorkWhite meat and by-products of white meatPoultry. Meat and eggs, fromChi
ckenDuckGoosePheasantQuailTurkeySeafoodCephalopodsCuttlefishOctopusSquidCrustacean
sCrabCrayfishLangoustineLobstersPrawnsShrimpsFishAnchoviesCarpCatfishCodGrouperHalib
utMackerelSalmonSardineSoleSwordfishTilapiaTroutTunaShellfishClamsMusselsOystersScallop
sGame and exotic meatNuts, preferably raw, which could be roasted and seasoned at home.
Though technically processed, lightly-seasoned and store-bought nuts are acceptable in the 30-
Day Whole Food diet.AlmondsBeechnutsCashew nutsChestnutsHazelnutsMacadamia
nutsPecan nutsPili nutsPine nutsPistachio nutsWalnutSeeds. As much as possible, buy these
raw. Some store-bought pre-roasted seeds are acceptable in the 30-Day Whole Food diet if
these are difficult and time consuming to process at home. Choose lightly seasoned ones, but
avoid candied ones or those that are heavily seasoned.Apricot kernels/seedsBreadnut
seedsCaraway seedsChia seedsFennel seedsFlax seedsHemp seedsLinseedsPoppy
seedsPumpkin seedsSesame seedsSquash seedsSunflower seedsWatermelon seedsSome
food items go through one or more forms of processing, and these are still considered 30-Day
Whole Food-safe. Mostly, these are packed for the sake of availability and convenience. For
example, coconut milk/cream can always be harvested fresh from the fruit if coconut trees are
abundant in your locale. For people who don’t live in tropical countries, the most available
coconut-based products are those already canned, dried, or pre-packed. Even if coconut fruit is
being sold “fresh” in grocery stores, extracting the juice and meat from the hard shell exterior
needs specialized tools and equipment.If you have to use processed food, choose those that
contain only natural ingredients. On the right is the ingredient list for “organic” coconut milk,
which is still overly processed. On the left is a far better option: it contains only 1 ingredient.
[2]You can safely consume these, but use sparingly:The food items mentioned under this
section are allowed on the diet. However, you should consume them only sparingly. Do not
overindulge in these food items. These items can be used as treats for achieving a specific goal.
These treats will help you to stay dedicated and persistent towards the
diet.BeveragesChocolate, specifically tablea, which are made from pure roasted cocoa nibs,
coarsely ground and packed into balls, disks, and/or tablets; many of these are sugar-free.
Unsweetened cocoa powder is also a 30-Day Whole Food safe.Coffee, plain. There are a couple
of coffee substitutes (though overly processed) that can be safely consumed safely while on the



30-Day Whole Food diet. These include roasted and granulated: carob powder, chicory root,
dandelion root, rooibos tea and pure cocoa powder.Avoid flavored coffee. These contain high
amounts of dairy and sweeteners.Herbal tea blends. Most of these are dairy and sugar-free.
Homemade tea blends are the best. You know precisely what ingredients you are using, and you
can control portions.Avoid pre-sweetened tea blends, and those that contain creamers, and
milk.Tea. Fresh green tea, dried tea, crushed tea in tea bags, and even powdered green tea like
matcha are 30-Day Whole Food safe, just as long as you avoid adding creamers and
sweeteners into the drink.Avoid pre-sweetened and/or sweetened tea blends.Capers, brined or
in oil. These are quickly processed and then soaked in salted water or olive oil. These do not
contain additional ingredients. Use brined capers sparingly. These contain high amounts of
salt.CondimentsAioli – homemade oil and garlic sauce; may or may not contain egg yolks.Dips –
homemade dips are best. Avoid using those that contain beans, dairy and/or sweeteners like
bagna cauda, barbecue sauces, bean dip, blue cheese dressing, cheese sauce, chili con queso,
chutneys, fondue, French onion dip, and tzatziki.The best ones to use are:Ajika dip – made from
garlic, herbs, pepper, and spicesAjvar – made from garlic and peppersArtichoke and spinach
dipBaba ghanoush – made from eggplantsChili oil – oil infused with either raw or lightly cooked
pepperMuhammara – hot pepper and walnut dipNam chim and nam phrik – made from a
combination of dried and fresh chili peppersNupc cha – same as name chim, but with fish
sauceSatsivi – walnut dipSpinach dip, preferably dairy-freeTaramosalata – dip made from carp
or codfish roeTkemali – cherry plum sauceDried or fresh herbs – these can add depths of flavor
to your dishes. These are fat-free and full of flavor; spice blends fall into this category but check
product labels. Avoid those that contain sweeteners, or high amounts of food additives like
artificial color and flavor.Use:AdviehAll-spice powderBaharatBerbereChaat masalaChili
powderCurry powderDry rubsDukkahFines herbesFive spice powderGaram
masalaHarissaHerbes de ProvenceKhmeli suneliItalian seasoningJerk spicesPanch
phoronPoultry spicesPumpkin pie seasoningQuatre epicesRas el hanoutTogarashiZa’atarDried
or fresh peppers – use fresh and dried peppers interchangeably. Many of these are not overly
hot or spicy, but these can add another layer of flavor to dishes. Brined or pickled peppers, (e.g.
jalapeno peppers, roasted red peppers in oil, etc.) though processed, are still 30-Day Whole
Food -safe.Avoid chili jams and jellies. These contain sweeteners, artificial color, and
preservatives.Extra virgin olive oil – this can be added in small amounts in salads. This is an
essential ingredient in vinaigrettes or homemade dressings. You can use plain olive oil, which is
cheaper and is better suited for cooking.Avoid using light olive oil, extra light olive oil, and refined
olive oil. These are usually made from poor quality olive oil and processed using solvents
(usually hexane,) to make these look marketable. The term, “light” in this case does not mean
“healthier.” It means that the flavor profile is less pronounced, due to its excessive and multiple
processing.The same is true for most cooking oils and specialty oils.To simplify: avoid all oil
based products that are labeled “refined” or “partially hydrogenated.”Guacamole – homemade is
best. Store-bought ones sometimes contain high amounts of preservatives to prolong their shelf



lives in the stores.Horseradish paste or wasabi – homemade is best. Bottled wasabi, in
particular, contains artificial colors and preservatives.Kimchi – any blend is fine, but homemade
kimchi is always best. Use sparingly due to its high sodium (salt) content.Lemon, lime or any
citrus juice – Tart and zesty, freshly squeezed citrus juices can really brighten up your meals. You
can use these in numerous dishes – from salads to meat dishes, and even seafood. These work
well in beverages too. Always use freshly squeezed juice. Avoid bottled, canned or “pre-
squeezed” citrus products.Mustard – Dijon or yellow, hot or English/Russian mustard. These are
extensively processed but are usually considered 30-Day Whole Food-safe because of its lack
of additional food additives and preservatives. Use sparingly. These contain high amounts of
salt.Pesto – homemade is best. Most commercially manufactured pesto contains cheese or
dairy, which is not 30-Day Whole Food-safe.Salsa – homemade is best. Commercial blends
sometimes contain artificial additives and preservatives. Check product labels before
buying.Salt – fleur de sel, kosher salt, Himalayan salt, and sea salt are good, as well as flavored
salt like: celery salt, chili salt, citrus salt, fennel salt, garlic salt, gomasio (salt with toasted
sesame seeds,) herbed salt, lemon salt, peppery salt, rosemary salt, smoked salt, thyme salt,
etc. Homemade flavored salt is better than store-bought ones, as the latter often contains anti-
caking agents.Avoid refined, rock, and iodized salt. These no longer contain organic
nutrients.Sun-dried tomatoes, brined or in oil. These tomatoes do undergo numerous processing
before being soaked in salted water or olive oil. These are still considered 30-Day Whole Food-
safe as the finished products do not contain additional ingredients. Use sparingly.Sriracha or
Thai hot sauce – always choose low-sodium and sugar-free products. Avoid sweet/sweet-and-
sour blends due to their high sugar content.Tahini – home-made is best, but if you are using
store-bought ones, always choose all-natural, high quality raw/roasted tahini, preferably
unsalted.Vinegar – check product labels before buying. Some cheap products actually contain
sugar and artificial color. Others undergo extensive processing using harmful solvents, examples
of which include: distilled/white vinegar, sherry vinegar, spirits (red wine vinegar, white wine
vinegar.)Better options are:Apple cider vinegarBalsamic vinegarBlackcurrant vinegarCane
vinegarChinese black vinegar (use sparingly)Coconut vinegarDate vinegarGam sikcho
(persimmon vinegar)Gouqicu (wolfberry vinegar)Grape vinegarJamun sirka (jamun
vinegar)Job’s tears vinegar (aged vinegar from Japan)Kiwi vinegarKurozu (Japanese black
vinegar, use sparingly)Malt vinegarPalm vinegarPomegranate vinegarQuince vinegarRaisin
vinegar (use sparingly)Raspberry vinegarRice vinegar / black rice vinegarTomato vinegar (use
sparingly)Zaocu (jujube vinegar)Canned or frozen fruits and/or vegetables, including
mushrooms. Use these only when fresh ones are not available. Fresh is always the best choice
with these and then frozen. You should go with cans only as a last resort because of the added
juice and sugars that are thrown inside. Avoid using dehydrated, bottled or canned, fruits and
vegetables. Most of these no longer contain organic vitamins and minerals. Avoid those that
contain dairy and starch, like creamed corn, cream of asparagus, cream of mushrooms, etc.You
can safely use:Bottled, canned or pre-packed coconut products, like coconut cream, coconut



milk, desiccated coconut, dried coconut meat/shavings, etc. Always choose the unsweetened or
unseasoned varieties.Bottled, canned, or pre-packed tomato products, like: diced and peeled
tomatoes, tomato puree, tomato sauce. Avoid using seasoned tomato-based products like ready-
made spaghetti sauces, pizza sauces, etc. These contain sugar and casein (dairy-
based.)Bottled or canned whole mushrooms, halved, quartered, or pieces and stems. Use
unseasoned mushroom products. Rinse these well before using.Canned pumpkin, squash,
sweet potatoes puree, unseasoned. These are convenient to use. Choose products that contain
only 2 to 3 ingredients at the most.Frozen berries: blueberries, blackberries, raspberries,
strawberries, etc. Avoid bottled and canned ones, especially if these are steeped in
syrups.Frozen spinach. Fresh is always better, but you can get almost the same flavor and health
benefits of frozen spinach.Variations on the Whole 30 DietThe nice thing about the Whole 30
diet is that you are able to find many variations of this kind of diet plan. The basic idea is that you
need to stick with foods that are whole and healthy, and away from the ones that have a lot of
processed foods, and then you can make modifications to make it work with another diet plan of
your own as well. For example, there are many people who choose to go with a Paleo version of
the Whole 30 diet, or even a vegetarian or a vegan option. These are perfectly fine, as long as
you learn how to incorporate both rules into one diet plan of your own.You will need to be a bit
careful when you are using this option. They can be healthy, but sometimes you get busy or lazy
and may start missing out on some of the health concerns that you need to watch out for. Make
sure that you are watching what nutrients you are taking in with the mixed diet plans so that you
are getting all of the healthy nutrients that are needed while also ensuring that none of the
forbidden items are added into the diet by mistake.~ o ~ o ~ o ~Question:Are food, mineral or
vitamin supplements necessary in the 30-Day Whole Food Diet?Answer:Unless you are
planning on going full vegan or vegetarian, you don’t need to take food supplements. Although it
is still possible to get all the necessary and essential nutrients from the vegan diet, it often
becomes a bit difficult. You can acquire enough organic nutrients from simply increasing your
daily intake of fresh produce, and lessening the consumption of processed food. Technically,
because health supplements fall into the category of “processed,” you shouldn’t take these while
on the 30-Day Whole Food diet. If you have pre-existing medical conditions, always ask your
primary healthcare provider first before removing/adding food supplements from your daily
meals. Do not start any diet or exercise routine without consulting your doctor as it may prove to
be counterproductive if you do not take all the precautionary steps.CHAPTER 2: Tips on Dining
Out / Eating on the Run When Following the Whole Food DietFollowing a diet is a difficult task
for many people as we are used to eating whatever we like and whenever we want to eat.
However, it is an extremely necessary and essential thing to do to stay healthy. Many people can
follow a diet when they eat at home. However, people who need to go out often cannot follow a
diet properly. Food available in restaurants and joints are often calorie rich and include
processed items. It becomes quite difficult to stay on a diet while eating out. In this chapter, you
will find tips that will help you stay on a diet while eating out.Dining OutIt is becoming more and



more difficult to have a social life while avoiding eating out. Most of our social interactions now
take place over meals in restaurants and you must eat out to keep up with the times. Whether
you are a student or a business professional, you must eat out to maintain a social identity.
However, eating out is often counterproductive for diets. Don’t worry, this diet will not ‘break’ your
diet.You don’t have to give up your social life totally while you are dieting. As stated before, this
eating regimen works best when you plan ahead.If you know where you are dining out, read
menu options of the said restaurant(s) a week before actually going there. Most eating
establishments now post their menus online. Some include a list of ingredients and even
nutritional value. You can check out which meals you can order, and if possible, even pre-order
specialty dishes that are 30-Day Whole Food-safe beforehand. Some establishments will cater
to your request if you give them one week’s notice.Ask if they have open salad bars, but be
careful with their house dressings and vinaigrettes. These may contain processed ingredients in
less than healthy doses. To be safe, ask for free (or almost free) servings of vinegar, black
pepper, and salt. Mix these and voila! You have an instant healthy dressing for your salad.For
dessert, ask for plain fruits (e.g. 1 piece small banana, 1 mango cheek, or ½ cup fresh berries,
etc.) or unseasoned (no dairy, no honey, etc.) fruit salads. The safest option would be to skip
dessert altogether. You can make your own at home if you have the sweet tooth.If you like meat
on your plate, ask for lightly seasoned boiled, baked, grilled, or steamed meat (salted, but not
drenched in condiments or sauce.) For seafood, raw (sashimi or shucked oysters) are highly
recommended. Lightly cooked and seasoned baked, boiled, broiled, and steamed seafood can
be safely added to your dinner selection as well.If dining out is a spur-of-the-moment decision,
instead of scanning menu items in minute details, you can ask your food server (nicely!) for
recommendations and specify exactly what your dietary needs are. Avoid consuming the offered
dips, condiments, gravies, and sauces.Large portions can sometimes derail your diet, so ask for
kid’s portions. You can literally share meals with family and friends by dividing larger portions
among family and friends. As a last resort, eat small portions and have the rest packed as
takeout. The important thing here is to eat within (or slightly less) than recommended portions,
so as not to inadvertently cheat on your diet.For beverages, it is best and easiest to stick to
plain, unflavored water. Black tea and plain tea (no dairy or sweetener,) or warm water with a
squeeze of lemon or lime work too.The trick to eating out is to always be prepared. If you walk
into a new restaurant without looking at the menu first or having a good idea of how to follow the
Whole 30 diet, you are more likely to fail.If you know that you are going to head out to eat ahead
of time, make sure to look online and see what options are available for your diet plan. This gives
you time to do some research and pick out which meal will fit on the Whole 30 diet or if you
would need to choose to go somewhere else.Also, before you head out for the day, consider
getting some extra nutrition in your day. You don’t want to get to the restaurant and feel famished
because you missed a meal or you starved yourself earlier. If you did this, once you get to the
restaurant, the good smells are going to become too tempting, and you will find it is hard to
remain good on your diet plan.When you are on the Whole 30 diet, you are allowed to go out to



eat on occasion and have fun, but you do need to be mindful of the things that you are eating.
Make sure that you fully understand what is going on with this diet plan, ask questions, and plan
ahead, and it becomes much easier to get the results that you want from this diet plan even
when you go eat out.When TravellingIt is imperative to try the local fresh produce when
travelling. Unless you are willing to spend inordinately large amounts of money exporting food
items you like, and then lugging these around in your bags for hours on end, it is better to utilize
fresh produce in the areas you visit.Fresh, ripe fruits always make great low-fat and healthy
snacks. Juice extracted from a freshly harvested coconut makes a great organic thirst quencher.
Leafy greens from local markets can easily be converted into salads with light dressings. The
possibilities of great food that are 30-Day Whole Food safe are limitless if you keep an open
mind about it.For hot meals, ask for or buy lightly cooked (boiled, grilled, steamed, etc.) and
lightly seasoned dishes (preferably seasoned with salt and pepper only.) This can be done if you
are in a good hotel or you have a travel guide who knows the local food scene well.If you have
the option or luxury of staying in accommodation(s) with a kitchen or at least a spot where you
can prepare your own meals, you would still have to utilize local markets though for basic
ingredients.To save time and money, buy certain ingredients that you can include in a number of
recipes. For example: buy 1 small bunch (about 4 pieces) of large, ripe plantains. These can be
kept at room temperature. Slice and toast one piece on a dry pan for breakfast, boil another for
lunch and then add a third one into a stew. Mash the fourth one for a pancake recipe the next
day.Packing some of your own meals for traveling, rather than relying on fast food restaurants
along the way can really help you to get the best results. Pack meals, snacks, and more so that
you can spend your break times running around and getting energy out, rather than at a
restaurant waiting for food and filling up on things that are bad for you. Making some meals and
packing them up the night before can be handy and will ensure that you can get good results
with the Whole 30 diet even when you need to be on the road.CHAPTER 3: 30 Day Meal
PlanMany people are often confused about what to eat when on a diet. In this chapter, you will
find a simple and easy to follow a meal plan that will get you started on your diet. There are no
hard and fast rules about this plan, though, you make changes in the plan. However, the
changes should be according to the diet. Let us now see the plan in detail.WEEK 1A shopping
list for the week[3]:Aromatics, fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, lemongrass, onion, ripe tomatoes,
shallotsCanned/packed products: button mushrooms (pieces and stems,) brined Kalamata
olives, coconut cream, diced and peeled tomatoes, raisins, squash puree, tomato pasteChili,
fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (green, orange, red, and yellow)Fruits: (red and green, Granny
Smith) apples, apricots, avocado, bananas, blackberries, blueberries (frozen,) kiwi fruit, lemons,
lime, mango, papaya, plantains, raspberries (frozen,) strawberries (frozen,) sweet red
grapesFresh Herbs: basil, bay leaf, cilantro, mint, parsley, rosemaryNuts: raw almond slivers, raw
cashew nuts, raw walnuts, store-bought garlic roasted cashew nuts, store-bought garlic roasted
walnutsOils: coconut oil, extra virgin olive oil, plain olive oilProtein: beef shank (deboned,)
chicken (bone-in thighs,) chicken gizzard, eggs, ground beef, halibut fillets, lean ground beef, leg



of lamb (shank and sirloin end, deboned, and butterfly cut,) pork tenderloinSeasonings and
dried herbs: black peppers, black peppercorns, cinnamon powder, cumin powder, Dijon (or
yellow) mustard, dried pepper flakes, dried oregano (or oregano powder,) fried garlic flakes, hot
grainy mustard (English or Russian mustard,) sea saltSeeds, raw/dried: caraway seedsStocks:
(all organic, unsalted) beef, fish, mushroom, shrimp, vegetableVegetables: arugula leaves,
asparagus (thick-stemmed,) broccoli, cabbage, carrots, celeriac, celery, cucumber, jicama, oak
leaf lettuce, marble potatoes (also called baby potatoes,) parsley root (substitute parsnips, if
unavailable,) radicchio, red leaf lettuce, red romaine lettuce, snow peas, sweet
potatoesVinegars: apple cider vinegar, balsamic vinegar, raisin vinegarWeek 1WeekdayDay
1WeekdayDay 2WeekdayDay 3Breakfast1 servingAlmond and Blackberry Smoothie1
servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingBerry and Cashew SmoothieMid-
morning Snack¼ cup store-bought garlic roasted cashew nuts1 piece, small apple1 piece,
medium apricotLunch1 servingApple and Jicama Salad with Pork Tenderloin1 servingBeef and
Mushroom Soup1 servingApples and Walnuts on Leafy Reds, VeganMid-afternoon Snack1
servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water½ cup, loosely packed fresh/frozen
blueberries1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored WaterDinner1 servingHalibut Bake with
Almonds1 servingPork Tenderloin with Asparagus and Peppers1 servingChicken Stew with
Caraway Seeds Eintopfgericht, German StewPre-bedtime Snack (optional)1 piece, medium ripe
apricot1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water¼ cup store-bought garlic roasted
cashew nutsWeek 1WeekdayDay 4WeekdayDay 5WeekdayDay 6WeekdayDay 7Breakfast1
servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 servingBerry and Pear Smoothie1
servingAsparagus and Broccoli Frittata1 servingBanana PancakesMid-morning Snack1
servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil
Flavored Water1 piece, medium apricot1 piece, small appleLunch1 servingAvocado and Basil
Chicken Salad in Cucumber Boats1 servingAvocado and Cilantro Chicken Salad on Cucumber
Disks1 servingVegetable Soup, Extra Chunky, Vegan1 servingTropical Fruit Salad, VeganMid-
afternoon Snack1 piece, small apple1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1
servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water½ cup, loosely packed fresh
blueberriesDinner1 servingHalibut in Coconut Soup1 servingTraditional Beef Stifado, Greek
Stew1 servingBreadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with Mushrooms and Vegetable Toppings1
servingHerbed Leg of Lamb with Marble PotatoesPre-bedtime Snack (optional)½ cup, loosely
packedfresh blueberries1 piece, mediumripe apricot1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored
Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored WaterWEEK 2A shopping list for the
week:Aromatics, fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, leeks, onion, shallotsCanned/packed products:
button mushrooms (pieces and stems,) brined capers, coconut cream, coconut milk, raisins,
straw mushrooms, tuna chunks in brineChili, fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (red,) bird’s eye
chiliFruits: apples, apricots, bananas, blueberries (frozen,) cantaloupe, cherries (fresh,) fresh
coconut water, grapefruit, honeydew melon, lemons, lime, papaya, pear, raspberries (fresh,) red
currants, strawberries (fresh,) sugar melon, watermelon (red and yellow-fleshed, preferably



seedless)Fresh Herbs: basil, cilantro, dill fronds, parsley, rosemary, thymeNuts: raw cashew
nutsOils: coconut oil, plain olive oilMushrooms: button (fresh,) cloud ear fungus mushrooms
(dried,) crimini (fresh,) porcini (dried,) portabella (fresh,) shiitake (fresh and dried)Protein:
chicken thigh fillets, eggs, ground beef, ground lean pork (70% lean, and 90% to 95% lean,)
quails, salmon fillets, shrimps (fresh, large pieces)Seasonings and dried herbs: black peppers,
cinnamon powder, curry powder, Dijon (or yellow) mustard, dried basil (or basil powder,) dried
pepper flakes, fried garlic flakes, garam masala, sea salt, Spanish paprika powder, white
pepperSeeds, raw: chia seedsStocks: (all organic, unsalted) chicken (concentrated and ready-
to-use,) mushroom, vegetableVegetables: arugula leaves, asparagus (thick-stemmed,) baby
corn, broccoli, cabbage, baby spinach leaves, carrots, cauliflower, celery, cucumber, iceberg
lettuce, jicama, patty-pan summer squash (tiny squashes,) red radish, snow peas, squash,
sweet potatoesVinegars: apple cider vinegar, balsamic vinegar, pomegranate vinegarWeek
2WeekdayDay 8WeekdayDay 9WeekdayDay 10Breakfast1 servingApricot and Honeydew
Flavored Water1 servingBanana Cake Smoothie1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored
WaterMid-morning Snack1 piece, medium banana1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored
Water1 piece, medium bananaLunch1 servingTuna Salad in Cucumber-Arugula Boats1
servingMushroom and Onion Soup, Vegan1 servingTuna Salad in Iceberg CupsMid-afternoon
Snack1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit
Flavored Water1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored WaterDinner1 servingEasy Meatball
Drop Soup1 servingDill and Pork with Summer Squash1 servingChinese Style Pork and
Mushroom Steamed MeatballsPre-bedtime Snack (optional)1 servingApricot and Honeydew
Flavored Water1 piece, large ripe apricot1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored WaterWeek
2WeekdayDay 11WeekdayDay 12WeekdayDay 13WeekdayDay 14Breakfast1 servingCherry
and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 servingApple, Coconut, and Spinach Smoothie1
servingAsparagus Dipped in Eggs1 servingBerries in Chia Seed PorridgeMid-morning Snack1
servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored
Water1 piece, medium banana1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored WaterLunch1
servingMelon Salad, Vegan1 servingTuna Salad on Cucumber Disks1 servingChicken,
Mushroom and Vegetable Soup1 servingCreamy Chicken and Mushroom Curry SoupMid-
afternoon Snack1 piece, medium Banana1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1
servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 cup diced honeydewDinner1 servingGarlic-
Lemon Salmon Bake1 servingChop Suey with Chicken and Shrimps1 servingRoasted Quails
with Carrots and Sweet Potatoes1 servingRoast Beef with Onion SaucePre-bedtime Snack
(optional)1 cup diced honeydew1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 piece,
medium banana1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored WaterWEEK 3A shopping list for the
week:Aromatics, fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, leeks, onion, ripe tomatoes, shallotsCanned/
packed products: brined Kalamata olives, coconut cream, desiccated coconut, diced and
peeled tomatoes, raisins, roasted pumpkin seeds (lightly salted and shelled,) tomato pasteChili,
fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (green, orange, red, and yellow,) bird’s eye chili, green chili,



jalapeño pepper (fresh,) Mexican red chili (dried,) Serrano pepperFruits: avocado, bananas,
cranberries (fresh,) lemons, lime, mango, pear, plantains, strawberries (frozen,) sweet orange,
young coconutFresh Herbs: basil, cilantro, oregano, parsley, rosemaryMushrooms: button
mushrooms (fresh,) white mushrooms (fresh,) shiitake mushrooms (dried and fresh,) white
mushrooms (fresh)Nuts: store-bought garlic roasted cashew nutsTHE 30-DAY WHOLEFOOD
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Cumin Spiced Beef Wraps111. Lobster Rolls112. Avocado and Basil Chicken Salad in
Cucumber Boats113. Avocado and Cilantro Chicken Salad on Cucumber Disks114. Crab Salad
in Lettuce Cups115. Egg Salad in Lettuce Cups116. Pan Seared Sole in Cucumber Boats117.
Smoked Salmon on Cucumber Disks118. Stacked Egg, Eggplant and Tomato Salad119. Tuna
Salad in Cucumber-Arugula Boats120. Tuna Salad in Iceberg Cups121. Tuna Salad on
Cucumber Disks122. Chicken Fajitas123. Chicken Thai Wraps124. Portobello Sandwich125.
Mushroom Burger126. Turkey Sliders127. Turkey Apple Burgers128. Garlic Balsamic
Mushrooms129. Collard Wraps and Satay Style Dipping Sauce130. Roasted Rosemary Baby
Potatoes131. Apple Avocado Turkey Wraps132. Ground Turkey Plantain Nachos133. Healthy
Avocado Tuna Salad134. Kale and Sausage Sauté135. Tomato, Bacon and Arugula Quiche with
Sweet Potato Crust136. Cauliflower Rice Tabbouleh137. Crab and Avocado Temaki138. Roast
Beef Apple SandwichesCHAPTER 6: DinnerStovetop Dinner Options139. Sesame Soy
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Pumpkin & Beef Sauté154. Balsamic Flank Steak with Roasted Tomatoes155. One Pan Mustard
Roasted Sausages, Potatoes, and Brussels Sprouts156. Creamy Smoky Chipotle Pork
Chops157. Egg Roll Bowl158. Blackened Tilapia159. Bacon and Shrimp Risotto160. Grilled
Lemon Pepper Mahi Mahi161. One Pan Roasted Salmon, Sweet Potatoes, and Asparagus162.
Mashed Sweet Potatoes with Coconut Milk163. Cauliflower Falafel Tahini Bowl164. Tomato
Mushroom Spaghetti Squash165. Zucchini Cauliflower Fritters (Vegan)166. Quick Spiralized
Zucchini and Grape Tomatoes167. Chop Suey with Chicken and Shrimp168. Dill and Pork with
Summer Squash169. Easy Meatball Drop Soup170. Halibut in Coconut Soup171. Pork
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Breadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with Mushroom and Vegetable Toppings177. Chicken with Baby
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Ginger201. Pineapple Pork Spicy Chili202. Posole, Traditional Aztec Soup with Chicken and
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Coconuts36. Fried Plantains with Walnuts and Sesame Seeds36. Fried Plantains with Walnuts
and Sesame Seeds37. Savory Avocado Salad with Salted Pumpkin Seeds37. Savory Avocado
Salad with Salted Pumpkin Seeds38. Soft-Boiled Eggs Over Bed of Greens38. Soft-Boiled Eggs
Over Bed of Greens39. Sweet Potato Hash with Quail Eggs39. Sweet Potato Hash with Quail
Eggs40. Tapioca Crepes40. Tapioca Crepes41. Summer Frittata41. Summer Frittata42. Western
Omelet42. Western Omelet43. Vegetable Frittata43. Vegetable Frittata44. Apple and Salmon
Dish44. Apple and Salmon Dish45. Breakfast Burrito45. Breakfast Burrito46. Sausage46.
Sausage47. Sweet Potato Hash Browns47. Sweet Potato Hash Browns48. Banana, Almond
Butter, and Coconut Flakes Mix48. Banana, Almond Butter, and Coconut Flakes Mix49. Thai
Breakfast Bowl49. Thai Breakfast Bowl50. Quick and Easy Berry Bowl50. Quick and Easy Berry
Bowl51. Chia Pudding51. Chia Pudding52. Sweet Potato and Sausage Scramble52. Sweet
Potato and Sausage Scramble53. Hashbrown Casserole53. Hashbrown Casserole54. Sweet
Potato Veggie Scramble54. Sweet Potato Veggie Scramble55. Breakfast Salad with Sausage55.



Breakfast Salad with Sausage56. Hippie Hash56. Hippie Hash57. Sausage and Butternut
Squash Breakfast Casserole57. Sausage and Butternut Squash Breakfast Casserole58.
Zucchini, Tomato and Basil Omelet58. Zucchini, Tomato and Basil Omelet59. Blackberry Sage
Breakfast Sausage59. Blackberry Sage Breakfast Sausage60. Sweet Potato Breakfast Bowl60.
Sweet Potato Breakfast Bowl61. Sweet Potato Hash Breakfast Bowl61. Sweet Potato Hash
Breakfast Bowl62. Ham and Broccoli Frittata62. Ham and Broccoli Frittata63. Banana Chia
Pudding63. Banana Chia Pudding64. Oat-less Oatmeal64. Oat-less Oatmeal65. Bell Pepper and
Potato Frittata65. Bell Pepper and Potato Frittata66. Sweet Potato Waffle Breakfast Sandwich66.
Sweet Potato Waffle Breakfast SandwichCHAPTER 5: LunchCHAPTER 5: LunchSalad
RecipesSalad Recipes67. Israeli Chopped Salad67. Israeli Chopped Salad68. Chopped Shrimp
Salad with Lemon Vinaigrette68. Chopped Shrimp Salad with Lemon Vinaigrette69. Apple and
Jicama Salad with Pork Tenderloin69. Apple and Jicama Salad with Pork Tenderloin70. Taco
Salad70. Taco Salad71. Apples and Walnuts on Leafy Reds, Vegan71. Apples and Walnuts on
Leafy Reds, Vegan72. Asparagus, Cashew, and Shrimp Warm Salad72. Asparagus, Cashew,
and Shrimp Warm Salad73. Avocado and Egg Salad73. Avocado and Egg Salad74. Easy
Chicken Salad with Coconut Hollandaise Sauce74. Easy Chicken Salad with Coconut
Hollandaise Sauce75. Fruit Salad in Cider Sauce, Vegan75. Fruit Salad in Cider Sauce,
Vegan76. Greens with Oregano Vinaigrette76. Greens with Oregano Vinaigrette77. Greens with
Raspberry Vinaigrette77. Greens with Raspberry Vinaigrette78. Melon Salad, Vegan78. Melon
Salad, Vegan79. Tropical Fruit Salad, Vegan79. Tropical Fruit Salad, Vegan80. Salmon Salad80.
Salmon Salad81. Chicken Salad81. Chicken Salad82. Healthy Avocado Tuna Salad82. Healthy
Avocado Tuna Salad83. Guacamole Salad83. Guacamole SaladSoup RecipesSoup Recipes84.
Creole Chicken and Okra Stew84. Creole Chicken and Okra Stew85. Fish and Shrimp Stew85.
Fish and Shrimp Stew86. Vegan Cream of Broccoli Soup86. Vegan Cream of Broccoli Soup87.
Sausage, Pepper, and Spinach Soup87. Sausage, Pepper, and Spinach Soup88. Red Curry
Coconut Butternut Squash Soup88. Red Curry Coconut Butternut Squash Soup89. Roasted
Sweet Potato and Macadamia Soup89. Roasted Sweet Potato and Macadamia Soup90. Beef
and Mushroom Soup90. Beef and Mushroom Soup91. Paleo Chili91. Paleo Chili92. Chicken,
Mushroom and Vegetable Soup92. Chicken, Mushroom and Vegetable Soup93. Creamy
Chicken and Mushroom Curry Soup93. Creamy Chicken and Mushroom Curry Soup94. Easy
Gazpacho (Cold Soup Recipe)94. Easy Gazpacho (Cold Soup Recipe)95. Fish and Shrimp
Curry Soup95. Fish and Shrimp Curry Soup96. Grouper Soup with Cabbages96. Grouper Soup
with Cabbages97. Mushroom and Onion Soup, Vegan97. Mushroom and Onion Soup, Vegan98.
Nido Oriental Soup98. Nido Oriental Soup99. Sour Shrimp Soup99. Sour Shrimp Soup100.
Vegetable Soup, Extra Chunky, Vegan100. Vegetable Soup, Extra Chunky, Vegan101. Turkey
Soup101. Turkey Soup102. Turkey, Kale and Cauliflower Soup102. Turkey, Kale and Cauliflower
Soup103. Tomato and Roasted Red Pepper Soup103. Tomato and Roasted Red Pepper
Soup104. Winter Vegetable Soup with Butternut Squash & Cauliflower104. Winter Vegetable
Soup with Butternut Squash & Cauliflower105. Taco Soup105. Taco Soup106. Low Carb Beef



Chili106. Low Carb Beef Chili107. Sausage, Pepper and Spinach Soup107. Sausage, Pepper
and Spinach Soup108. Spring Stew108. Spring StewSandwich RecipesSandwich Recipes109.
Low Carb Turkey Lettuce Wraps109. Low Carb Turkey Lettuce Wraps110. Cumin Spiced Beef
Wraps110. Cumin Spiced Beef Wraps111. Lobster Rolls111. Lobster Rolls112. Avocado and
Basil Chicken Salad in Cucumber Boats112. Avocado and Basil Chicken Salad in Cucumber
Boats113. Avocado and Cilantro Chicken Salad on Cucumber Disks113. Avocado and Cilantro
Chicken Salad on Cucumber Disks114. Crab Salad in Lettuce Cups114. Crab Salad in Lettuce
Cups115. Egg Salad in Lettuce Cups115. Egg Salad in Lettuce Cups116. Pan Seared Sole in
Cucumber Boats116. Pan Seared Sole in Cucumber Boats117. Smoked Salmon on Cucumber
Disks117. Smoked Salmon on Cucumber Disks118. Stacked Egg, Eggplant and Tomato
Salad118. Stacked Egg, Eggplant and Tomato Salad119. Tuna Salad in Cucumber-Arugula
Boats119. Tuna Salad in Cucumber-Arugula Boats120. Tuna Salad in Iceberg Cups120. Tuna
Salad in Iceberg Cups121. Tuna Salad on Cucumber Disks121. Tuna Salad on Cucumber
Disks122. Chicken Fajitas122. Chicken Fajitas123. Chicken Thai Wraps123. Chicken Thai
Wraps124. Portobello Sandwich124. Portobello Sandwich125. Mushroom Burger125.
Mushroom Burger126. Turkey Sliders126. Turkey Sliders127. Turkey Apple Burgers127. Turkey
Apple Burgers128. Garlic Balsamic Mushrooms128. Garlic Balsamic Mushrooms129. Collard
Wraps and Satay Style Dipping Sauce129. Collard Wraps and Satay Style Dipping Sauce130.
Roasted Rosemary Baby Potatoes130. Roasted Rosemary Baby Potatoes131. Apple Avocado
Turkey Wraps131. Apple Avocado Turkey Wraps132. Ground Turkey Plantain Nachos132.
Ground Turkey Plantain Nachos133. Healthy Avocado Tuna Salad133. Healthy Avocado Tuna
Salad134. Kale and Sausage Sauté134. Kale and Sausage Sauté135. Tomato, Bacon and
Arugula Quiche with Sweet Potato Crust135. Tomato, Bacon and Arugula Quiche with Sweet
Potato Crust136. Cauliflower Rice Tabbouleh136. Cauliflower Rice Tabbouleh137. Crab and
Avocado Temaki137. Crab and Avocado Temaki138. Roast Beef Apple Sandwiches138. Roast
Beef Apple SandwichesCHAPTER 6: DinnerCHAPTER 6: DinnerStovetop Dinner
OptionsStovetop Dinner Options139. Sesame Soy Broccoli139. Sesame Soy Broccoli140.
Garlic and Thyme Roasted Carrots140. Garlic and Thyme Roasted Carrots141. Sautéed Kale
with Garlic and Bacon141. Sautéed Kale with Garlic and Bacon142. Garlic Grilled Broccoli142.
Garlic Grilled Broccoli143. Roasted Cabbage with Almond Sauce143. Roasted Cabbage with
Almond Sauce144. Chinese Style Pork and Mushroom Steamed Meatballs144. Chinese Style
Pork and Mushroom Steamed Meatballs145. Spicy Ground Turkey and Green Bean Stir-fry145.
Spicy Ground Turkey and Green Bean Stir-fry146. Spicy Thai Basil Ground Turkey146. Spicy
Thai Basil Ground Turkey147. Spaghetti Squash with Pasta Sauce147. Spaghetti Squash with
Pasta Sauce148. Skillet Cauliflower “Arroz” Con Pollo148. Skillet Cauliflower “Arroz” Con
Pollo149. Cilantro Jalapeno Chicken Drumsticks149. Cilantro Jalapeno Chicken Drumsticks150.
Pesto Zucchini Noodles with Roasted Tomatoes and Grilled Chicken150. Pesto Zucchini
Noodles with Roasted Tomatoes and Grilled Chicken151. Baked Chicken Fajitas151. Baked
Chicken Fajitas152. Zucchini Noodle Bolognese152. Zucchini Noodle Bolognese153. Pumpkin



& Beef Sauté153. Pumpkin & Beef Sauté154. Balsamic Flank Steak with Roasted Tomatoes154.
Balsamic Flank Steak with Roasted Tomatoes155. One Pan Mustard Roasted Sausages,
Potatoes, and Brussels Sprouts155. One Pan Mustard Roasted Sausages, Potatoes, and
Brussels Sprouts156. Creamy Smoky Chipotle Pork Chops156. Creamy Smoky Chipotle Pork
Chops157. Egg Roll Bowl157. Egg Roll Bowl158. Blackened Tilapia158. Blackened Tilapia159.
Bacon and Shrimp Risotto159. Bacon and Shrimp Risotto160. Grilled Lemon Pepper Mahi
Mahi160. Grilled Lemon Pepper Mahi Mahi161. One Pan Roasted Salmon, Sweet Potatoes, and
Asparagus161. One Pan Roasted Salmon, Sweet Potatoes, and Asparagus162. Mashed Sweet
Potatoes with Coconut Milk162. Mashed Sweet Potatoes with Coconut Milk163. Cauliflower
Falafel Tahini Bowl163. Cauliflower Falafel Tahini Bowl164. Tomato Mushroom Spaghetti
Squash164. Tomato Mushroom Spaghetti Squash165. Zucchini Cauliflower Fritters (Vegan)165.
Zucchini Cauliflower Fritters (Vegan)166. Quick Spiralized Zucchini and Grape Tomatoes166.
Quick Spiralized Zucchini and Grape Tomatoes167. Chop Suey with Chicken and Shrimp167.
Chop Suey with Chicken and Shrimp168. Dill and Pork with Summer Squash168. Dill and Pork
with Summer Squash169. Easy Meatball Drop Soup169. Easy Meatball Drop Soup170. Halibut
in Coconut Soup170. Halibut in Coconut Soup171. Pork Tenderloin with Asparagus and
Peppers171. Pork Tenderloin with Asparagus and Peppers172. Slow Braised Pork Leg with
Chinese Spinach172. Slow Braised Pork Leg with Chinese Spinach173. Stir-Fried Mushrooms
with Peppers and Sesame Seeds173. Stir-Fried Mushrooms with Peppers and Sesame
Seeds174. Stir-Fried Snow Peas with Cashew Nuts and Shrimps174. Stir-Fried Snow Peas with
Cashew Nuts and Shrimps175. Thai Style Spicy Chicken Sauté175. Thai Style Spicy Chicken
SautéBaked/Roasted Dinner OptionsBaked/Roasted Dinner Options176. Breadless, Dairy-Free
Pizza with Mushroom and Vegetable Toppings176. Breadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with Mushroom
and Vegetable Toppings177. Chicken with Baby Carrots177. Chicken with Baby Carrots178.
Garlic-Lemon Salmon Bake178. Garlic-Lemon Salmon Bake179. Halibut Bake with
Almonds179. Halibut Bake with Almonds180. Herbed Leg of Lamb with Marble Potatoes180.
Herbed Leg of Lamb with Marble Potatoes181. Roast Beef with Onion Sauce181. Roast Beef
with Onion Sauce182. Roasted Quail with Carrots and Sweet Potatoes182. Roasted Quail with
Carrots and Sweet Potatoes183. Roasted Root Vegetables with Nuts and Seeds, Vegan183.
Roasted Root Vegetables with Nuts and Seeds, Vegan184. Roasted Peppers and Vegetables,
Vegan184. Roasted Peppers and Vegetables, Vegan185. Spatchcock Baked Piri-Piri
Chicken185. Spatchcock Baked Piri-Piri Chicken186. Paleo Pizza186. Paleo Pizza187. Tasty
Spaghetti187. Tasty Spaghetti188. Paleo Burgers188. Paleo Burgers189. Sloppy Joes189.
Sloppy Joes190. Macadamia Halibut190. Macadamia Halibut191. Vegetable and Turkey
Meatballs191. Vegetable and Turkey Meatballs192. Meat Loaf192. Meat Loaf193. Pot Roast193.
Pot Roast194. Pork Chops194. Pork ChopsSlow Cooker RecipesSlow Cooker Recipes195.
Bacalao ala Vizcaina, Filipino Style Fish Stew195. Bacalao ala Vizcaina, Filipino Style Fish
Stew196. Bean-Free Beef Chili196. Bean-Free Beef Chili197. Beef Leg Stew with Plantains and
Sweet Potato197. Beef Leg Stew with Plantains and Sweet Potato198. Chinese-Style Beef and



Vegetable Stew198. Chinese-Style Beef and Vegetable Stew199. Chicken Stew with Caraway
Seeds Eintopfgericht, German Stew199. Chicken Stew with Caraway Seeds Eintopfgericht,
German Stew200. Oxtail and Tripe Stew with Cabbage and Ginger200. Oxtail and Tripe Stew
with Cabbage and Ginger201. Pineapple Pork Spicy Chili201. Pineapple Pork Spicy Chili202.
Posole, Traditional Aztec Soup with Chicken and Pork202. Posole, Traditional Aztec Soup with
Chicken and Pork203. Traditional Beef Stifado, Greek Stew203. Traditional Beef Stifado, Greek
Stew204. Veal Stew with Capers and Olives204. Veal Stew with Capers and Olives205. Pork
Tacos205. Pork Tacos206. Pineapple Pork206. Pineapple Pork207. Pumpkin and Apple Pork207. 
Pumpkin and Apple Pork208. Asian Ribs208. Asian Ribs209. Garlic Roast Beef209. Garlic Roast
Beef210. Chicken Sloppy Joes210. Chicken Sloppy Joes211. Green Chili Chicken211. Green
Chili Chicken212. Chicken Cacciatore212. Chicken Cacciatore213. Pork Carnitas213. Pork
Carnitas214. Kalua Pork214. Kalua Pork215. Peach BBQ Chicken215. Peach BBQ Chicken216.
Brazilian Chicken216. Brazilian Chicken217. Garlic Chicken Wings217. Garlic Chicken
Wings218. Corned Beef and Vegetables218. Corned Beef and Vegetables219. Shredded
Beef219. Shredded Beef220. Coconut Chicken Drumsticks220. Coconut Chicken
Drumsticks221. Moroccan Chicken221. Moroccan Chicken222. Chicken and Okra222. Chicken
and Okra223. Baked Buffalo Chicken Casserole223. Baked Buffalo Chicken Casserole224. Thai
Chicken with Spicy “Peanut” Sauce224. Thai Chicken with Spicy “Peanut” Sauce225. Pecan
Crusted Chicken225. Pecan Crusted Chicken226. Herby 30 Minute Chicken and Brussels
sprouts Bake226. Herby 30 Minute Chicken and Brussels sprouts Bake227. Delicious Green
Pepper Steak227. Delicious Green Pepper Steak228. Tomato Basil Beef Goulash with
Eggplant228. Tomato Basil Beef Goulash with Eggplant229. Grilled Pork Tenderloin with Mango-
Habanero Salsa Recipe229. Grilled Pork Tenderloin with Mango-Habanero Salsa Recipe230.
Almond Crusted Pork Tenders230. Almond Crusted Pork Tenders231. Baked Tilapia with Radish
Relish231. Baked Tilapia with Radish Relish232. Baked Salmon- One Pan Meal232. Baked
Salmon- One Pan Meal233. Romesco Garlic Shrimp with Zucchini Noodles233. Romesco Garlic
Shrimp with Zucchini Noodles234. Sweet Potato & Kale Gratin234. Sweet Potato & Kale
Gratin235. Eggplant Buns235. Eggplant Buns236. Vegan Scalloped Potatoes236. Vegan
Scalloped Potatoes237. Cauliflower Rice237. Cauliflower RiceCHAPTER 7: SnacksCHAPTER
7: Snacks238. Deviled Eggs with Guacamole238. Deviled Eggs with Guacamole239. Peanut
Butter and Jelly239. Peanut Butter and Jelly240. Plantains240. Plantains241. Grape Fruit
Salad241. Grape Fruit Salad242. Kiwi Chips242. Kiwi Chips243. Buffalo Cashews243. Buffalo
Cashews244. Spicy Pumpkin Seeds244. Spicy Pumpkin Seeds245. Graham Crackers245.
Graham Crackers246. Chili and Rosemary Roasted Nuts246. Chili and Rosemary Roasted
Nuts247. Simple Seed Balls247. Simple Seed Balls248. Hardboiled Egg and Cucumber
Slices248. Hardboiled Egg and Cucumber Slices249. Turkey and Avocado Lettuce Cups249.
Turkey and Avocado Lettuce Cups250. Cauliflower Hummus250. Cauliflower Hummus251.
Baked Rosemary Carrot Chips251. Baked Rosemary Carrot Chips252. Baked Fries252. Baked
Fries253. Beet Chips253. Beet ChipsCHAPTER 8: DessertsCHAPTER 8: Desserts254.



Strawberries and Coconut Cream254. Strawberries and Coconut Cream255. Baked Almond
Butter Banana255. Baked Almond Butter Banana256. 3-Ingredient Brownies256. 3-Ingredient
Brownies257. Raw Brownie Bites257. Raw Brownie Bites258. Pineapple-Lime Popsicles258.
Pineapple-Lime Popsicles259. Strawberry Banana Cheesecake259. Strawberry Banana
Cheesecake269. 3 Ingredient Avocado Mousse269. 3 Ingredient Avocado Mousse261.
Strawberry Yogurt Ice Cream261. Strawberry Yogurt Ice Cream262. Strawberry and Pineapple
Ice Pops262. Strawberry and Pineapple Ice Pops263. Banana Coconut Foster263. Banana
Coconut Foster264. Apple Butter264. Apple Butter265. Apple Dessert265. Apple Dessert266.
Cinnamon Apples266. Cinnamon Apples267. Coconut Apple Crisp267. Coconut Apple
Crisp268. Drizzled Almonds268. Drizzled Almonds269. Apricot, Almond and Coconut Energy
Bars269. Apricot, Almond and Coconut Energy Bars270. Warm Cinnamon Apples270. Warm
Cinnamon Apples271. Cinnamon, Nutmeg and Banana Ice Cream271. Cinnamon, Nutmeg and
Banana Ice Cream272. Date Squares272. Date Squares273. Popsicle Treats273. Popsicle
Treats274. Coconut Almond Butter Dessert Bites274. Coconut Almond Butter Dessert Bites275.
Strawberry Rhubarb Crumble275. Strawberry Rhubarb Crumble276. Grilled Peaches with
Coconut Cream276. Grilled Peaches with Coconut Cream277. Whole 30 Creamsicle277. Whole
30 CreamsicleConclusionConclusionIntroductionWhole Food is defined as fresh produce that
has undergone no or very little chemical processing and doesn’t contain food additives and
preservatives.I want to thank you and congratulate you for reading the book, “The 30-Day Whole
Food Challenge: Beginner’s Guide with 270+ Compliant & Yummy Recipes Guaranteed to Lose
Weight”We consume too much-processed food these days. Busy individuals tend to consume a
lot of commercially manufactured drinks, meals and snacks during the day, with dinner as the
sole source of “fresh” ingredients, if at all. When unchecked, this leads to unwanted weight gain,
and a host of chronic illnesses brought about by imbalanced diet and a sedentary
lifestyle.Worse, a bad eating regimen plus little or no exercise have been cited as major
contributors to lifelong diseases (e.g. autoimmune ailment, diabetes, etc.) and shortened life
expectancy.Fortunately, you can “reset” your system by simply consuming more Whole Food
and lessening your daily intake of processed food/drink for at least 30 days.This book contains
270+ compliant recipes that will not only help you lose weight, but also remove harmful toxins in
your body brought about by chronic/overconsumption of unhealthy beverages and foodstuff.
Included within are tips on how to start you off safely on this eating regimen with its 3 primary
rules, specifically:No cheatingNo recreating unhealthy food and drink optionsNo stepping on the
scale or measuring your bodyThis book also contains tips on how to stick to your diet when you
are dining out with family/friends, and when you travel to places where you cannot cook or make
your own meals. There is a sample of a 30-Day Whole Food-safe meal plan, as well as
recommendations as to what kind of food you can eat, and what you should avoid during that
time.Tips on cooking, food preparation, and shopping can be found in the footnotes as well, so
look these up whenever possible.Thanks again for reading this book. I hope you enjoy it!
IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionWhole Food is defined as fresh produce that has undergone



no or very little chemical processing and doesn’t contain food additives and preservatives.Whole
Food is defined as fresh produce that has undergone no or very little chemical processing and
doesn’t contain food additives and preservatives.I want to thank you and congratulate you for
reading the book, “The 30-Day Whole Food Challenge: Beginner’s Guide with 270+ Compliant &
Yummy Recipes Guaranteed to Lose Weight”I want to thank you and congratulate you for
reading the book, “The 30-Day Whole Food Challenge: Beginner’s Guide with 270+ Compliant &
Yummy Recipes Guaranteed to Lose Weight”We consume too much-processed food these
days. Busy individuals tend to consume a lot of commercially manufactured drinks, meals and
snacks during the day, with dinner as the sole source of “fresh” ingredients, if at all. When
unchecked, this leads to unwanted weight gain, and a host of chronic illnesses brought about by
imbalanced diet and a sedentary lifestyle.We consume too much-processed food these days.
Busy individuals tend to consume a lot of commercially manufactured drinks, meals and snacks
during the day, with dinner as the sole source of “fresh” ingredients, if at all. When unchecked,
this leads to unwanted weight gain, and a host of chronic illnesses brought about by imbalanced
diet and a sedentary lifestyle.Worse, a bad eating regimen plus little or no exercise have been
cited as major contributors to lifelong diseases (e.g. autoimmune ailment, diabetes, etc.) and
shortened life expectancy.Worse, a bad eating regimen plus little or no exercise have been cited
as major contributors to lifelong diseases (e.g. autoimmune ailment, diabetes, etc.) and
shortened life expectancy.Fortunately, you can “reset” your system by simply consuming more
Whole Food and lessening your daily intake of processed food/drink for at least 30
days.Fortunately, you can “reset” your system by simply consuming more Whole Food and
lessening your daily intake of processed food/drink for at least 30 days.This book contains 270+
compliant recipes that will not only help you lose weight, but also remove harmful toxins in your
body brought about by chronic/overconsumption of unhealthy beverages and foodstuff. Included
within are tips on how to start you off safely on this eating regimen with its 3 primary rules,
specifically:This book contains 270+ compliant recipes that will not only help you lose weight,
but also remove harmful toxins in your body brought about by chronic/overconsumption of
unhealthy beverages and foodstuff. Included within are tips on how to start you off safely on this
eating regimen with its 3 primary rules, specifically:No cheatingNo recreating unhealthy food
and drink optionsNo stepping on the scale or measuring your bodyThis book also contains tips
on how to stick to your diet when you are dining out with family/friends, and when you travel to
places where you cannot cook or make your own meals. There is a sample of a 30-Day Whole
Food-safe meal plan, as well as recommendations as to what kind of food you can eat, and what
you should avoid during that time.This book also contains tips on how to stick to your diet when
you are dining out with family/friends, and when you travel to places where you cannot cook or
make your own meals. There is a sample of a 30-Day Whole Food-safe meal plan, as well as
recommendations as to what kind of food you can eat, and what you should avoid during that
time.Tips on cooking, food preparation, and shopping can be found in the footnotes as well, so
look these up whenever possible.Tips on cooking, food preparation, and shopping can be found



in the footnotes as well, so look these up whenever possible.Thanks again for reading this book.
I hope you enjoy it!Thanks again for reading this book. I hope you enjoy it!CHAPTER 1: Basics of
the 30-Day Whole Food DietThere is no denying the fact that the 30-Day Whole Food Diet is a
restrictive eating regimen… but only for 30 days. The goal is to reset your system by consuming
whole foods, which are essentially edibles occurring in nature, which still contain organic
nutrients. By doing so, you remove (or at least, lessen) the negative effects of chronic and/or
overconsumption of processed food from your body. For novices, this is often undertaken as a
weight loss option. For people who regularly undergo this diet, this is likewise used for
detoxification.The Whole 30 diet is going to take a different approach to how you eat. While
other diet plans are going to allow you to have cheat days and still allow you to have some of the
sodas and other bad things that are harmful to the body, the Whole 30 diet wants you to kick all
of these out. It recognizes that some foods are bad for a reason and that you need to just avoid
them as much as possible.The Whole 30 diet is going to work to restrict your access to foods
that are bad for the body. This will include things like lots of excess sugars, bad fats, and even
processed carbs. These are the foods that are commonly found in the traditional American diet,
but they are so harmful to the health and can make you sick and unhealthy.With other detoxes,
you are allowed to have some of the bad stuff on occasion, but with the Whole 30 diet, you need
to cut these out as quickly as possible. For the whole 30 days, you are not allowed to have the
baked goods, the sugars, the pops or anything else that can be harmful to your body. During this
time, you need to stay focused on the foods that are healthy for you, the whole foods that don’t
have additives in them. In just a month, you can detox your body and help get rid of some of the
cravings and other bad stuff that is making you stick with these horrible foods.So what happens
if you end up messing up and having something that is not allowed on this diet plan?
Unfortunately, you need to maintain the diet for the full 30 days to see the results. If you trip up,
you are starting the whole process over again and it could be another fight to avoid the
temptations and to keep your body from getting addicted to the bad stuff again. So if you end up
having something that is not allowed on the Whole 30 diet before the 30 days are up, you will be
required to get a restart and go back to day 1, even if you were on the 29th. .This is part of what
makes the Whole 30 diet so strict and so hard to follow. You are required to be good and not
have cheat days or other little tricks in order to make it easier. This sometimes makes the diet too
hard for most people to follow up. But for those who are able to stick with it and not cheat, you
will find that the benefits are so worth all the hard stuff beforehand.There is a good reason that
the Whole 30 diet asks you to eat in this manner. First, the healthy and whole foods are going to
be so good for the body, flooding it with the good nutrients that are needed to have it run
properly. Second, you need to give your body enough time to detox from all the bad stuff that is
traditionally in your diet. All those bad fats, sugars, and processed carbs are causing a lot of bad
health conditions for your whole body. The Whole 30 diet allows you to have a nice detox from
these bad nutrients so that you can feed the body what it really needs. This can be so healthy for
you and after the 30 days, if you do indulge on occasion, you will have the right eating habits to



keep you from overdoing it.Many healthcare providers believe that commercially manufactured
food and drinks are a bane of Modern Man’s existence. Consuming these regularly has led to a
steady increase of cardiac diseases, diabetes, high blood pressure, and obesity including other
weight management problems.Simply subscribing to a diet rich in organic nutrients for 30
days:Improves concentration, memory, and other mental functionsImproves moodImproves
health and appearance of your hair, nails, and skinPromotes better digestion and easier/regular
bowel movementPromotes restful sleepProvides more energy, especially in the
morningPromotes gradual yet safe weight lossThe three general rules to follow while on this diet
are: no cheating, no recreating unhealthy options, and no stepping on the scale or measuring
your body.No Cheating on Your DietIn order to achieve the best results, it is highly
recommended that you take the standard cheat day and throw it out the window. This eating
regimen is limited to 30 days only, so consuming unhealthy food once in that duration will set you
back by another 30 days. This is an all-or-nothing endeavor, so planning ahead is imperative –
especially if you are travelling or socializing within said period, and you have no control over
available food and drinks.If you have a busy schedule, you may want to make some of your
meals in advance. Food items like soups and stews can be cooked in large volumes, and then
frozen in single-serve portions. Reheat these in the microwave as needed, and serve.This book
sticks to the recommended 1,800 to a 2,000-calorie diet, which works well if you are trying to
lose weight. However, to prevent that feeling of hunger in between meals, this eating regimen
also recommends 4 to 5 smaller meals per day: breakfast, mid-morning snack, lunch, mid-
afternoon snack, dinner, and an optional pre-bedtime snack.Some diet plans ask you to dip
down quite a bit below this calorie amount in order to lose weight. We are conditioned to think
that we need to cut down the calories drastically in order to see the weight loss because fewer
calories mean less weight gain. But there are several issues here. First, the biggest thing you
need to consider is not the number of calories that you are consuming, but the type of calories
that you are consuming. If you eat 1000 calories a day of baked goods and processed foods,
you are going to have a much harder time losing weight compared to eating 2000 calories of
lean proteins, fruits and vegetables, healthy fats and whole grains.Second, you do need to make
sure that you are eating enough calories for your body. When you cut down the calories too
much, you are putting the body into starvation mode because it is not getting the nutrition that it
needs. It is really hard to fit in all of the vitamins, minerals, and macronutrients that the body
needs in just 1000 calories, so eating a bit more and working on the nutritional value of your food
can make a big difference. Of course, if you are having a day where you are sick or where you
just aren’t that hungry, you don’t need to stress so much about eating too little, but don’t force
yourself to eat this low of calories on days when you are starving, and your body wants more.No
Recreating Your Unhealthy Food/DrinksAvoid recreating unhealthy food and drinks using Whole
Food-safe food items. These options are deemed “unhealthy” for a reason. These contribute to
escalating weight gain and/or chronic physical and mental illnesses. Trying to make unhealthy
food “healthy” will defeat your purpose, and will likely consume energy, money, and time.Instead,



try to discover new “favorites” among Whole Food-safe food items and drinks. Keep an open
mind about new recipes and ingredients. If you limit yourself to a select few, you will quickly
exhaust your taste buds and your patience. This will make 30 days of restrictive dieting torturous
and, most likely, unsuccessful in the end. Being more adventurous (culinary-wise) and being
able to prepare your own meals are always advantageous, regardless of what kind of healthy
diet you are following.If you are travelling (or will be during the diet,) keeping your exotic fresh
produce palate open can prevent you from cheating on your diet. This will give you great sources
of fresh, organic food you can eat on the run. You don’t need to cook these or (if the fruits are
abundant in the area where you are) lug these around in your travel case.Too many other diets
are going to cheat on this part. They will say to not have sugar but then add in sugar substitutes.
They may say having no ice cream or no sugary beverages, but then offer a wide range of
desserts and other options that can fit into this and are still unhealthy for you. While many people
may think that it is nicer to have these cheats, you will not see the results from the Whole 30 diet
if you keep adding in some of these cheats all the time.Are you on this diet and feeling like you
are always craving something or need something sweet in the diet? While on the Whole 30 diet,
you are going to have some cravings on occasion because the body is so used to taking in these
harmful foods. For the first three or four days, resist these cravings so that the body is able to
detox a bit from them. But after this time, if you are still craving something for a snack on
occasion reach for an apple or another fruit to help get some healthy fiber and other nutrients
while still providing the body with a bit of that sweetness it is looking for. Just stick with one
though!No Weigh-Ins, No Tape MeasuresWeighing in and measuring your body daily is out of
the question as well. This diet promotes gradual and safe weight loss: your body will show less-
than-dramatic results on a day-to-day basis. This may discourage you from continuing with the
diet, or worse, unconsciously lead you to binge-eating.Instead, weigh and measure yourself
prior to and after the diet has ended.The Whole 30 diet is only 30 days long, so it is not really a
good idea, or worth your time, to spend precious energy worrying about what is happening to
your body each day on the diet plan. After 30 days, you will see that there is an enormous
difference, but if you are focusing on what is happening with the weight and the inches, you will
become stressed out, and you will miss out on some of the great rewards of this diet plan. Just
take it easy, hide the scale and the tape measure for 30 days, and you will see the good
results.Rather than focusing on what the numbers on the scale or the tape measure say, why not
focus on how you are feeling? The Whole 30 diet asks you to eat foods that are wholesome and
good, rather than all the junk that you are usually going to feed yourself. When you are able to
make some of these changes, there is so much that can happen to the overall health of your
body. You will have more energy, you will be able to fit better into your clothes at the end of the
time.To avoid some of this obsessing and some of the stress, consider just measuring yourself
at the beginning of the diet plan. Write down these numbers somewhere that you can easily find
them later on, but then forget about them until after the 30 days are all over. Once this time is
done, you can go through and do the measurements again and compare. If you followed the



Whole 30 diet the way that you should, you would find that there was quite a bit of weight loss,
as well as loss in inches, across your whole body in just a month!Food Items to AvoidA diet is
basically a meal routine on which you need to control your food intake and follow certain dietary
restrictions. The rules differ according to the diet where certain diets have almost no restrictions
while others have a lot. When it comes to the 30-Day Whole Food diet regimen, there are indeed
a lot of restrictions; but always remember that there will always be exceptions to the rule. These
are going to seem really restrictive to someone who is just getting started, but there is a good
reason for all of them. If you are able to keep away from these foods for the next 30 days, you will
find that your overall health is going to be amazing and you will be providing the body with all of
the good stuff without any of the bad stuff for the whole month. You just need to be passionate
and dedicated and you will soon see the change. Some of the foods items that you will need to
avoid when you are on the Whole 30 diet plan will include:Alcohol and other food products and
drinks that contain (traces of) alcohol. Many of these are grain-based and contain one or more
forms of sweeteners – both ingredients are not recommended for the 30-Day Whole Food
diet.Beverages, drinks, e.g. beer, spirits, wine, etc.Baked goods, e.g. fruit cake, rum cakes,
etc.Candies, e.g. chocolates with wine fillingsDairy and other food items/drinks that contain
traces of casein and lactose. These include food items and drinks from butter to yogurt drinks,
and everything else in between. Drinks and snack items that are artificially flavored with milk,
cheese or cream, as well as artificial cheese flavorings also fall under this category.Grains and
other food items and drinks that contain traces of grain, whole grain or otherwise. These
include:Whole grain (consumed lightly cooked, or milled into flour): amaranth, barley, buckwheat
berries, bulgur (cracked wheat,) corn (including cornmeal, cornstarch, grits, polenta, and
popcorn,) couscous, farro, kamut, millet, oats (and oat groats,) rice (including long/short grained,
brown, red, white, and wild,) sorghum, spelt (spelt berries,) teff, triticale, wheat (and wheat
berries,), etc.Quinoa, which is essentially a seed, is also not Whole Food-safe.Grain-based
drinks, e.g. ale, barley wine, beer, chicha, corn beef, malt, millet beer, moonshine, rye beer,
sake, vodka, wheat beer, whiskey, etc.Starchy processed food. These contain overly-refined
flour, which is milled and whitened extensively that these no longer contain nutrients. This is the
reason why that most commercially-produced bread is artificially “enriched” or “fortified” with
vitamins and minerals. These include, but are not limited to:Baked goods, commercially
manufactured, e.g. bagels, bread (loaves,) breadsticks, buns, cakes, cookies, crackers,
flatbread, muffins, pastries, pies, pita bread, pizza crust, pretzels, quiches, rolls, scones, wheat,
tortillas, etc. Store-bought bread crumbs, crouton, and stuffing fall under this category.Cake,
brownie and/or pie crust mixes, ready-made batter, “instant” or microwave confectionsChips,
both savory and sweet, and processed food snack itemsFried snack items, e.g. bannock,
beignet, churro, curry bread, doughnut, Dutchie, falafel, fried/fry bread, hush puppies, pastel,
samosa, sopaipilla, etc.Frozen cookie dough, dough, pastries, etc.Instant or quick-cooking
grains, e.g. 1-minute rice, grits, instant couscous, instant polenta, quick-cooking oats, etc.Instant
gravy mixes, sauces, soups and stewsPasta – dried, quick cooking, ready-to-eatProcessed



meat, e.g. chicken nuggets, commercially-manufactured bacon, and ham, luncheon meat,
hotdogs, meatloaf, etc. Frozen dinners, breaded meat cutlets, hamburger/meatball mixes, and
pre-marinated meat fall under this category.Legumes and other food items that contain (traces
of) legumes. These include:Adzuki beans, black beans, broad (fava) beans, chickpeas/
garbanzos, kidney beans, lentils, lima beans, mung beans, navy beans, peanuts (including
peanut butter,) peas, pinto beans, etc.Soybeans, and all soy-based products, e.g. edamame,
miso, Natto, tofu, tempeh, soymilk, soy nuts, soy sauce, etc. Soy-based meat substitutes like
tofu turkey or tofu hotdogs fall under this category.Note: vegetables such as green beans, snap
peas, snow peas, string beans, wax beans, winged beans, and yard-long beans, which are
usually cooked in their pods, are exceptions to this rule. The same goes for mung bean sprouts,
okra, vanilla bean – all of which contain very little starch.Sugar and sweeteners. Although there
are organic forms of sweeteners, (such as honey, pure maple syrup, etc.) these have been
known to trigger insulin imbalance which leads to a host of physical ailments, particularly
diabetes. To encourage the body to heal faster, it is recommended that sugar (in all its forms)
should be eliminated from the diet for the time being. You need to avoid artificial as well as
natural forms of sugar on this diet. This includes:Natural sugars – agave syrup, beet sugar,
brown (unwashed) sugar, cane sugar (including juice and syrup,) carob syrup, caster sugar, date
sugar, demerara sugar, honey, molasses, muscovado sugar, panocha, powdered sugar, raw
sugar, sorghum syrup, table sugar, treacle, turbinado sugar, and white sugar.Artificial
sweeteners – acesulfame potassium, aspartame, barley malt syrup, corn syrup, crystalline
fructose, cyclamate, dextran, dextrose, erythritol, ethyl maltol, galactose, glucose, grape sugar,
high fructose corn syrup, isomalt, isomaltose, maltitol, maltose, maltodextrin, mannitol, neotame,
rice syrup, saccharine, sorbitol, stevia, sucralose, sucrose, and xylitol.Food items that contain
high amounts of sugar. Sodas are notorious for containing too much sugar, but so are multitudes
of processed and commercially manufactured products, like: bacon, baked goods, bread,
breakfast cereals, cake mixes, candies, canned fruits in light/heavy syrup, canned meat,
caramel popcorn, chips, cookies, condiments, crackers, doughnuts, flavored milk, flavored
water, frozen yogurt, fruit-based sauces, fruit jams/jellies, glazes, granola bars, hazelnut
spreads, hotdogs, ice cream, instant gravies, jams, juices/juice concentrates/juice powder,
lemonades, marinated meat, milk shakes, peanut butter, pies, preserves, ready-to-cook rice
cakes, salad dressings, soups, spaghetti/pasta sauces, sweet/savory sandwich spreads,
syrups, and whipped cream. It may sound surprising. However, you need to avoid diet sodas as
well. Diet sodas contain almost the same amount of sugars and thus are bad for your body and
health. Replace sodas with fruit infused water instead.Processed food. Anything else that
doesn’t appear in its organic form in nature should be removed from your diet. Most contain high
amounts of salt, sugar and overly refined starches, not to mention unhealthy doses of food
additives and preservatives.Store-bought condiments and ready-made dressings/sauces, in
particular, are high in sugar and preservatives. These include: barbecue marinades, catsup, chili
oil/sauce, chutneys, cocktail sauce, compote, dips, French fry seasonings, fruit preserves,



guacamole, hot sauce, mayonnaise, pepper jelly, pesto, pickles, pico de gallo, popcorn
seasonings, ranch dressing, salad dressing, steak sauce, sweet chili sauce, tartar sauce,
teriyaki sauce, and vinaigrette.Bottled, canned, concentrated, instant, powdered, pre-mixed,
ready-to-drink beverages. Aside from alcoholic beverages, these include colas/sodas, energy
drinks, energized/flavored/mineralized water (includes sugar,) energy or sports drinks, frappe,
fruit juices and/or concentrates, iced tea or ice tea powder, instant lemonades or lemonade
powder,Products like: 3-in-1 coffee mixes, breakfast drinks, condensed or evaporated milk, hot
chocolate powder/mix, instant champurrado or any milk-chocolate blend, Irish or liqueur coffee,
milk tea bags/concentrates/powder, milk coffee powder, powdered milk, protein shakes, ready-
to-drink smoothies, and yogurt drink have dairy in them as well, and therefore not Whole Food-
safe.There will always be exceptions to this rule. Some food items and drinks have undergone
minimal processing, which makes these convenient to use. More importantly, these retain
healthy amounts of organic nutrients. However, it is still essential to scan products’ list of
ingredients. Always choose the ones with the least amount of food additives and
preservatives.As you can see, this list is pretty long, much longer than what you will be able to
find with some of the other diet plans that you may choose to go with, but as you will notice,
most of the foods that are on this list are processed and not good for the body. You need to learn
how to get rid of some of that processed food and stick with the foods that are nutrition, natural,
and good for the whole body. The Whole 30 diet is able to help you to get this done.You may feel
quite restricted at the beginning of this diet. However, do not worry, with enough persistence you
will start to enjoy the diet soon. You can make a list of all the foods to avoid and put it on your
smartphone so that you can quickly check whether a food item is safe for consumption or not.
Nowadays, smart apps and other such apps are available as well, use them to make the dieting
experience easy.Food Items and Drinks that are 30-Day Whole Food SafeYou might be quite
flabbergasted after reading the above list. After reading the list of foods that you need to avoid
when you are on the Whole 30 diet, you may wonder if there are many foods left for you to enjoy.
Yes, there were quite a few ingredients and foods that you will need to avoid if you want to really
see the success that comes with the Whole 30 diet, but the point here is to restrict some of the
bad foods that you are taking in and making sure that you start taking in foods that are healthier
and wholesome for you. These foods do not contain processed and artificial ingredients and
thus are not only good for your health but are good for the environment as well.With the Whole
30 diet, you are required to eat foods that are whole. If you are able to pick them up at the
grocery store and they don’t have a label with a million ingredients, these are the ones that you
will want to consume on this diet plan. You want to stick with the lean meats, the healthy fats, the
good dairy products, and of course, lots of fresh produce. These have just one ingredient in
them, and they avoid all of the processed foods that you don’t need inside of this diet
plan.Basically, other than the food ingredients listed above, you can consume any fresh produce
you like.[1] In the interest of maintaining good health though, it would be best to limit yourself to
recommended portions, preferably within the standard 1,800 to 2,000 calorie per day.Never



overeat. Yes, vegetables and fruits are natural, nutrient-rich and healthy alternatives to sugary
and processed food items, but they are still bad if eaten in excess. Do not eat any fruit or
vegetable in excess. Overindulging, even in healthy food items, is an unhealthy practice, which
could lead to unwanted weight gain. For example, an apple a day is considered healthy, but
consuming 3 to 4 pieces in one sitting is not.Eat:Fresh fruitsFresh vegetablesGrass-fed, organic,
and/or sustainable meat sources. Unless you’re planning to go vegan or vegetarian, meat (least
processed, or fresh-cuts) should be on the menu. Avoid pre-marinated, pre-mixed, or seasoned
products. Aged meat, which is often used in steaks, may have undergone prolonged processing,
but this is still considered 30-Day Whole Food safe.Red meatBeef and vealLamb and
muttonGoat meatPorkWhite meat and by-products of white meatPoultry. Meat and eggs, fromChi
ckenDuckGoosePheasantQuailTurkeySeafoodCephalopodsCuttlefishOctopusSquidCrustacean
sCrabCrayfishLangoustineLobstersPrawnsShrimpsFishAnchoviesCarpCatfishCodGrouperHalib
utMackerelSalmonSardineSoleSwordfishTilapiaTroutTunaShellfishClamsMusselsOystersScallop
sGame and exotic meatNuts, preferably raw, which could be roasted and seasoned at home.
Though technically processed, lightly-seasoned and store-bought nuts are acceptable in the 30-
Day Whole Food diet.AlmondsBeechnutsCashew nutsChestnutsHazelnutsMacadamia
nutsPecan nutsPili nutsPine nutsPistachio nutsWalnutSeeds. As much as possible, buy these
raw. Some store-bought pre-roasted seeds are acceptable in the 30-Day Whole Food diet if
these are difficult and time consuming to process at home. Choose lightly seasoned ones, but
avoid candied ones or those that are heavily seasoned.Apricot kernels/seedsBreadnut
seedsCaraway seedsChia seedsFennel seedsFlax seedsHemp seedsLinseedsPoppy
seedsPumpkin seedsSesame seedsSquash seedsSunflower seedsWatermelon seedsSome
food items go through one or more forms of processing, and these are still considered 30-Day
Whole Food-safe. Mostly, these are packed for the sake of availability and convenience. For
example, coconut milk/cream can always be harvested fresh from the fruit if coconut trees are
abundant in your locale. For people who don’t live in tropical countries, the most available
coconut-based products are those already canned, dried, or pre-packed. Even if coconut fruit is
being sold “fresh” in grocery stores, extracting the juice and meat from the hard shell exterior
needs specialized tools and equipment.If you have to use processed food, choose those that
contain only natural ingredients. On the right is the ingredient list for “organic” coconut milk,
which is still overly processed. On the left is a far better option: it contains only 1 ingredient.
[2]You can safely consume these, but use sparingly:The food items mentioned under this
section are allowed on the diet. However, you should consume them only sparingly. Do not
overindulge in these food items. These items can be used as treats for achieving a specific goal.
These treats will help you to stay dedicated and persistent towards the
diet.BeveragesChocolate, specifically tablea, which are made from pure roasted cocoa nibs,
coarsely ground and packed into balls, disks, and/or tablets; many of these are sugar-free.
Unsweetened cocoa powder is also a 30-Day Whole Food safe.Coffee, plain. There are a couple
of coffee substitutes (though overly processed) that can be safely consumed safely while on the



30-Day Whole Food diet. These include roasted and granulated: carob powder, chicory root,
dandelion root, rooibos tea and pure cocoa powder.Avoid flavored coffee. These contain high
amounts of dairy and sweeteners.Herbal tea blends. Most of these are dairy and sugar-free.
Homemade tea blends are the best. You know precisely what ingredients you are using, and you
can control portions.Avoid pre-sweetened tea blends, and those that contain creamers, and
milk.Tea. Fresh green tea, dried tea, crushed tea in tea bags, and even powdered green tea like
matcha are 30-Day Whole Food safe, just as long as you avoid adding creamers and
sweeteners into the drink.Avoid pre-sweetened and/or sweetened tea blends.Capers, brined or
in oil. These are quickly processed and then soaked in salted water or olive oil. These do not
contain additional ingredients. Use brined capers sparingly. These contain high amounts of
salt.CondimentsAioli – homemade oil and garlic sauce; may or may not contain egg yolks.Dips –
homemade dips are best. Avoid using those that contain beans, dairy and/or sweeteners like
bagna cauda, barbecue sauces, bean dip, blue cheese dressing, cheese sauce, chili con queso,
chutneys, fondue, French onion dip, and tzatziki.The best ones to use are:Ajika dip – made from
garlic, herbs, pepper, and spicesAjvar – made from garlic and peppersArtichoke and spinach
dipBaba ghanoush – made from eggplantsChili oil – oil infused with either raw or lightly cooked
pepperMuhammara – hot pepper and walnut dipNam chim and nam phrik – made from a
combination of dried and fresh chili peppersNupc cha – same as name chim, but with fish
sauceSatsivi – walnut dipSpinach dip, preferably dairy-freeTaramosalata – dip made from carp
or codfish roeTkemali – cherry plum sauceDried or fresh herbs – these can add depths of flavor
to your dishes. These are fat-free and full of flavor; spice blends fall into this category but check
product labels. Avoid those that contain sweeteners, or high amounts of food additives like
artificial color and flavor.Use:AdviehAll-spice powderBaharatBerbereChaat masalaChili
powderCurry powderDry rubsDukkahFines herbesFive spice powderGaram
masalaHarissaHerbes de ProvenceKhmeli suneliItalian seasoningJerk spicesPanch
phoronPoultry spicesPumpkin pie seasoningQuatre epicesRas el hanoutTogarashiZa’atarDried
or fresh peppers – use fresh and dried peppers interchangeably. Many of these are not overly
hot or spicy, but these can add another layer of flavor to dishes. Brined or pickled peppers, (e.g.
jalapeno peppers, roasted red peppers in oil, etc.) though processed, are still 30-Day Whole
Food -safe.Avoid chili jams and jellies. These contain sweeteners, artificial color, and
preservatives.Extra virgin olive oil – this can be added in small amounts in salads. This is an
essential ingredient in vinaigrettes or homemade dressings. You can use plain olive oil, which is
cheaper and is better suited for cooking.Avoid using light olive oil, extra light olive oil, and refined
olive oil. These are usually made from poor quality olive oil and processed using solvents
(usually hexane,) to make these look marketable. The term, “light” in this case does not mean
“healthier.” It means that the flavor profile is less pronounced, due to its excessive and multiple
processing.The same is true for most cooking oils and specialty oils.To simplify: avoid all oil
based products that are labeled “refined” or “partially hydrogenated.”Guacamole – homemade is
best. Store-bought ones sometimes contain high amounts of preservatives to prolong their shelf



lives in the stores.Horseradish paste or wasabi – homemade is best. Bottled wasabi, in
particular, contains artificial colors and preservatives.Kimchi – any blend is fine, but homemade
kimchi is always best. Use sparingly due to its high sodium (salt) content.Lemon, lime or any
citrus juice – Tart and zesty, freshly squeezed citrus juices can really brighten up your meals. You
can use these in numerous dishes – from salads to meat dishes, and even seafood. These work
well in beverages too. Always use freshly squeezed juice. Avoid bottled, canned or “pre-
squeezed” citrus products.Mustard – Dijon or yellow, hot or English/Russian mustard. These are
extensively processed but are usually considered 30-Day Whole Food-safe because of its lack
of additional food additives and preservatives. Use sparingly. These contain high amounts of
salt.Pesto – homemade is best. Most commercially manufactured pesto contains cheese or
dairy, which is not 30-Day Whole Food-safe.Salsa – homemade is best. Commercial blends
sometimes contain artificial additives and preservatives. Check product labels before
buying.Salt – fleur de sel, kosher salt, Himalayan salt, and sea salt are good, as well as flavored
salt like: celery salt, chili salt, citrus salt, fennel salt, garlic salt, gomasio (salt with toasted
sesame seeds,) herbed salt, lemon salt, peppery salt, rosemary salt, smoked salt, thyme salt,
etc. Homemade flavored salt is better than store-bought ones, as the latter often contains anti-
caking agents.Avoid refined, rock, and iodized salt. These no longer contain organic
nutrients.Sun-dried tomatoes, brined or in oil. These tomatoes do undergo numerous processing
before being soaked in salted water or olive oil. These are still considered 30-Day Whole Food-
safe as the finished products do not contain additional ingredients. Use sparingly.Sriracha or
Thai hot sauce – always choose low-sodium and sugar-free products. Avoid sweet/sweet-and-
sour blends due to their high sugar content.Tahini – home-made is best, but if you are using
store-bought ones, always choose all-natural, high quality raw/roasted tahini, preferably
unsalted.Vinegar – check product labels before buying. Some cheap products actually contain
sugar and artificial color. Others undergo extensive processing using harmful solvents, examples
of which include: distilled/white vinegar, sherry vinegar, spirits (red wine vinegar, white wine
vinegar.)Better options are:Apple cider vinegarBalsamic vinegarBlackcurrant vinegarCane
vinegarChinese black vinegar (use sparingly)Coconut vinegarDate vinegarGam sikcho
(persimmon vinegar)Gouqicu (wolfberry vinegar)Grape vinegarJamun sirka (jamun
vinegar)Job’s tears vinegar (aged vinegar from Japan)Kiwi vinegarKurozu (Japanese black
vinegar, use sparingly)Malt vinegarPalm vinegarPomegranate vinegarQuince vinegarRaisin
vinegar (use sparingly)Raspberry vinegarRice vinegar / black rice vinegarTomato vinegar (use
sparingly)Zaocu (jujube vinegar)Canned or frozen fruits and/or vegetables, including
mushrooms. Use these only when fresh ones are not available. Fresh is always the best choice
with these and then frozen. You should go with cans only as a last resort because of the added
juice and sugars that are thrown inside. Avoid using dehydrated, bottled or canned, fruits and
vegetables. Most of these no longer contain organic vitamins and minerals. Avoid those that
contain dairy and starch, like creamed corn, cream of asparagus, cream of mushrooms, etc.You
can safely use:Bottled, canned or pre-packed coconut products, like coconut cream, coconut



milk, desiccated coconut, dried coconut meat/shavings, etc. Always choose the unsweetened or
unseasoned varieties.Bottled, canned, or pre-packed tomato products, like: diced and peeled
tomatoes, tomato puree, tomato sauce. Avoid using seasoned tomato-based products like ready-
made spaghetti sauces, pizza sauces, etc. These contain sugar and casein (dairy-
based.)Bottled or canned whole mushrooms, halved, quartered, or pieces and stems. Use
unseasoned mushroom products. Rinse these well before using.Canned pumpkin, squash,
sweet potatoes puree, unseasoned. These are convenient to use. Choose products that contain
only 2 to 3 ingredients at the most.Frozen berries: blueberries, blackberries, raspberries,
strawberries, etc. Avoid bottled and canned ones, especially if these are steeped in
syrups.Frozen spinach. Fresh is always better, but you can get almost the same flavor and health
benefits of frozen spinach.Variations on the Whole 30 DietThe nice thing about the Whole 30
diet is that you are able to find many variations of this kind of diet plan. The basic idea is that you
need to stick with foods that are whole and healthy, and away from the ones that have a lot of
processed foods, and then you can make modifications to make it work with another diet plan of
your own as well. For example, there are many people who choose to go with a Paleo version of
the Whole 30 diet, or even a vegetarian or a vegan option. These are perfectly fine, as long as
you learn how to incorporate both rules into one diet plan of your own.You will need to be a bit
careful when you are using this option. They can be healthy, but sometimes you get busy or lazy
and may start missing out on some of the health concerns that you need to watch out for. Make
sure that you are watching what nutrients you are taking in with the mixed diet plans so that you
are getting all of the healthy nutrients that are needed while also ensuring that none of the
forbidden items are added into the diet by mistake.~ o ~ o ~ o ~Question:Are food, mineral or
vitamin supplements necessary in the 30-Day Whole Food Diet?Answer:Unless you are
planning on going full vegan or vegetarian, you don’t need to take food supplements. Although it
is still possible to get all the necessary and essential nutrients from the vegan diet, it often
becomes a bit difficult. You can acquire enough organic nutrients from simply increasing your
daily intake of fresh produce, and lessening the consumption of processed food. Technically,
because health supplements fall into the category of “processed,” you shouldn’t take these while
on the 30-Day Whole Food diet. If you have pre-existing medical conditions, always ask your
primary healthcare provider first before removing/adding food supplements from your daily
meals. Do not start any diet or exercise routine without consulting your doctor as it may prove to
be counterproductive if you do not take all the precautionary steps.CHAPTER 1: Basics of the
30-Day Whole Food DietCHAPTER 1: Basics of the 30-Day Whole Food DietCHAPTER 1:
Basics of the 30-Day Whole Food DietThere is no denying the fact that the 30-Day Whole Food
Diet is a restrictive eating regimen… but only for 30 days. The goal is to reset your system by
consuming whole foods, which are essentially edibles occurring in nature, which still contain
organic nutrients. By doing so, you remove (or at least, lessen) the negative effects of chronic
and/or overconsumption of processed food from your body. For novices, this is often undertaken
as a weight loss option. For people who regularly undergo this diet, this is likewise used for



detoxification.There is no denying the fact that the 30-Day Whole Food Diet is a restrictive eating
regimen… but only for 30 days. The goal is to reset your system by consuming whole foods,
which are essentially edibles occurring in nature, which still contain organic nutrients. By doing
so, you remove (or at least, lessen) the negative effects of chronic and/or overconsumption of
processed food from your body. For novices, this is often undertaken as a weight loss option. For
people who regularly undergo this diet, this is likewise used for detoxification.The Whole 30 diet
is going to take a different approach to how you eat. While other diet plans are going to allow you
to have cheat days and still allow you to have some of the sodas and other bad things that are
harmful to the body, the Whole 30 diet wants you to kick all of these out. It recognizes that some
foods are bad for a reason and that you need to just avoid them as much as possible.The Whole
30 diet is going to take a different approach to how you eat. While other diet plans are going to
allow you to have cheat days and still allow you to have some of the sodas and other bad things
that are harmful to the body, the Whole 30 diet wants you to kick all of these out. It recognizes
that some foods are bad for a reason and that you need to just avoid them as much as
possible.The Whole 30 diet is going to work to restrict your access to foods that are bad for the
body. This will include things like lots of excess sugars, bad fats, and even processed carbs.
These are the foods that are commonly found in the traditional American diet, but they are so
harmful to the health and can make you sick and unhealthy.The Whole 30 diet is going to work to
restrict your access to foods that are bad for the body. This will include things like lots of excess
sugars, bad fats, and even processed carbs. These are the foods that are commonly found in
the traditional American diet, but they are so harmful to the health and can make you sick and
unhealthy.With other detoxes, you are allowed to have some of the bad stuff on occasion, but
with the Whole 30 diet, you need to cut these out as quickly as possible. For the whole 30 days,
you are not allowed to have the baked goods, the sugars, the pops or anything else that can be
harmful to your body. During this time, you need to stay focused on the foods that are healthy for
you, the whole foods that don’t have additives in them. In just a month, you can detox your body
and help get rid of some of the cravings and other bad stuff that is making you stick with these
horrible foods.With other detoxes, you are allowed to have some of the bad stuff on occasion,
but with the Whole 30 diet, you need to cut these out as quickly as possible. For the whole 30
days, you are not allowed to have the baked goods, the sugars, the pops or anything else that
can be harmful to your body. During this time, you need to stay focused on the foods that are
healthy for you, the whole foods that don’t have additives in them. In just a month, you can detox
your body and help get rid of some of the cravings and other bad stuff that is making you stick
with these horrible foods.So what happens if you end up messing up and having something that
is not allowed on this diet plan? Unfortunately, you need to maintain the diet for the full 30 days
to see the results. If you trip up, you are starting the whole process over again and it could be
another fight to avoid the temptations and to keep your body from getting addicted to the bad
stuff again. So if you end up having something that is not allowed on the Whole 30 diet before
the 30 days are up, you will be required to get a restart and go back to day 1, even if you were on



the 29th. .So what happens if you end up messing up and having something that is not allowed
on this diet plan? Unfortunately, you need to maintain the diet for the full 30 days to see the
results. If you trip up, you are starting the whole process over again and it could be another fight
to avoid the temptations and to keep your body from getting addicted to the bad stuff again. So if
you end up having something that is not allowed on the Whole 30 diet before the 30 days are up,
you will be required to get a restart and go back to day 1, even if you were on the 29th. .This is
part of what makes the Whole 30 diet so strict and so hard to follow. You are required to be good
and not have cheat days or other little tricks in order to make it easier. This sometimes makes
the diet too hard for most people to follow up. But for those who are able to stick with it and not
cheat, you will find that the benefits are so worth all the hard stuff beforehand.This is part of what
makes the Whole 30 diet so strict and so hard to follow. You are required to be good and not
have cheat days or other little tricks in order to make it easier. This sometimes makes the diet too
hard for most people to follow up. But for those who are able to stick with it and not cheat, you
will find that the benefits are so worth all the hard stuff beforehand.There is a good reason that
the Whole 30 diet asks you to eat in this manner. First, the healthy and whole foods are going to
be so good for the body, flooding it with the good nutrients that are needed to have it run
properly. Second, you need to give your body enough time to detox from all the bad stuff that is
traditionally in your diet. All those bad fats, sugars, and processed carbs are causing a lot of bad
health conditions for your whole body. The Whole 30 diet allows you to have a nice detox from
these bad nutrients so that you can feed the body what it really needs. This can be so healthy for
you and after the 30 days, if you do indulge on occasion, you will have the right eating habits to
keep you from overdoing it.There is a good reason that the Whole 30 diet asks you to eat in this
manner. First, the healthy and whole foods are going to be so good for the body, flooding it with
the good nutrients that are needed to have it run properly. Second, you need to give your body
enough time to detox from all the bad stuff that is traditionally in your diet. All those bad fats,
sugars, and processed carbs are causing a lot of bad health conditions for your whole body. The
Whole 30 diet allows you to have a nice detox from these bad nutrients so that you can feed the
body what it really needs. This can be so healthy for you and after the 30 days, if you do indulge
on occasion, you will have the right eating habits to keep you from overdoing it.Many healthcare
providers believe that commercially manufactured food and drinks are a bane of Modern Man’s
existence. Consuming these regularly has led to a steady increase of cardiac diseases,
diabetes, high blood pressure, and obesity including other weight management problems.Many
healthcare providers believe that commercially manufactured food and drinks are a bane of
Modern Man’s existence. Consuming these regularly has led to a steady increase of cardiac
diseases, diabetes, high blood pressure, and obesity including other weight management
problems.Simply subscribing to a diet rich in organic nutrients for 30 days:Simply subscribing to
a diet rich in organic nutrients for 30 days:Improves concentration, memory, and other mental
functionsImproves moodImproves health and appearance of your hair, nails, and skinPromotes
better digestion and easier/regular bowel movementPromotes restful sleepProvides more



energy, especially in the morningPromotes gradual yet safe weight lossThe three general rules
to follow while on this diet are: no cheating, no recreating unhealthy options, and no stepping on
the scale or measuring your body.The three general rules to follow while on this diet are: no
cheating, no recreating unhealthy options, and no stepping on the scale or measuring your
body.No Cheating on Your DietNo Cheating on Your DietIn order to achieve the best results, it is
highly recommended that you take the standard cheat day and throw it out the window. This
eating regimen is limited to 30 days only, so consuming unhealthy food once in that duration will
set you back by another 30 days. This is an all-or-nothing endeavor, so planning ahead is
imperative – especially if you are travelling or socializing within said period, and you have no
control over available food and drinks.In order to achieve the best results, it is highly
recommended that you take the standard cheat day and throw it out the window. This eating
regimen is limited to 30 days only, so consuming unhealthy food once in that duration will set you
back by another 30 days. This is an all-or-nothing endeavor, so planning ahead is imperative –
especially if you are travelling or socializing within said period, and you have no control over
available food and drinks.If you have a busy schedule, you may want to make some of your
meals in advance. Food items like soups and stews can be cooked in large volumes, and then
frozen in single-serve portions. Reheat these in the microwave as needed, and serve.If you have
a busy schedule, you may want to make some of your meals in advance. Food items like soups
and stews can be cooked in large volumes, and then frozen in single-serve portions. Reheat
these in the microwave as needed, and serve.This book sticks to the recommended 1,800 to a
2,000-calorie diet, which works well if you are trying to lose weight. However, to prevent that
feeling of hunger in between meals, this eating regimen also recommends 4 to 5 smaller meals
per day: breakfast, mid-morning snack, lunch, mid-afternoon snack, dinner, and an optional pre-
bedtime snack.This book sticks to the recommended 1,800 to a 2,000-calorie diet, which works
well if you are trying to lose weight. However, to prevent that feeling of hunger in between meals,
this eating regimen also recommends 4 to 5 smaller meals per day: breakfast, mid-morning
snack, lunch, mid-afternoon snack, dinner, and an optional pre-bedtime snack.Some diet plans
ask you to dip down quite a bit below this calorie amount in order to lose weight. We are
conditioned to think that we need to cut down the calories drastically in order to see the weight
loss because fewer calories mean less weight gain. But there are several issues here. First, the
biggest thing you need to consider is not the number of calories that you are consuming, but the
type of calories that you are consuming. If you eat 1000 calories a day of baked goods and
processed foods, you are going to have a much harder time losing weight compared to eating
2000 calories of lean proteins, fruits and vegetables, healthy fats and whole grains.Some diet
plans ask you to dip down quite a bit below this calorie amount in order to lose weight. We are
conditioned to think that we need to cut down the calories drastically in order to see the weight
loss because fewer calories mean less weight gain. But there are several issues here. First, the
biggest thing you need to consider is not the number of calories that you are consuming, but the
type of calories that you are consuming. If you eat 1000 calories a day of baked goods and



processed foods, you are going to have a much harder time losing weight compared to eating
2000 calories of lean proteins, fruits and vegetables, healthy fats and whole grains.Second, you
do need to make sure that you are eating enough calories for your body. When you cut down the
calories too much, you are putting the body into starvation mode because it is not getting the
nutrition that it needs. It is really hard to fit in all of the vitamins, minerals, and macronutrients that
the body needs in just 1000 calories, so eating a bit more and working on the nutritional value of
your food can make a big difference. Of course, if you are having a day where you are sick or
where you just aren’t that hungry, you don’t need to stress so much about eating too little, but
don’t force yourself to eat this low of calories on days when you are starving, and your body
wants more.Second, you do need to make sure that you are eating enough calories for your
body. When you cut down the calories too much, you are putting the body into starvation mode
because it is not getting the nutrition that it needs. It is really hard to fit in all of the vitamins,
minerals, and macronutrients that the body needs in just 1000 calories, so eating a bit more and
working on the nutritional value of your food can make a big difference. Of course, if you are
having a day where you are sick or where you just aren’t that hungry, you don’t need to stress so
much about eating too little, but don’t force yourself to eat this low of calories on days when you
are starving, and your body wants more.No Recreating Your Unhealthy Food/DrinksNo
Recreating Your Unhealthy Food/DrinksAvoid recreating unhealthy food and drinks using Whole
Food-safe food items. These options are deemed “unhealthy” for a reason. These contribute to
escalating weight gain and/or chronic physical and mental illnesses. Trying to make unhealthy
food “healthy” will defeat your purpose, and will likely consume energy, money, and time.Avoid
recreating unhealthy food and drinks using Whole Food-safe food items. These options are
deemed “unhealthy” for a reason. These contribute to escalating weight gain and/or chronic
physical and mental illnesses. Trying to make unhealthy food “healthy” will defeat your purpose,
and will likely consume energy, money, and time.Instead, try to discover new “favorites” among
Whole Food-safe food items and drinks. Keep an open mind about new recipes and ingredients.
If you limit yourself to a select few, you will quickly exhaust your taste buds and your patience.
This will make 30 days of restrictive dieting torturous and, most likely, unsuccessful in the end.
Being more adventurous (culinary-wise) and being able to prepare your own meals are always
advantageous, regardless of what kind of healthy diet you are following.Instead, try to discover
new “favorites” among Whole Food-safe food items and drinks. Keep an open mind about new
recipes and ingredients. If you limit yourself to a select few, you will quickly exhaust your taste
buds and your patience. This will make 30 days of restrictive dieting torturous and, most likely,
unsuccessful in the end. Being more adventurous (culinary-wise) and being able to prepare your
own meals are always advantageous, regardless of what kind of healthy diet you are following.If
you are travelling (or will be during the diet,) keeping your exotic fresh produce palate open can
prevent you from cheating on your diet. This will give you great sources of fresh, organic food
you can eat on the run. You don’t need to cook these or (if the fruits are abundant in the area
where you are) lug these around in your travel case.If you are travelling (or will be during the



diet,) keeping your exotic fresh produce palate open can prevent you from cheating on your diet.
This will give you great sources of fresh, organic food you can eat on the run. You don’t need to
cook these or (if the fruits are abundant in the area where you are) lug these around in your
travel case.Too many other diets are going to cheat on this part. They will say to not have sugar
but then add in sugar substitutes. They may say having no ice cream or no sugary beverages,
but then offer a wide range of desserts and other options that can fit into this and are still
unhealthy for you. While many people may think that it is nicer to have these cheats, you will not
see the results from the Whole 30 diet if you keep adding in some of these cheats all the
time.Too many other diets are going to cheat on this part. They will say to not have sugar but
then add in sugar substitutes. They may say having no ice cream or no sugary beverages, but
then offer a wide range of desserts and other options that can fit into this and are still unhealthy
for you. While many people may think that it is nicer to have these cheats, you will not see the
results from the Whole 30 diet if you keep adding in some of these cheats all the time.Are you on
this diet and feeling like you are always craving something or need something sweet in the diet?
While on the Whole 30 diet, you are going to have some cravings on occasion because the body
is so used to taking in these harmful foods. For the first three or four days, resist these cravings
so that the body is able to detox a bit from them. But after this time, if you are still craving
something for a snack on occasion reach for an apple or another fruit to help get some healthy
fiber and other nutrients while still providing the body with a bit of that sweetness it is looking for.
Just stick with one though!Are you on this diet and feeling like you are always craving something
or need something sweet in the diet? While on the Whole 30 diet, you are going to have some
cravings on occasion because the body is so used to taking in these harmful foods. For the first
three or four days, resist these cravings so that the body is able to detox a bit from them. But
after this time, if you are still craving something for a snack on occasion reach for an apple or
another fruit to help get some healthy fiber and other nutrients while still providing the body with
a bit of that sweetness it is looking for. Just stick with one though!No Weigh-Ins, No Tape
MeasuresNo Weigh-Ins, No Tape MeasuresWeighing in and measuring your body daily is out of
the question as well. This diet promotes gradual and safe weight loss: your body will show less-
than-dramatic results on a day-to-day basis. This may discourage you from continuing with the
diet, or worse, unconsciously lead you to binge-eating.Weighing in and measuring your body
daily is out of the question as well. This diet promotes gradual and safe weight loss: your body
will show less-than-dramatic results on a day-to-day basis. This may discourage you from
continuing with the diet, or worse, unconsciously lead you to binge-eating.Instead, weigh and
measure yourself prior to and after the diet has ended.Instead, weigh and measure yourself prior
to and after the diet has ended.The Whole 30 diet is only 30 days long, so it is not really a good
idea, or worth your time, to spend precious energy worrying about what is happening to your
body each day on the diet plan. After 30 days, you will see that there is an enormous difference,
but if you are focusing on what is happening with the weight and the inches, you will become
stressed out, and you will miss out on some of the great rewards of this diet plan. Just take it



easy, hide the scale and the tape measure for 30 days, and you will see the good results.The
Whole 30 diet is only 30 days long, so it is not really a good idea, or worth your time, to spend
precious energy worrying about what is happening to your body each day on the diet plan. After
30 days, you will see that there is an enormous difference, but if you are focusing on what is
happening with the weight and the inches, you will become stressed out, and you will miss out
on some of the great rewards of this diet plan. Just take it easy, hide the scale and the tape
measure for 30 days, and you will see the good results.Rather than focusing on what the
numbers on the scale or the tape measure say, why not focus on how you are feeling? The
Whole 30 diet asks you to eat foods that are wholesome and good, rather than all the junk that
you are usually going to feed yourself. When you are able to make some of these changes, there
is so much that can happen to the overall health of your body. You will have more energy, you will
be able to fit better into your clothes at the end of the time.Rather than focusing on what the
numbers on the scale or the tape measure say, why not focus on how you are feeling? The
Whole 30 diet asks you to eat foods that are wholesome and good, rather than all the junk that
you are usually going to feed yourself. When you are able to make some of these changes, there
is so much that can happen to the overall health of your body. You will have more energy, you will
be able to fit better into your clothes at the end of the time.To avoid some of this obsessing and
some of the stress, consider just measuring yourself at the beginning of the diet plan. Write
down these numbers somewhere that you can easily find them later on, but then forget about
them until after the 30 days are all over. Once this time is done, you can go through and do the
measurements again and compare. If you followed the Whole 30 diet the way that you should,
you would find that there was quite a bit of weight loss, as well as loss in inches, across your
whole body in just a month!To avoid some of this obsessing and some of the stress, consider
just measuring yourself at the beginning of the diet plan. Write down these numbers somewhere
that you can easily find them later on, but then forget about them until after the 30 days are all
over. Once this time is done, you can go through and do the measurements again and compare.
If you followed the Whole 30 diet the way that you should, you would find that there was quite a
bit of weight loss, as well as loss in inches, across your whole body in just a month!Food Items to
AvoidFood Items to AvoidA diet is basically a meal routine on which you need to control your
food intake and follow certain dietary restrictions. The rules differ according to the diet where
certain diets have almost no restrictions while others have a lot. When it comes to the 30-Day
Whole Food diet regimen, there are indeed a lot of restrictions; but always remember that there
will always be exceptions to the rule. These are going to seem really restrictive to someone who
is just getting started, but there is a good reason for all of them. If you are able to keep away from
these foods for the next 30 days, you will find that your overall health is going to be amazing and
you will be providing the body with all of the good stuff without any of the bad stuff for the whole
month. You just need to be passionate and dedicated and you will soon see the change. Some
of the foods items that you will need to avoid when you are on the Whole 30 diet plan will
include:A diet is basically a meal routine on which you need to control your food intake and



follow certain dietary restrictions. The rules differ according to the diet where certain diets have
almost no restrictions while others have a lot. When it comes to the 30-Day Whole Food diet
regimen, there are indeed a lot of restrictions; but always remember that there will always be
exceptions to the rule. These are going to seem really restrictive to someone who is just getting
started, but there is a good reason for all of them. If you are able to keep away from these foods
for the next 30 days, you will find that your overall health is going to be amazing and you will be
providing the body with all of the good stuff without any of the bad stuff for the whole month. You
just need to be passionate and dedicated and you will soon see the change. Some of the foods
items that you will need to avoid when you are on the Whole 30 diet plan will include:Alcohol and
other food products and drinks that contain (traces of) alcohol. Many of these are grain-based
and contain one or more forms of sweeteners – both ingredients are not recommended for the
30-Day Whole Food diet.Beverages, drinks, e.g. beer, spirits, wine, etc.Baked goods, e.g. fruit
cake, rum cakes, etc.Candies, e.g. chocolates with wine fillingsDairy and other food items/drinks
that contain traces of casein and lactose. These include food items and drinks from butter to
yogurt drinks, and everything else in between. Drinks and snack items that are artificially
flavored with milk, cheese or cream, as well as artificial cheese flavorings also fall under this
category.Grains and other food items and drinks that contain traces of grain, whole grain or
otherwise. These include:Whole grain (consumed lightly cooked, or milled into flour): amaranth,
barley, buckwheat berries, bulgur (cracked wheat,) corn (including cornmeal, cornstarch, grits,
polenta, and popcorn,) couscous, farro, kamut, millet, oats (and oat groats,) rice (including long/
short grained, brown, red, white, and wild,) sorghum, spelt (spelt berries,) teff, triticale, wheat
(and wheat berries,), etc.Quinoa, which is essentially a seed, is also not Whole Food-safe.Grain-
based drinks, e.g. ale, barley wine, beer, chicha, corn beef, malt, millet beer, moonshine, rye
beer, sake, vodka, wheat beer, whiskey, etc.Starchy processed food. These contain overly-
refined flour, which is milled and whitened extensively that these no longer contain nutrients.
This is the reason why that most commercially-produced bread is artificially “enriched” or
“fortified” with vitamins and minerals. These include, but are not limited to:Baked goods,
commercially manufactured, e.g. bagels, bread (loaves,) breadsticks, buns, cakes, cookies,
crackers, flatbread, muffins, pastries, pies, pita bread, pizza crust, pretzels, quiches, rolls,
scones, wheat, tortillas, etc. Store-bought bread crumbs, crouton, and stuffing fall under this
category.Cake, brownie and/or pie crust mixes, ready-made batter, “instant” or microwave
confectionsChips, both savory and sweet, and processed food snack itemsFried snack items,
e.g. bannock, beignet, churro, curry bread, doughnut, Dutchie, falafel, fried/fry bread, hush
puppies, pastel, samosa, sopaipilla, etc.Frozen cookie dough, dough, pastries, etc.Instant or
quick-cooking grains, e.g. 1-minute rice, grits, instant couscous, instant polenta, quick-cooking
oats, etc.Instant gravy mixes, sauces, soups and stewsPasta – dried, quick cooking, ready-to-
eatProcessed meat, e.g. chicken nuggets, commercially-manufactured bacon, and ham,
luncheon meat, hotdogs, meatloaf, etc. Frozen dinners, breaded meat cutlets, hamburger/
meatball mixes, and pre-marinated meat fall under this category.Legumes and other food items



that contain (traces of) legumes. These include:Adzuki beans, black beans, broad (fava) beans,
chickpeas/garbanzos, kidney beans, lentils, lima beans, mung beans, navy beans, peanuts
(including peanut butter,) peas, pinto beans, etc.Soybeans, and all soy-based products, e.g.
edamame, miso, Natto, tofu, tempeh, soymilk, soy nuts, soy sauce, etc. Soy-based meat
substitutes like tofu turkey or tofu hotdogs fall under this category.Note: vegetables such as
green beans, snap peas, snow peas, string beans, wax beans, winged beans, and yard-long
beans, which are usually cooked in their pods, are exceptions to this rule. The same goes for
mung bean sprouts, okra, vanilla bean – all of which contain very little starch.Note: vegetables
such as green beans, snap peas, snow peas, string beans, wax beans, winged beans, and yard-
long beans, which are usually cooked in their pods, are exceptions to this rule. The same goes
for mung bean sprouts, okra, vanilla bean – all of which contain very little starch.Sugar and
sweeteners. Although there are organic forms of sweeteners, (such as honey, pure maple syrup,
etc.) these have been known to trigger insulin imbalance which leads to a host of physical
ailments, particularly diabetes. To encourage the body to heal faster, it is recommended that
sugar (in all its forms) should be eliminated from the diet for the time being. You need to avoid
artificial as well as natural forms of sugar on this diet. This includes:Natural sugars – agave
syrup, beet sugar, brown (unwashed) sugar, cane sugar (including juice and syrup,) carob syrup,
caster sugar, date sugar, demerara sugar, honey, molasses, muscovado sugar, panocha,
powdered sugar, raw sugar, sorghum syrup, table sugar, treacle, turbinado sugar, and white
sugar.Artificial sweeteners – acesulfame potassium, aspartame, barley malt syrup, corn syrup,
crystalline fructose, cyclamate, dextran, dextrose, erythritol, ethyl maltol, galactose, glucose,
grape sugar, high fructose corn syrup, isomalt, isomaltose, maltitol, maltose, maltodextrin,
mannitol, neotame, rice syrup, saccharine, sorbitol, stevia, sucralose, sucrose, and xylitol.Food
items that contain high amounts of sugar. Sodas are notorious for containing too much sugar,
but so are multitudes of processed and commercially manufactured products, like: bacon, baked
goods, bread, breakfast cereals, cake mixes, candies, canned fruits in light/heavy syrup, canned
meat, caramel popcorn, chips, cookies, condiments, crackers, doughnuts, flavored milk,
flavored water, frozen yogurt, fruit-based sauces, fruit jams/jellies, glazes, granola bars, hazelnut
spreads, hotdogs, ice cream, instant gravies, jams, juices/juice concentrates/juice powder,
lemonades, marinated meat, milk shakes, peanut butter, pies, preserves, ready-to-cook rice
cakes, salad dressings, soups, spaghetti/pasta sauces, sweet/savory sandwich spreads,
syrups, and whipped cream. It may sound surprising. However, you need to avoid diet sodas as
well. Diet sodas contain almost the same amount of sugars and thus are bad for your body and
health. Replace sodas with fruit infused water instead.Processed food. Anything else that
doesn’t appear in its organic form in nature should be removed from your diet. Most contain high
amounts of salt, sugar and overly refined starches, not to mention unhealthy doses of food
additives and preservatives.Store-bought condiments and ready-made dressings/sauces, in
particular, are high in sugar and preservatives. These include: barbecue marinades, catsup, chili
oil/sauce, chutneys, cocktail sauce, compote, dips, French fry seasonings, fruit preserves,



guacamole, hot sauce, mayonnaise, pepper jelly, pesto, pickles, pico de gallo, popcorn
seasonings, ranch dressing, salad dressing, steak sauce, sweet chili sauce, tartar sauce,
teriyaki sauce, and vinaigrette.Bottled, canned, concentrated, instant, powdered, pre-mixed,
ready-to-drink beverages. Aside from alcoholic beverages, these include colas/sodas, energy
drinks, energized/flavored/mineralized water (includes sugar,) energy or sports drinks, frappe,
fruit juices and/or concentrates, iced tea or ice tea powder, instant lemonades or lemonade
powder,Products like: 3-in-1 coffee mixes, breakfast drinks, condensed or evaporated milk, hot
chocolate powder/mix, instant champurrado or any milk-chocolate blend, Irish or liqueur coffee,
milk tea bags/concentrates/powder, milk coffee powder, powdered milk, protein shakes, ready-
to-drink smoothies, and yogurt drink have dairy in them as well, and therefore not Whole Food-
safe.There will always be exceptions to this rule. Some food items and drinks have undergone
minimal processing, which makes these convenient to use. More importantly, these retain
healthy amounts of organic nutrients. However, it is still essential to scan products’ list of
ingredients. Always choose the ones with the least amount of food additives and
preservatives.There will always be exceptions to this rule. Some food items and drinks have
undergone minimal processing, which makes these convenient to use. More importantly, these
retain healthy amounts of organic nutrients. However, it is still essential to scan products’ list of
ingredients. Always choose the ones with the least amount of food additives and
preservatives.As you can see, this list is pretty long, much longer than what you will be able to
find with some of the other diet plans that you may choose to go with, but as you will notice,
most of the foods that are on this list are processed and not good for the body. You need to learn
how to get rid of some of that processed food and stick with the foods that are nutrition, natural,
and good for the whole body. The Whole 30 diet is able to help you to get this done.As you can
see, this list is pretty long, much longer than what you will be able to find with some of the other
diet plans that you may choose to go with, but as you will notice, most of the foods that are on
this list are processed and not good for the body. You need to learn how to get rid of some of that
processed food and stick with the foods that are nutrition, natural, and good for the whole body.
The Whole 30 diet is able to help you to get this done.You may feel quite restricted at the
beginning of this diet. However, do not worry, with enough persistence you will start to enjoy the
diet soon. You can make a list of all the foods to avoid and put it on your smartphone so that you
can quickly check whether a food item is safe for consumption or not. Nowadays, smart apps
and other such apps are available as well, use them to make the dieting experience easy.You
may feel quite restricted at the beginning of this diet. However, do not worry, with enough
persistence you will start to enjoy the diet soon. You can make a list of all the foods to avoid and
put it on your smartphone so that you can quickly check whether a food item is safe for
consumption or not. Nowadays, smart apps and other such apps are available as well, use them
to make the dieting experience easy.Food Items and Drinks that are 30-Day Whole Food
SafeFood Items and Drinks that are 30-Day Whole Food SafeYou might be quite flabbergasted
after reading the above list. After reading the list of foods that you need to avoid when you are on



the Whole 30 diet, you may wonder if there are many foods left for you to enjoy. Yes, there were
quite a few ingredients and foods that you will need to avoid if you want to really see the success
that comes with the Whole 30 diet, but the point here is to restrict some of the bad foods that you
are taking in and making sure that you start taking in foods that are healthier and wholesome for
you. These foods do not contain processed and artificial ingredients and thus are not only good
for your health but are good for the environment as well.You might be quite flabbergasted after
reading the above list. After reading the list of foods that you need to avoid when you are on the
Whole 30 diet, you may wonder if there are many foods left for you to enjoy. Yes, there were quite
a few ingredients and foods that you will need to avoid if you want to really see the success that
comes with the Whole 30 diet, but the point here is to restrict some of the bad foods that you are
taking in and making sure that you start taking in foods that are healthier and wholesome for you.
These foods do not contain processed and artificial ingredients and thus are not only good for
your health but are good for the environment as well.With the Whole 30 diet, you are required to
eat foods that are whole. If you are able to pick them up at the grocery store and they don’t have
a label with a million ingredients, these are the ones that you will want to consume on this diet
plan. You want to stick with the lean meats, the healthy fats, the good dairy products, and of
course, lots of fresh produce. These have just one ingredient in them, and they avoid all of the
processed foods that you don’t need inside of this diet plan.With the Whole 30 diet, you are
required to eat foods that are whole. If you are able to pick them up at the grocery store and they
don’t have a label with a million ingredients, these are the ones that you will want to consume on
this diet plan. You want to stick with the lean meats, the healthy fats, the good dairy products,
and of course, lots of fresh produce. These have just one ingredient in them, and they avoid all of
the processed foods that you don’t need inside of this diet plan.Basically, other than the food
ingredients listed above, you can consume any fresh produce you like.[1] In the interest of
maintaining good health though, it would be best to limit yourself to recommended portions,
preferably within the standard 1,800 to 2,000 calorie per day.Basically, other than the food
ingredients listed above, you can consume any fresh produce you like.[1] In the interest of
maintaining good health though, it would be best to limit yourself to recommended portions,
preferably within the standard 1,800 to 2,000 calorie per day.Never overeat. Yes, vegetables and
fruits are natural, nutrient-rich and healthy alternatives to sugary and processed food items, but
they are still bad if eaten in excess. Do not eat any fruit or vegetable in excess. Overindulging,
even in healthy food items, is an unhealthy practice, which could lead to unwanted weight gain.
For example, an apple a day is considered healthy, but consuming 3 to 4 pieces in one sitting is
not.Never overeat. Yes, vegetables and fruits are natural, nutrient-rich and healthy alternatives to
sugary and processed food items, but they are still bad if eaten in excess. Do not eat any fruit or
vegetable in excess. Overindulging, even in healthy food items, is an unhealthy practice, which
could lead to unwanted weight gain. For example, an apple a day is considered healthy, but
consuming 3 to 4 pieces in one sitting is not.Eat:Eat:Fresh fruitsFresh vegetablesGrass-fed,
organic, and/or sustainable meat sources. Unless you’re planning to go vegan or vegetarian,



meat (least processed, or fresh-cuts) should be on the menu. Avoid pre-marinated, pre-mixed,
or seasoned products. Aged meat, which is often used in steaks, may have undergone
prolonged processing, but this is still considered 30-Day Whole Food safe.Red meatBeef and
vealLamb and muttonGoat meatPorkWhite meat and by-products of white meatPoultry. Meat
and eggs, fromChickenDuckGoosePheasantQuailTurkeySeafoodCephalopodsCuttlefishOctopus
SquidCrustaceansCrabCrayfishLangoustineLobstersPrawnsShrimpsFishAnchoviesCarpCatfish
CodGrouperHalibutMackerelSalmonSardineSoleSwordfishTilapiaTroutTunaShellfishClamsMuss
elsOystersScallopsGame and exotic meatNuts, preferably raw, which could be roasted and
seasoned at home. Though technically processed, lightly-seasoned and store-bought nuts are
acceptable in the 30-Day Whole Food diet.AlmondsBeechnutsCashew
nutsChestnutsHazelnutsMacadamia nutsPecan nutsPili nutsPine nutsPistachio
nutsWalnutSeeds. As much as possible, buy these raw. Some store-bought pre-roasted seeds
are acceptable in the 30-Day Whole Food diet if these are difficult and time consuming to
process at home. Choose lightly seasoned ones, but avoid candied ones or those that are
heavily seasoned.Apricot kernels/seedsBreadnut seedsCaraway seedsChia seedsFennel
seedsFlax seedsHemp seedsLinseedsPoppy seedsPumpkin seedsSesame seedsSquash
seedsSunflower seedsWatermelon seedsSome food items go through one or more forms of
processing, and these are still considered 30-Day Whole Food-safe. Mostly, these are packed
for the sake of availability and convenience. For example, coconut milk/cream can always be
harvested fresh from the fruit if coconut trees are abundant in your locale. For people who don’t
live in tropical countries, the most available coconut-based products are those already canned,
dried, or pre-packed. Even if coconut fruit is being sold “fresh” in grocery stores, extracting the
juice and meat from the hard shell exterior needs specialized tools and equipment.Some food
items go through one or more forms of processing, and these are still considered 30-Day Whole
Food-safe. Mostly, these are packed for the sake of availability and convenience. For example,
coconut milk/cream can always be harvested fresh from the fruit if coconut trees are abundant in
your locale. For people who don’t live in tropical countries, the most available coconut-based
products are those already canned, dried, or pre-packed. Even if coconut fruit is being sold
“fresh” in grocery stores, extracting the juice and meat from the hard shell exterior needs
specialized tools and equipment.If you have to use processed food, choose those that contain
only natural ingredients. On the right is the ingredient list for “organic” coconut milk, which is still
overly processed. On the left is a far better option: it contains only 1 ingredient.[2]If you have to
use processed food, choose those that contain only natural ingredients. On the right is the
ingredient list for “organic” coconut milk, which is still overly processed. On the left is a far better
option: it contains only 1 ingredient.[2]You can safely consume these, but use sparingly:The food
items mentioned under this section are allowed on the diet. However, you should consume them
only sparingly. Do not overindulge in these food items. These items can be used as treats for
achieving a specific goal. These treats will help you to stay dedicated and persistent towards the
diet.The food items mentioned under this section are allowed on the diet. However, you should



consume them only sparingly. Do not overindulge in these food items. These items can be used
as treats for achieving a specific goal. These treats will help you to stay dedicated and persistent
towards the diet.BeveragesChocolate, specifically tablea, which are made from pure roasted
cocoa nibs, coarsely ground and packed into balls, disks, and/or tablets; many of these are
sugar-free. Unsweetened cocoa powder is also a 30-Day Whole Food safe.Coffee, plain. There
are a couple of coffee substitutes (though overly processed) that can be safely consumed safely
while on the 30-Day Whole Food diet. These include roasted and granulated: carob powder,
chicory root, dandelion root, rooibos tea and pure cocoa powder.Avoid flavored coffee. These
contain high amounts of dairy and sweeteners.Herbal tea blends. Most of these are dairy and
sugar-free. Homemade tea blends are the best. You know precisely what ingredients you are
using, and you can control portions.Avoid pre-sweetened tea blends, and those that contain
creamers, and milk.Tea. Fresh green tea, dried tea, crushed tea in tea bags, and even powdered
green tea like matcha are 30-Day Whole Food safe, just as long as you avoid adding creamers
and sweeteners into the drink.Avoid pre-sweetened and/or sweetened tea blends.Capers,
brined or in oil. These are quickly processed and then soaked in salted water or olive oil. These
do not contain additional ingredients. Use brined capers sparingly. These contain high amounts
of salt.CondimentsAioli – homemade oil and garlic sauce; may or may not contain egg
yolks.Dips – homemade dips are best. Avoid using those that contain beans, dairy and/or
sweeteners like bagna cauda, barbecue sauces, bean dip, blue cheese dressing, cheese sauce,
chili con queso, chutneys, fondue, French onion dip, and tzatziki.The best ones to use are:Ajika
dip – made from garlic, herbs, pepper, and spicesAjvar – made from garlic and
peppersArtichoke and spinach dipBaba ghanoush – made from eggplantsChili oil – oil infused
with either raw or lightly cooked pepperMuhammara – hot pepper and walnut dipNam chim and
nam phrik – made from a combination of dried and fresh chili peppersNupc cha – same as name
chim, but with fish sauceSatsivi – walnut dipSpinach dip, preferably dairy-freeTaramosalata – dip
made from carp or codfish roeTkemali – cherry plum sauceDried or fresh herbs – these can add
depths of flavor to your dishes. These are fat-free and full of flavor; spice blends fall into this
category but check product labels. Avoid those that contain sweeteners, or high amounts of food
additives like artificial color and flavor.Use:Use:AdviehAll-spice powderBaharatBerbereChaat
masalaChili powderCurry powderDry rubsDukkahFines herbesFive spice powderGaram
masalaHarissaHerbes de ProvenceKhmeli suneliItalian seasoningJerk spicesPanch
phoronPoultry spicesPumpkin pie seasoningQuatre epicesRas el hanoutTogarashiZa’atarDried
or fresh peppers – use fresh and dried peppers interchangeably. Many of these are not overly
hot or spicy, but these can add another layer of flavor to dishes. Brined or pickled peppers, (e.g.
jalapeno peppers, roasted red peppers in oil, etc.) though processed, are still 30-Day Whole
Food -safe.Avoid chili jams and jellies. These contain sweeteners, artificial color, and
preservatives.Avoid chili jams and jellies. These contain sweeteners, artificial color, and
preservatives.Extra virgin olive oil – this can be added in small amounts in salads. This is an
essential ingredient in vinaigrettes or homemade dressings. You can use plain olive oil, which is



cheaper and is better suited for cooking.Avoid using light olive oil, extra light olive oil, and refined
olive oil. These are usually made from poor quality olive oil and processed using solvents
(usually hexane,) to make these look marketable. The term, “light” in this case does not mean
“healthier.” It means that the flavor profile is less pronounced, due to its excessive and multiple
processing.Avoid using light olive oil, extra light olive oil, and refined olive oil. These are usually
made from poor quality olive oil and processed using solvents (usually hexane,) to make these
look marketable. The term, “light” in this case does not mean “healthier.” It means that the flavor
profile is less pronounced, due to its excessive and multiple processing.The same is true for
most cooking oils and specialty oils.The same is true for most cooking oils and specialty oils.To
simplify: avoid all oil based products that are labeled “refined” or “partially hydrogenated.”To
simplify: avoid all oil based products that are labeled “refined” or “partially
hydrogenated.”Guacamole – homemade is best. Store-bought ones sometimes contain high
amounts of preservatives to prolong their shelf lives in the stores.Horseradish paste or wasabi –
homemade is best. Bottled wasabi, in particular, contains artificial colors and
preservatives.Kimchi – any blend is fine, but homemade kimchi is always best. Use sparingly
due to its high sodium (salt) content.Lemon, lime or any citrus juice – Tart and zesty, freshly
squeezed citrus juices can really brighten up your meals. You can use these in numerous dishes
– from salads to meat dishes, and even seafood. These work well in beverages too. Always use
freshly squeezed juice. Avoid bottled, canned or “pre-squeezed” citrus products.Mustard – Dijon
or yellow, hot or English/Russian mustard. These are extensively processed but are usually
considered 30-Day Whole Food-safe because of its lack of additional food additives and
preservatives. Use sparingly. These contain high amounts of salt.Pesto – homemade is best.
Most commercially manufactured pesto contains cheese or dairy, which is not 30-Day Whole
Food-safe.Salsa – homemade is best. Commercial blends sometimes contain artificial additives
and preservatives. Check product labels before buying.Salt – fleur de sel, kosher salt, Himalayan
salt, and sea salt are good, as well as flavored salt like: celery salt, chili salt, citrus salt, fennel
salt, garlic salt, gomasio (salt with toasted sesame seeds,) herbed salt, lemon salt, peppery salt,
rosemary salt, smoked salt, thyme salt, etc. Homemade flavored salt is better than store-bought
ones, as the latter often contains anti-caking agents.Avoid refined, rock, and iodized salt. These
no longer contain organic nutrients.Sun-dried tomatoes, brined or in oil. These tomatoes do
undergo numerous processing before being soaked in salted water or olive oil. These are still
considered 30-Day Whole Food-safe as the finished products do not contain additional
ingredients. Use sparingly.Sriracha or Thai hot sauce – always choose low-sodium and sugar-
free products. Avoid sweet/sweet-and-sour blends due to their high sugar content.Tahini – home-
made is best, but if you are using store-bought ones, always choose all-natural, high quality raw/
roasted tahini, preferably unsalted.Vinegar – check product labels before buying. Some cheap
products actually contain sugar and artificial color. Others undergo extensive processing using
harmful solvents, examples of which include: distilled/white vinegar, sherry vinegar, spirits (red
wine vinegar, white wine vinegar.)Better options are:Better options are:Apple cider



vinegarBalsamic vinegarBlackcurrant vinegarCane vinegarChinese black vinegar (use
sparingly)Coconut vinegarDate vinegarGam sikcho (persimmon vinegar)Gouqicu (wolfberry
vinegar)Grape vinegarJamun sirka (jamun vinegar)Job’s tears vinegar (aged vinegar from
Japan)Kiwi vinegarKurozu (Japanese black vinegar, use sparingly)Malt vinegarPalm
vinegarPomegranate vinegarQuince vinegarRaisin vinegar (use sparingly)Raspberry
vinegarRice vinegar / black rice vinegarTomato vinegar (use sparingly)Zaocu (jujube
vinegar)Canned or frozen fruits and/or vegetables, including mushrooms. Use these only when
fresh ones are not available. Fresh is always the best choice with these and then frozen. You
should go with cans only as a last resort because of the added juice and sugars that are thrown
inside. Avoid using dehydrated, bottled or canned, fruits and vegetables. Most of these no longer
contain organic vitamins and minerals. Avoid those that contain dairy and starch, like creamed
corn, cream of asparagus, cream of mushrooms, etc.You can safely use:You can safely
use:Bottled, canned or pre-packed coconut products, like coconut cream, coconut milk,
desiccated coconut, dried coconut meat/shavings, etc. Always choose the unsweetened or
unseasoned varieties.Bottled, canned, or pre-packed tomato products, like: diced and peeled
tomatoes, tomato puree, tomato sauce. Avoid using seasoned tomato-based products like ready-
made spaghetti sauces, pizza sauces, etc. These contain sugar and casein (dairy-
based.)Bottled or canned whole mushrooms, halved, quartered, or pieces and stems. Use
unseasoned mushroom products. Rinse these well before using.Canned pumpkin, squash,
sweet potatoes puree, unseasoned. These are convenient to use. Choose products that contain
only 2 to 3 ingredients at the most.Frozen berries: blueberries, blackberries, raspberries,
strawberries, etc. Avoid bottled and canned ones, especially if these are steeped in
syrups.Frozen spinach. Fresh is always better, but you can get almost the same flavor and health
benefits of frozen spinach.Variations on the Whole 30 DietThe nice thing about the Whole 30
diet is that you are able to find many variations of this kind of diet plan. The basic idea is that you
need to stick with foods that are whole and healthy, and away from the ones that have a lot of
processed foods, and then you can make modifications to make it work with another diet plan of
your own as well. For example, there are many people who choose to go with a Paleo version of
the Whole 30 diet, or even a vegetarian or a vegan option. These are perfectly fine, as long as
you learn how to incorporate both rules into one diet plan of your own.The nice thing about the
Whole 30 diet is that you are able to find many variations of this kind of diet plan. The basic idea
is that you need to stick with foods that are whole and healthy, and away from the ones that have
a lot of processed foods, and then you can make modifications to make it work with another diet
plan of your own as well. For example, there are many people who choose to go with a Paleo
version of the Whole 30 diet, or even a vegetarian or a vegan option. These are perfectly fine, as
long as you learn how to incorporate both rules into one diet plan of your own.You will need to be
a bit careful when you are using this option. They can be healthy, but sometimes you get busy or
lazy and may start missing out on some of the health concerns that you need to watch out for.
Make sure that you are watching what nutrients you are taking in with the mixed diet plans so



that you are getting all of the healthy nutrients that are needed while also ensuring that none of
the forbidden items are added into the diet by mistake.You will need to be a bit careful when you
are using this option. They can be healthy, but sometimes you get busy or lazy and may start
missing out on some of the health concerns that you need to watch out for. Make sure that you
are watching what nutrients you are taking in with the mixed diet plans so that you are getting all
of the healthy nutrients that are needed while also ensuring that none of the forbidden items are
added into the diet by mistake.~ o ~ o ~ o ~~ o ~ o ~ o ~Question:Are food, mineral or vitamin
supplements necessary in the 30-Day Whole Food Diet?Are food, mineral or vitamin
supplements necessary in the 30-Day Whole Food Diet?Answer:Unless you are planning on
going full vegan or vegetarian, you don’t need to take food supplements. Although it is still
possible to get all the necessary and essential nutrients from the vegan diet, it often becomes a
bit difficult. You can acquire enough organic nutrients from simply increasing your daily intake of
fresh produce, and lessening the consumption of processed food. Technically, because health
supplements fall into the category of “processed,” you shouldn’t take these while on the 30-Day
Whole Food diet. If you have pre-existing medical conditions, always ask your primary
healthcare provider first before removing/adding food supplements from your daily meals. Do not
start any diet or exercise routine without consulting your doctor as it may prove to be
counterproductive if you do not take all the precautionary steps.Unless you are planning on
going full vegan or vegetarian, you don’t need to take food supplements. Although it is still
possible to get all the necessary and essential nutrients from the vegan diet, it often becomes a
bit difficult. You can acquire enough organic nutrients from simply increasing your daily intake of
fresh produce, and lessening the consumption of processed food. Technically, because health
supplements fall into the category of “processed,” you shouldn’t take these while on the 30-Day
Whole Food diet. If you have pre-existing medical conditions, always ask your primary
healthcare provider first before removing/adding food supplements from your daily meals. Do not
start any diet or exercise routine without consulting your doctor as it may prove to be
counterproductive if you do not take all the precautionary steps.CHAPTER 2: Tips on Dining
Out / Eating on the Run When Following the Whole Food DietFollowing a diet is a difficult task
for many people as we are used to eating whatever we like and whenever we want to eat.
However, it is an extremely necessary and essential thing to do to stay healthy. Many people can
follow a diet when they eat at home. However, people who need to go out often cannot follow a
diet properly. Food available in restaurants and joints are often calorie rich and include
processed items. It becomes quite difficult to stay on a diet while eating out. In this chapter, you
will find tips that will help you stay on a diet while eating out.Dining OutIt is becoming more and
more difficult to have a social life while avoiding eating out. Most of our social interactions now
take place over meals in restaurants and you must eat out to keep up with the times. Whether
you are a student or a business professional, you must eat out to maintain a social identity.
However, eating out is often counterproductive for diets. Don’t worry, this diet will not ‘break’ your
diet.You don’t have to give up your social life totally while you are dieting. As stated before, this



eating regimen works best when you plan ahead.If you know where you are dining out, read
menu options of the said restaurant(s) a week before actually going there. Most eating
establishments now post their menus online. Some include a list of ingredients and even
nutritional value. You can check out which meals you can order, and if possible, even pre-order
specialty dishes that are 30-Day Whole Food-safe beforehand. Some establishments will cater
to your request if you give them one week’s notice.Ask if they have open salad bars, but be
careful with their house dressings and vinaigrettes. These may contain processed ingredients in
less than healthy doses. To be safe, ask for free (or almost free) servings of vinegar, black
pepper, and salt. Mix these and voila! You have an instant healthy dressing for your salad.For
dessert, ask for plain fruits (e.g. 1 piece small banana, 1 mango cheek, or ½ cup fresh berries,
etc.) or unseasoned (no dairy, no honey, etc.) fruit salads. The safest option would be to skip
dessert altogether. You can make your own at home if you have the sweet tooth.If you like meat
on your plate, ask for lightly seasoned boiled, baked, grilled, or steamed meat (salted, but not
drenched in condiments or sauce.) For seafood, raw (sashimi or shucked oysters) are highly
recommended. Lightly cooked and seasoned baked, boiled, broiled, and steamed seafood can
be safely added to your dinner selection as well.If dining out is a spur-of-the-moment decision,
instead of scanning menu items in minute details, you can ask your food server (nicely!) for
recommendations and specify exactly what your dietary needs are. Avoid consuming the offered
dips, condiments, gravies, and sauces.Large portions can sometimes derail your diet, so ask for
kid’s portions. You can literally share meals with family and friends by dividing larger portions
among family and friends. As a last resort, eat small portions and have the rest packed as
takeout. The important thing here is to eat within (or slightly less) than recommended portions,
so as not to inadvertently cheat on your diet.For beverages, it is best and easiest to stick to
plain, unflavored water. Black tea and plain tea (no dairy or sweetener,) or warm water with a
squeeze of lemon or lime work too.The trick to eating out is to always be prepared. If you walk
into a new restaurant without looking at the menu first or having a good idea of how to follow the
Whole 30 diet, you are more likely to fail.If you know that you are going to head out to eat ahead
of time, make sure to look online and see what options are available for your diet plan. This gives
you time to do some research and pick out which meal will fit on the Whole 30 diet or if you
would need to choose to go somewhere else.Also, before you head out for the day, consider
getting some extra nutrition in your day. You don’t want to get to the restaurant and feel famished
because you missed a meal or you starved yourself earlier. If you did this, once you get to the
restaurant, the good smells are going to become too tempting, and you will find it is hard to
remain good on your diet plan.When you are on the Whole 30 diet, you are allowed to go out to
eat on occasion and have fun, but you do need to be mindful of the things that you are eating.
Make sure that you fully understand what is going on with this diet plan, ask questions, and plan
ahead, and it becomes much easier to get the results that you want from this diet plan even
when you go eat out.When TravellingIt is imperative to try the local fresh produce when
travelling. Unless you are willing to spend inordinately large amounts of money exporting food



items you like, and then lugging these around in your bags for hours on end, it is better to utilize
fresh produce in the areas you visit.Fresh, ripe fruits always make great low-fat and healthy
snacks. Juice extracted from a freshly harvested coconut makes a great organic thirst quencher.
Leafy greens from local markets can easily be converted into salads with light dressings. The
possibilities of great food that are 30-Day Whole Food safe are limitless if you keep an open
mind about it.For hot meals, ask for or buy lightly cooked (boiled, grilled, steamed, etc.) and
lightly seasoned dishes (preferably seasoned with salt and pepper only.) This can be done if you
are in a good hotel or you have a travel guide who knows the local food scene well.If you have
the option or luxury of staying in accommodation(s) with a kitchen or at least a spot where you
can prepare your own meals, you would still have to utilize local markets though for basic
ingredients.To save time and money, buy certain ingredients that you can include in a number of
recipes. For example: buy 1 small bunch (about 4 pieces) of large, ripe plantains. These can be
kept at room temperature. Slice and toast one piece on a dry pan for breakfast, boil another for
lunch and then add a third one into a stew. Mash the fourth one for a pancake recipe the next
day.Packing some of your own meals for traveling, rather than relying on fast food restaurants
along the way can really help you to get the best results. Pack meals, snacks, and more so that
you can spend your break times running around and getting energy out, rather than at a
restaurant waiting for food and filling up on things that are bad for you. Making some meals and
packing them up the night before can be handy and will ensure that you can get good results
with the Whole 30 diet even when you need to be on the road.CHAPTER 2: Tips on Dining Out /
Eating on the Run When Following the Whole Food DietCHAPTER 2: Tips on Dining Out /
Eating on the Run When Following the Whole Food DietCHAPTER 2: Tips on Dining Out /
Eating on the Run When Following the Whole Food DietFollowing a diet is a difficult task for
many people as we are used to eating whatever we like and whenever we want to eat. However,
it is an extremely necessary and essential thing to do to stay healthy. Many people can follow a
diet when they eat at home. However, people who need to go out often cannot follow a diet
properly. Food available in restaurants and joints are often calorie rich and include processed
items. It becomes quite difficult to stay on a diet while eating out. In this chapter, you will find tips
that will help you stay on a diet while eating out.Following a diet is a difficult task for many people
as we are used to eating whatever we like and whenever we want to eat. However, it is an
extremely necessary and essential thing to do to stay healthy. Many people can follow a diet
when they eat at home. However, people who need to go out often cannot follow a diet properly.
Food available in restaurants and joints are often calorie rich and include processed items. It
becomes quite difficult to stay on a diet while eating out. In this chapter, you will find tips that will
help you stay on a diet while eating out.Dining OutIt is becoming more and more difficult to have
a social life while avoiding eating out. Most of our social interactions now take place over meals
in restaurants and you must eat out to keep up with the times. Whether you are a student or a
business professional, you must eat out to maintain a social identity. However, eating out is often
counterproductive for diets. Don’t worry, this diet will not ‘break’ your diet.It is becoming more



and more difficult to have a social life while avoiding eating out. Most of our social interactions
now take place over meals in restaurants and you must eat out to keep up with the times.
Whether you are a student or a business professional, you must eat out to maintain a social
identity. However, eating out is often counterproductive for diets. Don’t worry, this diet will not
‘break’ your diet.You don’t have to give up your social life totally while you are dieting. As stated
before, this eating regimen works best when you plan ahead.You don’t have to give up your
social life totally while you are dieting. As stated before, this eating regimen works best when you
plan ahead.If you know where you are dining out, read menu options of the said restaurant(s) a
week before actually going there. Most eating establishments now post their menus online.
Some include a list of ingredients and even nutritional value. You can check out which meals you
can order, and if possible, even pre-order specialty dishes that are 30-Day Whole Food-safe
beforehand. Some establishments will cater to your request if you give them one week’s notice.If
you know where you are dining out, read menu options of the said restaurant(s) a week before
actually going there. Most eating establishments now post their menus online. Some include a
list of ingredients and even nutritional value. You can check out which meals you can order, and
if possible, even pre-order specialty dishes that are 30-Day Whole Food-safe beforehand. Some
establishments will cater to your request if you give them one week’s notice.Ask if they have
open salad bars, but be careful with their house dressings and vinaigrettes. These may contain
processed ingredients in less than healthy doses. To be safe, ask for free (or almost free)
servings of vinegar, black pepper, and salt. Mix these and voila! You have an instant healthy
dressing for your salad.Ask if they have open salad bars, but be careful with their house
dressings and vinaigrettes. These may contain processed ingredients in less than healthy
doses. To be safe, ask for free (or almost free) servings of vinegar, black pepper, and salt. Mix
these and voila! You have an instant healthy dressing for your salad.For dessert, ask for plain
fruits (e.g. 1 piece small banana, 1 mango cheek, or ½ cup fresh berries, etc.) or unseasoned
(no dairy, no honey, etc.) fruit salads. The safest option would be to skip dessert altogether. You
can make your own at home if you have the sweet tooth.For dessert, ask for plain fruits (e.g. 1
piece small banana, 1 mango cheek, or ½ cup fresh berries, etc.) or unseasoned (no dairy, no
honey, etc.) fruit salads. The safest option would be to skip dessert altogether. You can make
your own at home if you have the sweet tooth.If you like meat on your plate, ask for lightly
seasoned boiled, baked, grilled, or steamed meat (salted, but not drenched in condiments or
sauce.) For seafood, raw (sashimi or shucked oysters) are highly recommended. Lightly cooked
and seasoned baked, boiled, broiled, and steamed seafood can be safely added to your dinner
selection as well.If you like meat on your plate, ask for lightly seasoned boiled, baked, grilled, or
steamed meat (salted, but not drenched in condiments or sauce.) For seafood, raw (sashimi or
shucked oysters) are highly recommended. Lightly cooked and seasoned baked, boiled, broiled,
and steamed seafood can be safely added to your dinner selection as well.If dining out is a spur-
of-the-moment decision, instead of scanning menu items in minute details, you can ask your
food server (nicely!) for recommendations and specify exactly what your dietary needs are.



Avoid consuming the offered dips, condiments, gravies, and sauces.If dining out is a spur-of-the-
moment decision, instead of scanning menu items in minute details, you can ask your food
server (nicely!) for recommendations and specify exactly what your dietary needs are. Avoid
consuming the offered dips, condiments, gravies, and sauces.Large portions can sometimes
derail your diet, so ask for kid’s portions. You can literally share meals with family and friends by
dividing larger portions among family and friends. As a last resort, eat small portions and have
the rest packed as takeout. The important thing here is to eat within (or slightly less) than
recommended portions, so as not to inadvertently cheat on your diet.Large portions can
sometimes derail your diet, so ask for kid’s portions. You can literally share meals with family and
friends by dividing larger portions among family and friends. As a last resort, eat small portions
and have the rest packed as takeout. The important thing here is to eat within (or slightly less)
than recommended portions, so as not to inadvertently cheat on your diet.For beverages, it is
best and easiest to stick to plain, unflavored water. Black tea and plain tea (no dairy or
sweetener,) or warm water with a squeeze of lemon or lime work too.For beverages, it is best
and easiest to stick to plain, unflavored water. Black tea and plain tea (no dairy or sweetener,) or
warm water with a squeeze of lemon or lime work too.The trick to eating out is to always be
prepared. If you walk into a new restaurant without looking at the menu first or having a good
idea of how to follow the Whole 30 diet, you are more likely to fail.The trick to eating out is to
always be prepared. If you walk into a new restaurant without looking at the menu first or having
a good idea of how to follow the Whole 30 diet, you are more likely to fail.If you know that you are
going to head out to eat ahead of time, make sure to look online and see what options are
available for your diet plan. This gives you time to do some research and pick out which meal will
fit on the Whole 30 diet or if you would need to choose to go somewhere else.If you know that
you are going to head out to eat ahead of time, make sure to look online and see what options
are available for your diet plan. This gives you time to do some research and pick out which meal
will fit on the Whole 30 diet or if you would need to choose to go somewhere else.Also, before
you head out for the day, consider getting some extra nutrition in your day. You don’t want to get
to the restaurant and feel famished because you missed a meal or you starved yourself earlier. If
you did this, once you get to the restaurant, the good smells are going to become too tempting,
and you will find it is hard to remain good on your diet plan.Also, before you head out for the day,
consider getting some extra nutrition in your day. You don’t want to get to the restaurant and feel
famished because you missed a meal or you starved yourself earlier. If you did this, once you get
to the restaurant, the good smells are going to become too tempting, and you will find it is hard
to remain good on your diet plan.When you are on the Whole 30 diet, you are allowed to go out
to eat on occasion and have fun, but you do need to be mindful of the things that you are eating.
Make sure that you fully understand what is going on with this diet plan, ask questions, and plan
ahead, and it becomes much easier to get the results that you want from this diet plan even
when you go eat out.When you are on the Whole 30 diet, you are allowed to go out to eat on
occasion and have fun, but you do need to be mindful of the things that you are eating. Make



sure that you fully understand what is going on with this diet plan, ask questions, and plan
ahead, and it becomes much easier to get the results that you want from this diet plan even
when you go eat out.When TravellingIt is imperative to try the local fresh produce when
travelling. Unless you are willing to spend inordinately large amounts of money exporting food
items you like, and then lugging these around in your bags for hours on end, it is better to utilize
fresh produce in the areas you visit.It is imperative to try the local fresh produce when travelling.
Unless you are willing to spend inordinately large amounts of money exporting food items you
like, and then lugging these around in your bags for hours on end, it is better to utilize fresh
produce in the areas you visit.Fresh, ripe fruits always make great low-fat and healthy snacks.
Juice extracted from a freshly harvested coconut makes a great organic thirst quencher. Leafy
greens from local markets can easily be converted into salads with light dressings. The
possibilities of great food that are 30-Day Whole Food safe are limitless if you keep an open
mind about it.Fresh, ripe fruits always make great low-fat and healthy snacks. Juice extracted
from a freshly harvested coconut makes a great organic thirst quencher. Leafy greens from local
markets can easily be converted into salads with light dressings. The possibilities of great food
that are 30-Day Whole Food safe are limitless if you keep an open mind about it.For hot meals,
ask for or buy lightly cooked (boiled, grilled, steamed, etc.) and lightly seasoned dishes
(preferably seasoned with salt and pepper only.) This can be done if you are in a good hotel or
you have a travel guide who knows the local food scene well.For hot meals, ask for or buy lightly
cooked (boiled, grilled, steamed, etc.) and lightly seasoned dishes (preferably seasoned with
salt and pepper only.) This can be done if you are in a good hotel or you have a travel guide who
knows the local food scene well.If you have the option or luxury of staying in accommodation(s)
with a kitchen or at least a spot where you can prepare your own meals, you would still have to
utilize local markets though for basic ingredients.If you have the option or luxury of staying in
accommodation(s) with a kitchen or at least a spot where you can prepare your own meals, you
would still have to utilize local markets though for basic ingredients.To save time and money, buy
certain ingredients that you can include in a number of recipes. For example: buy 1 small bunch
(about 4 pieces) of large, ripe plantains. These can be kept at room temperature. Slice and toast
one piece on a dry pan for breakfast, boil another for lunch and then add a third one into a stew.
Mash the fourth one for a pancake recipe the next day.To save time and money, buy certain
ingredients that you can include in a number of recipes. For example: buy 1 small bunch (about 4
pieces) of large, ripe plantains. These can be kept at room temperature. Slice and toast one
piece on a dry pan for breakfast, boil another for lunch and then add a third one into a stew.
Mash the fourth one for a pancake recipe the next day.Packing some of your own meals for
traveling, rather than relying on fast food restaurants along the way can really help you to get the
best results. Pack meals, snacks, and more so that you can spend your break times running
around and getting energy out, rather than at a restaurant waiting for food and filling up on things
that are bad for you. Making some meals and packing them up the night before can be handy
and will ensure that you can get good results with the Whole 30 diet even when you need to be



on the road.Packing some of your own meals for traveling, rather than relying on fast food
restaurants along the way can really help you to get the best results. Pack meals, snacks, and
more so that you can spend your break times running around and getting energy out, rather than
at a restaurant waiting for food and filling up on things that are bad for you. Making some meals
and packing them up the night before can be handy and will ensure that you can get good
results with the Whole 30 diet even when you need to be on the road.CHAPTER 3: 30 Day Meal
PlanMany people are often confused about what to eat when on a diet. In this chapter, you will
find a simple and easy to follow a meal plan that will get you started on your diet. There are no
hard and fast rules about this plan, though, you make changes in the plan. However, the
changes should be according to the diet. Let us now see the plan in detail.WEEK 1A shopping
list for the week[3]:Aromatics, fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, lemongrass, onion, ripe tomatoes,
shallotsCanned/packed products: button mushrooms (pieces and stems,) brined Kalamata
olives, coconut cream, diced and peeled tomatoes, raisins, squash puree, tomato pasteChili,
fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (green, orange, red, and yellow)Fruits: (red and green, Granny
Smith) apples, apricots, avocado, bananas, blackberries, blueberries (frozen,) kiwi fruit, lemons,
lime, mango, papaya, plantains, raspberries (frozen,) strawberries (frozen,) sweet red
grapesFresh Herbs: basil, bay leaf, cilantro, mint, parsley, rosemaryNuts: raw almond slivers, raw
cashew nuts, raw walnuts, store-bought garlic roasted cashew nuts, store-bought garlic roasted
walnutsOils: coconut oil, extra virgin olive oil, plain olive oilProtein: beef shank (deboned,)
chicken (bone-in thighs,) chicken gizzard, eggs, ground beef, halibut fillets, lean ground beef, leg
of lamb (shank and sirloin end, deboned, and butterfly cut,) pork tenderloinSeasonings and
dried herbs: black peppers, black peppercorns, cinnamon powder, cumin powder, Dijon (or
yellow) mustard, dried pepper flakes, dried oregano (or oregano powder,) fried garlic flakes, hot
grainy mustard (English or Russian mustard,) sea saltSeeds, raw/dried: caraway seedsStocks:
(all organic, unsalted) beef, fish, mushroom, shrimp, vegetableVegetables: arugula leaves,
asparagus (thick-stemmed,) broccoli, cabbage, carrots, celeriac, celery, cucumber, jicama, oak
leaf lettuce, marble potatoes (also called baby potatoes,) parsley root (substitute parsnips, if
unavailable,) radicchio, red leaf lettuce, red romaine lettuce, snow peas, sweet
potatoesVinegars: apple cider vinegar, balsamic vinegar, raisin vinegarWeek 1WeekdayDay
1WeekdayDay 2WeekdayDay 3Breakfast1 servingAlmond and Blackberry Smoothie1
servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingBerry and Cashew SmoothieMid-
morning Snack¼ cup store-bought garlic roasted cashew nuts1 piece, small apple1 piece,
medium apricotLunch1 servingApple and Jicama Salad with Pork Tenderloin1 servingBeef and
Mushroom Soup1 servingApples and Walnuts on Leafy Reds, VeganMid-afternoon Snack1
servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water½ cup, loosely packed fresh/frozen
blueberries1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored WaterDinner1 servingHalibut Bake with
Almonds1 servingPork Tenderloin with Asparagus and Peppers1 servingChicken Stew with
Caraway Seeds Eintopfgericht, German StewPre-bedtime Snack (optional)1 piece, medium ripe
apricot1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water¼ cup store-bought garlic roasted



cashew nutsWeek 1WeekdayDay 4WeekdayDay 5WeekdayDay 6WeekdayDay 7Breakfast1
servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 servingBerry and Pear Smoothie1
servingAsparagus and Broccoli Frittata1 servingBanana PancakesMid-morning Snack1
servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil
Flavored Water1 piece, medium apricot1 piece, small appleLunch1 servingAvocado and Basil
Chicken Salad in Cucumber Boats1 servingAvocado and Cilantro Chicken Salad on Cucumber
Disks1 servingVegetable Soup, Extra Chunky, Vegan1 servingTropical Fruit Salad, VeganMid-
afternoon Snack1 piece, small apple1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1
servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water½ cup, loosely packed fresh
blueberriesDinner1 servingHalibut in Coconut Soup1 servingTraditional Beef Stifado, Greek
Stew1 servingBreadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with Mushrooms and Vegetable Toppings1
servingHerbed Leg of Lamb with Marble PotatoesPre-bedtime Snack (optional)½ cup, loosely
packedfresh blueberries1 piece, mediumripe apricot1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored
Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored WaterWEEK 2A shopping list for the
week:Aromatics, fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, leeks, onion, shallotsCanned/packed products:
button mushrooms (pieces and stems,) brined capers, coconut cream, coconut milk, raisins,
straw mushrooms, tuna chunks in brineChili, fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (red,) bird’s eye
chiliFruits: apples, apricots, bananas, blueberries (frozen,) cantaloupe, cherries (fresh,) fresh
coconut water, grapefruit, honeydew melon, lemons, lime, papaya, pear, raspberries (fresh,) red
currants, strawberries (fresh,) sugar melon, watermelon (red and yellow-fleshed, preferably
seedless)Fresh Herbs: basil, cilantro, dill fronds, parsley, rosemary, thymeNuts: raw cashew
nutsOils: coconut oil, plain olive oilMushrooms: button (fresh,) cloud ear fungus mushrooms
(dried,) crimini (fresh,) porcini (dried,) portabella (fresh,) shiitake (fresh and dried)Protein:
chicken thigh fillets, eggs, ground beef, ground lean pork (70% lean, and 90% to 95% lean,)
quails, salmon fillets, shrimps (fresh, large pieces)Seasonings and dried herbs: black peppers,
cinnamon powder, curry powder, Dijon (or yellow) mustard, dried basil (or basil powder,) dried
pepper flakes, fried garlic flakes, garam masala, sea salt, Spanish paprika powder, white
pepperSeeds, raw: chia seedsStocks: (all organic, unsalted) chicken (concentrated and ready-
to-use,) mushroom, vegetableVegetables: arugula leaves, asparagus (thick-stemmed,) baby
corn, broccoli, cabbage, baby spinach leaves, carrots, cauliflower, celery, cucumber, iceberg
lettuce, jicama, patty-pan summer squash (tiny squashes,) red radish, snow peas, squash,
sweet potatoesVinegars: apple cider vinegar, balsamic vinegar, pomegranate vinegarWeek
2WeekdayDay 8WeekdayDay 9WeekdayDay 10Breakfast1 servingApricot and Honeydew
Flavored Water1 servingBanana Cake Smoothie1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored
WaterMid-morning Snack1 piece, medium banana1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored
Water1 piece, medium bananaLunch1 servingTuna Salad in Cucumber-Arugula Boats1
servingMushroom and Onion Soup, Vegan1 servingTuna Salad in Iceberg CupsMid-afternoon
Snack1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit
Flavored Water1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored WaterDinner1 servingEasy Meatball



Drop Soup1 servingDill and Pork with Summer Squash1 servingChinese Style Pork and
Mushroom Steamed MeatballsPre-bedtime Snack (optional)1 servingApricot and Honeydew
Flavored Water1 piece, large ripe apricot1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored WaterWeek
2WeekdayDay 11WeekdayDay 12WeekdayDay 13WeekdayDay 14Breakfast1 servingCherry
and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 servingApple, Coconut, and Spinach Smoothie1
servingAsparagus Dipped in Eggs1 servingBerries in Chia Seed PorridgeMid-morning Snack1
servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored
Water1 piece, medium banana1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored WaterLunch1
servingMelon Salad, Vegan1 servingTuna Salad on Cucumber Disks1 servingChicken,
Mushroom and Vegetable Soup1 servingCreamy Chicken and Mushroom Curry SoupMid-
afternoon Snack1 piece, medium Banana1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1
servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 cup diced honeydewDinner1 servingGarlic-
Lemon Salmon Bake1 servingChop Suey with Chicken and Shrimps1 servingRoasted Quails
with Carrots and Sweet Potatoes1 servingRoast Beef with Onion SaucePre-bedtime Snack
(optional)1 cup diced honeydew1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 piece,
medium banana1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored WaterWEEK 3A shopping list for the
week:Aromatics, fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, leeks, onion, ripe tomatoes, shallotsCanned/
packed products: brined Kalamata olives, coconut cream, desiccated coconut, diced and
peeled tomatoes, raisins, roasted pumpkin seeds (lightly salted and shelled,) tomato pasteChili,
fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (green, orange, red, and yellow,) bird’s eye chili, green chili,
jalapeño pepper (fresh,) Mexican red chili (dried,) Serrano pepperFruits: avocado, bananas,
cranberries (fresh,) lemons, lime, mango, pear, plantains, strawberries (frozen,) sweet orange,
young coconutFresh Herbs: basil, cilantro, oregano, parsley, rosemaryMushrooms: button
mushrooms (fresh,) white mushrooms (fresh,) shiitake mushrooms (dried and fresh,) white
mushrooms (fresh)Nuts: store-bought garlic roasted cashew nutsCHAPTER 3: 30 Day Meal
PlanCHAPTER 3: 30 Day Meal PlanCHAPTER 3: 30 Day Meal PlanMany people are often
confused about what to eat when on a diet. In this chapter, you will find a simple and easy to
follow a meal plan that will get you started on your diet. There are no hard and fast rules about
this plan, though, you make changes in the plan. However, the changes should be according to
the diet. Let us now see the plan in detail.Many people are often confused about what to eat
when on a diet. In this chapter, you will find a simple and easy to follow a meal plan that will get
you started on your diet. There are no hard and fast rules about this plan, though, you make
changes in the plan. However, the changes should be according to the diet. Let us now see the
plan in detail.WEEK 1A shopping list for the week[3]:A shopping list for the week[3]:Aromatics,
fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, lemongrass, onion, ripe tomatoes, shallotsAromatics, fresh: garlic,
ginger, chives, lemongrass, onion, ripe tomatoes, shallotsCanned/packed products: button
mushrooms (pieces and stems,) brined Kalamata olives, coconut cream, diced and peeled
tomatoes, raisins, squash puree, tomato pasteCanned/packed products: button mushrooms
(pieces and stems,) brined Kalamata olives, coconut cream, diced and peeled tomatoes,



raisins, squash puree, tomato pasteChili, fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (green, orange, red,
and yellow)Chili, fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (green, orange, red, and yellow)Fruits: (red
and green, Granny Smith) apples, apricots, avocado, bananas, blackberries, blueberries
(frozen,) kiwi fruit, lemons, lime, mango, papaya, plantains, raspberries (frozen,) strawberries
(frozen,) sweet red grapesFruits: (red and green, Granny Smith) apples, apricots, avocado,
bananas, blackberries, blueberries (frozen,) kiwi fruit, lemons, lime, mango, papaya, plantains,
raspberries (frozen,) strawberries (frozen,) sweet red grapesFresh Herbs: basil, bay leaf,
cilantro, mint, parsley, rosemaryFresh Herbs: basil, bay leaf, cilantro, mint, parsley,
rosemaryNuts: raw almond slivers, raw cashew nuts, raw walnuts, store-bought garlic roasted
cashew nuts, store-bought garlic roasted walnutsNuts: raw almond slivers, raw cashew nuts, raw
walnuts, store-bought garlic roasted cashew nuts, store-bought garlic roasted walnutsOils:
coconut oil, extra virgin olive oil, plain olive oilOils: coconut oil, extra virgin olive oil, plain olive
oilProtein: beef shank (deboned,) chicken (bone-in thighs,) chicken gizzard, eggs, ground beef,
halibut fillets, lean ground beef, leg of lamb (shank and sirloin end, deboned, and butterfly cut,)
pork tenderloinProtein: beef shank (deboned,) chicken (bone-in thighs,) chicken gizzard, eggs,
ground beef, halibut fillets, lean ground beef, leg of lamb (shank and sirloin end, deboned, and
butterfly cut,) pork tenderloinSeasonings and dried herbs: black peppers, black peppercorns,
cinnamon powder, cumin powder, Dijon (or yellow) mustard, dried pepper flakes, dried oregano
(or oregano powder,) fried garlic flakes, hot grainy mustard (English or Russian mustard,) sea
saltSeasonings and dried herbs: black peppers, black peppercorns, cinnamon powder, cumin
powder, Dijon (or yellow) mustard, dried pepper flakes, dried oregano (or oregano powder,) fried
garlic flakes, hot grainy mustard (English or Russian mustard,) sea saltSeeds, raw/dried:
caraway seedsSeeds, raw/dried: caraway seedsStocks: (all organic, unsalted) beef, fish,
mushroom, shrimp, vegetableStocks: (all organic, unsalted) beef, fish, mushroom, shrimp,
vegetableVegetables: arugula leaves, asparagus (thick-stemmed,) broccoli, cabbage, carrots,
celeriac, celery, cucumber, jicama, oak leaf lettuce, marble potatoes (also called baby potatoes,)
parsley root (substitute parsnips, if unavailable,) radicchio, red leaf lettuce, red romaine lettuce,
snow peas, sweet potatoesVegetables: arugula leaves, asparagus (thick-stemmed,) broccoli,
cabbage, carrots, celeriac, celery, cucumber, jicama, oak leaf lettuce, marble potatoes (also
called baby potatoes,) parsley root (substitute parsnips, if unavailable,) radicchio, red leaf
lettuce, red romaine lettuce, snow peas, sweet potatoesVinegars: apple cider vinegar, balsamic
vinegar, raisin vinegarVinegars: apple cider vinegar, balsamic vinegar, raisin vinegarWeek
1WeekdayDay 1WeekdayDay 2WeekdayDay 3Breakfast1 servingAlmond and Blackberry
Smoothie1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingBerry and Cashew
SmoothieMid-morning Snack¼ cup store-bought garlic roasted cashew nuts1 piece, small
apple1 piece, medium apricotLunch1 servingApple and Jicama Salad with Pork Tenderloin1
servingBeef and Mushroom Soup1 servingApples and Walnuts on Leafy Reds, VeganMid-
afternoon Snack1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water½ cup, loosely packed
fresh/frozen blueberries1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored WaterDinner1



servingHalibut Bake with Almonds1 servingPork Tenderloin with Asparagus and Peppers1
servingChicken Stew with Caraway Seeds Eintopfgericht, German StewPre-bedtime Snack
(optional)1 piece, medium ripe apricot1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water¼
cup store-bought garlic roasted cashew nutsWeek 1WeekdayDay 1WeekdayDay 2WeekdayDay
3Breakfast1 servingAlmond and Blackberry Smoothie1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint
Flavored Water1 servingBerry and Cashew SmoothieMid-morning Snack¼ cup store-bought
garlic roasted cashew nuts1 piece, small apple1 piece, medium apricotLunch1 servingApple
and Jicama Salad with Pork Tenderloin1 servingBeef and Mushroom Soup1 servingApples and
Walnuts on Leafy Reds, VeganMid-afternoon Snack1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil
Flavored Water½ cup, loosely packed fresh/frozen blueberries1 servingApples, Berries, and
Mint Flavored WaterDinner1 servingHalibut Bake with Almonds1 servingPork Tenderloin with
Asparagus and Peppers1 servingChicken Stew with Caraway Seeds Eintopfgericht, German
StewPre-bedtime Snack (optional)1 piece, medium ripe apricot1 servingApples and Apricots
with Basil Flavored Water¼ cup store-bought garlic roasted cashew nutsWeek 1Week 1Week
1WeekdayDay 1WeekdayWeekdayDay 1Day 1WeekdayDay 2WeekdayWeekdayDay 2Day
2WeekdayDay 3WeekdayWeekdayDay 3Day 3BreakfastBreakfastBreakfast1 servingAlmond
and Blackberry Smoothie1 serving1 servingAlmond and Blackberry SmoothieAlmond and
Blackberry Smoothie1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 serving1
servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored WaterApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1
servingBerry and Cashew Smoothie1 serving1 servingBerry and Cashew SmoothieBerry and
Cashew SmoothieMid-morning SnackMid-morning SnackMid-morning Snack¼ cup store-
bought garlic roasted cashew nuts¼ cup store-bought garlic roasted cashew nuts¼ cup store-
bought garlic roasted cashew nuts1 piece, small apple1 piece, small apple1 piece, small apple1
piece, medium apricot1 piece, medium apricot1 piece, medium apricotLunchLunchLunch1
servingApple and Jicama Salad with Pork Tenderloin1 serving1 servingApple and Jicama Salad
with Pork TenderloinApple and Jicama Salad with Pork Tenderloin1 servingBeef and Mushroom
Soup1 serving1 servingBeef and Mushroom SoupBeef and Mushroom Soup1 servingApples
and Walnuts on Leafy Reds, Vegan1 serving1 servingApples and Walnuts on Leafy Reds,
VeganApples and Walnuts on Leafy Reds, VeganMid-afternoon SnackMid-afternoon SnackMid-
afternoon Snack1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 serving1
servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored WaterApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored
Water½ cup, loosely packed fresh/frozen blueberries½ cup, loosely packed fresh/frozen
blueberries½ cup, loosely packed fresh/frozen blueberries1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint
Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored WaterApples, Berries, and
Mint Flavored WaterDinnerDinnerDinner1 servingHalibut Bake with Almonds1 serving1
servingHalibut Bake with AlmondsHalibut Bake with Almonds1 servingPork Tenderloin with
Asparagus and Peppers1 serving1 servingPork Tenderloin with Asparagus and PeppersPork
Tenderloin with Asparagus and Peppers1 servingChicken Stew with Caraway Seeds
Eintopfgericht, German Stew1 serving1 servingChicken Stew with Caraway Seeds



Eintopfgericht, German StewChicken Stew with Caraway Seeds Eintopfgericht, German
StewPre-bedtime Snack (optional)Pre-bedtime Snack (optional)Pre-bedtime Snack (optional)1
piece, medium ripe apricot1 piece, medium ripe apricot1 piece, medium ripe apricot1
servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApples and Apricots
with Basil Flavored WaterApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water¼ cup store-bought
garlic roasted cashew nuts¼ cup store-bought garlic roasted cashew nuts¼ cup store-bought
garlic roasted cashew nutsWeek 1WeekdayDay 4WeekdayDay 5WeekdayDay 6WeekdayDay
7Breakfast1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 servingBerry and Pear
Smoothie1 servingAsparagus and Broccoli Frittata1 servingBanana PancakesMid-morning
Snack1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingApples and Apricots with
Basil Flavored Water1 piece, medium apricot1 piece, small appleLunch1 servingAvocado and
Basil Chicken Salad in Cucumber Boats1 servingAvocado and Cilantro Chicken Salad on
Cucumber Disks1 servingVegetable Soup, Extra Chunky, Vegan1 servingTropical Fruit Salad,
VeganMid-afternoon Snack1 piece, small apple1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored
Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water½ cup, loosely packed fresh
blueberriesDinner1 servingHalibut in Coconut Soup1 servingTraditional Beef Stifado, Greek
Stew1 servingBreadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with Mushrooms and Vegetable Toppings1
servingHerbed Leg of Lamb with Marble PotatoesPre-bedtime Snack (optional)½ cup, loosely
packedfresh blueberries1 piece, mediumripe apricot1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored
Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored WaterWeek 1WeekdayDay
4WeekdayDay 5WeekdayDay 6WeekdayDay 7Breakfast1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil
Flavored Water1 servingBerry and Pear Smoothie1 servingAsparagus and Broccoli Frittata1
servingBanana PancakesMid-morning Snack1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored
Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 piece, medium apricot1 piece,
small appleLunch1 servingAvocado and Basil Chicken Salad in Cucumber Boats1
servingAvocado and Cilantro Chicken Salad on Cucumber Disks1 servingVegetable Soup, Extra
Chunky, Vegan1 servingTropical Fruit Salad, VeganMid-afternoon Snack1 piece, small apple1
servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil
Flavored Water½ cup, loosely packed fresh blueberriesDinner1 servingHalibut in Coconut
Soup1 servingTraditional Beef Stifado, Greek Stew1 servingBreadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with
Mushrooms and Vegetable Toppings1 servingHerbed Leg of Lamb with Marble PotatoesPre-
bedtime Snack (optional)½ cup, loosely packedfresh blueberries1 piece, mediumripe apricot1
servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil
Flavored WaterWeek 1Week 1Week 1WeekdayDay 4WeekdayWeekdayDay 4Day
4WeekdayDay 5WeekdayWeekdayDay 5Day 5WeekdayDay 6WeekdayWeekdayDay 6Day
6WeekdayDay 7WeekdayWeekdayDay 7Day 7BreakfastBreakfastBreakfast1 servingApples and
Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored
WaterApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 servingBerry and Pear Smoothie1
serving1 servingBerry and Pear SmoothieBerry and Pear Smoothie1 servingAsparagus and



Broccoli Frittata1 serving1 servingAsparagus and Broccoli FrittataAsparagus and Broccoli
Frittata1 servingBanana Pancakes1 serving1 servingBanana PancakesBanana PancakesMid-
morning SnackMid-morning SnackMid-morning Snack1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint
Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored WaterApples, Berries, and
Mint Flavored Water1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 serving1
servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored WaterApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored
Water1 piece, medium apricot1 piece, medium apricot1 piece, medium apricot1 piece, small
apple1 piece, small apple1 piece, small appleLunchLunchLunch1 servingAvocado and Basil
Chicken Salad in Cucumber Boats1 serving1 servingAvocado and Basil Chicken Salad in
Cucumber BoatsAvocado and Basil Chicken Salad in Cucumber Boats1 servingAvocado and
Cilantro Chicken Salad on Cucumber Disks1 serving1 servingAvocado and Cilantro Chicken
Salad on Cucumber DisksAvocado and Cilantro Chicken Salad on Cucumber Disks1
servingVegetable Soup, Extra Chunky, Vegan1 serving1 servingVegetable Soup, Extra Chunky,
VeganVegetable Soup, Extra Chunky, Vegan1 servingTropical Fruit Salad, Vegan1 serving1
servingTropical Fruit Salad, VeganTropical Fruit Salad, VeganMid-afternoon SnackMid-
afternoon SnackMid-afternoon Snack1 piece, small apple1 piece, small apple1 piece, small
apple1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApples, Berries, and
Mint Flavored WaterApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingApples and Apricots with
Basil Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored WaterApples
and Apricots with Basil Flavored Water½ cup, loosely packed fresh blueberries½ cup, loosely
packed fresh blueberries½ cup, loosely packed fresh blueberriesDinnerDinnerDinner1
servingHalibut in Coconut Soup1 serving1 servingHalibut in Coconut SoupHalibut in Coconut
Soup1 servingTraditional Beef Stifado, Greek Stew1 serving1 servingTraditional Beef Stifado,
Greek StewTraditional Beef Stifado, Greek Stew1 servingBreadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with
Mushrooms and Vegetable Toppings1 serving1 servingBreadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with
Mushrooms and Vegetable ToppingsBreadless, Dairy-Free Pizza with Mushrooms and
Vegetable Toppings1 servingHerbed Leg of Lamb with Marble Potatoes1 serving1
servingHerbed Leg of Lamb with Marble PotatoesHerbed Leg of Lamb with Marble PotatoesPre-
bedtime Snack (optional)Pre-bedtime Snack (optional)Pre-bedtime Snack (optional)½ cup,
loosely packedfresh blueberries½ cup, loosely packed½ cup, loosely packedfresh
blueberriesfresh blueberries1 piece, mediumripe apricot1 piece, medium1 piece, mediumripe
apricotripe apricot1 servingApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApples,
Berries, and Mint Flavored WaterApples, Berries, and Mint Flavored Water1 servingApples and
Apricots with Basil Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored
WaterApples and Apricots with Basil Flavored WaterWEEK 2A shopping list for the week:A
shopping list for the week:Aromatics, fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, leeks, onion,
shallotsAromatics, fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, leeks, onion, shallotsCanned/packed products:
button mushrooms (pieces and stems,) brined capers, coconut cream, coconut milk, raisins,
straw mushrooms, tuna chunks in brineCanned/packed products: button mushrooms (pieces



and stems,) brined capers, coconut cream, coconut milk, raisins, straw mushrooms, tuna
chunks in brineChili, fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (red,) bird’s eye chiliChili, fresh: banana
chili, bell peppers (red,) bird’s eye chiliFruits: apples, apricots, bananas, blueberries (frozen,)
cantaloupe, cherries (fresh,) fresh coconut water, grapefruit, honeydew melon, lemons, lime,
papaya, pear, raspberries (fresh,) red currants, strawberries (fresh,) sugar melon, watermelon
(red and yellow-fleshed, preferably seedless)Fruits: apples, apricots, bananas, blueberries
(frozen,) cantaloupe, cherries (fresh,) fresh coconut water, grapefruit, honeydew melon, lemons,
lime, papaya, pear, raspberries (fresh,) red currants, strawberries (fresh,) sugar melon,
watermelon (red and yellow-fleshed, preferably seedless)Fresh Herbs: basil, cilantro, dill fronds,
parsley, rosemary, thymeFresh Herbs: basil, cilantro, dill fronds, parsley, rosemary, thymeNuts:
raw cashew nutsNuts: raw cashew nutsOils: coconut oil, plain olive oilOils: coconut oil, plain
olive oilMushrooms: button (fresh,) cloud ear fungus mushrooms (dried,) crimini (fresh,) porcini
(dried,) portabella (fresh,) shiitake (fresh and dried)Mushrooms: button (fresh,) cloud ear fungus
mushrooms (dried,) crimini (fresh,) porcini (dried,) portabella (fresh,) shiitake (fresh and
dried)Protein: chicken thigh fillets, eggs, ground beef, ground lean pork (70% lean, and 90% to
95% lean,) quails, salmon fillets, shrimps (fresh, large pieces)Protein: chicken thigh fillets, eggs,
ground beef, ground lean pork (70% lean, and 90% to 95% lean,) quails, salmon fillets, shrimps
(fresh, large pieces)Seasonings and dried herbs: black peppers, cinnamon powder, curry
powder, Dijon (or yellow) mustard, dried basil (or basil powder,) dried pepper flakes, fried garlic
flakes, garam masala, sea salt, Spanish paprika powder, white pepperSeasonings and dried
herbs: black peppers, cinnamon powder, curry powder, Dijon (or yellow) mustard, dried basil (or
basil powder,) dried pepper flakes, fried garlic flakes, garam masala, sea salt, Spanish paprika
powder, white pepperSeeds, raw: chia seedsSeeds, raw: chia seedsStocks: (all organic,
unsalted) chicken (concentrated and ready-to-use,) mushroom, vegetableStocks: (all organic,
unsalted) chicken (concentrated and ready-to-use,) mushroom, vegetableVegetables: arugula
leaves, asparagus (thick-stemmed,) baby corn, broccoli, cabbage, baby spinach leaves, carrots,
cauliflower, celery, cucumber, iceberg lettuce, jicama, patty-pan summer squash (tiny
squashes,) red radish, snow peas, squash, sweet potatoesVegetables: arugula leaves,
asparagus (thick-stemmed,) baby corn, broccoli, cabbage, baby spinach leaves, carrots,
cauliflower, celery, cucumber, iceberg lettuce, jicama, patty-pan summer squash (tiny
squashes,) red radish, snow peas, squash, sweet potatoesVinegars: apple cider vinegar,
balsamic vinegar, pomegranate vinegarVinegars: apple cider vinegar, balsamic vinegar,
pomegranate vinegarWeek 2WeekdayDay 8WeekdayDay 9WeekdayDay 10Breakfast1
servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 servingBanana Cake Smoothie1 servingBasil,
Berry and Cucumber Flavored WaterMid-morning Snack1 piece, medium banana1
servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 piece, medium bananaLunch1 servingTuna
Salad in Cucumber-Arugula Boats1 servingMushroom and Onion Soup, Vegan1 servingTuna
Salad in Iceberg CupsMid-afternoon Snack1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored
Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored



WaterDinner1 servingEasy Meatball Drop Soup1 servingDill and Pork with Summer Squash1
servingChinese Style Pork and Mushroom Steamed MeatballsPre-bedtime Snack (optional)1
servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 piece, large ripe apricot1 servingCherry and
Grapefruit Flavored WaterWeek 2WeekdayDay 8WeekdayDay 9WeekdayDay 10Breakfast1
servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 servingBanana Cake Smoothie1 servingBasil,
Berry and Cucumber Flavored WaterMid-morning Snack1 piece, medium banana1
servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 piece, medium bananaLunch1 servingTuna
Salad in Cucumber-Arugula Boats1 servingMushroom and Onion Soup, Vegan1 servingTuna
Salad in Iceberg CupsMid-afternoon Snack1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored
Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored
WaterDinner1 servingEasy Meatball Drop Soup1 servingDill and Pork with Summer Squash1
servingChinese Style Pork and Mushroom Steamed MeatballsPre-bedtime Snack (optional)1
servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 piece, large ripe apricot1 servingCherry and
Grapefruit Flavored WaterWeek 2Week 2Week 2WeekdayDay 8WeekdayWeekdayDay 8Day
8WeekdayDay 9WeekdayWeekdayDay 9Day 9WeekdayDay 10WeekdayWeekdayDay 10Day
10BreakfastBreakfastBreakfast1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 serving1
servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored WaterApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1
servingBanana Cake Smoothie1 serving1 servingBanana Cake SmoothieBanana Cake
Smoothie1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 serving1 servingBasil, Berry
and Cucumber Flavored WaterBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored WaterMid-morning
SnackMid-morning SnackMid-morning Snack1 piece, medium banana1 piece, medium
banana1 piece, medium banana1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 serving1
servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored WaterApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 piece,
medium banana1 piece, medium banana1 piece, medium bananaLunchLunchLunch1
servingTuna Salad in Cucumber-Arugula Boats1 serving1 servingTuna Salad in Cucumber-
Arugula BoatsTuna Salad in Cucumber-Arugula Boats1 servingMushroom and Onion Soup,
Vegan1 serving1 servingMushroom and Onion Soup, VeganMushroom and Onion Soup,
Vegan1 servingTuna Salad in Iceberg Cups1 serving1 servingTuna Salad in Iceberg CupsTuna
Salad in Iceberg CupsMid-afternoon SnackMid-afternoon SnackMid-afternoon Snack1
servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 serving1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber
Flavored WaterBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit
Flavored Water1 serving1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored WaterCherry and Grapefruit
Flavored Water1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApricot and
Honeydew Flavored WaterApricot and Honeydew Flavored WaterDinnerDinnerDinner1
servingEasy Meatball Drop Soup1 serving1 servingEasy Meatball Drop SoupEasy Meatball
Drop Soup1 servingDill and Pork with Summer Squash1 serving1 servingDill and Pork with
Summer SquashDill and Pork with Summer Squash1 servingChinese Style Pork and Mushroom
Steamed Meatballs1 serving1 servingChinese Style Pork and Mushroom Steamed
MeatballsChinese Style Pork and Mushroom Steamed MeatballsPre-bedtime Snack



(optional)Pre-bedtime Snack (optional)Pre-bedtime Snack (optional)1 servingApricot and
Honeydew Flavored Water1 serving1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored WaterApricot and
Honeydew Flavored Water1 piece, large ripe apricot1 piece, large ripe apricot1 piece, large ripe
apricot1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 serving1 servingCherry and Grapefruit
Flavored WaterCherry and Grapefruit Flavored WaterWeek 2WeekdayDay 11WeekdayDay
12WeekdayDay 13WeekdayDay 14Breakfast1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1
servingApple, Coconut, and Spinach Smoothie1 servingAsparagus Dipped in Eggs1
servingBerries in Chia Seed PorridgeMid-morning Snack1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber
Flavored Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 piece, medium banana1
servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored WaterLunch1 servingMelon Salad, Vegan1
servingTuna Salad on Cucumber Disks1 servingChicken, Mushroom and Vegetable Soup1
servingCreamy Chicken and Mushroom Curry SoupMid-afternoon Snack1 piece, medium
Banana1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored
Water1 cup diced honeydewDinner1 servingGarlic-Lemon Salmon Bake1 servingChop Suey
with Chicken and Shrimps1 servingRoasted Quails with Carrots and Sweet Potatoes1
servingRoast Beef with Onion SaucePre-bedtime Snack (optional)1 cup diced honeydew1
servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 piece, medium banana1 servingCherry and
Grapefruit Flavored WaterWeek 2WeekdayDay 11WeekdayDay 12WeekdayDay 13WeekdayDay
14Breakfast1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 servingApple, Coconut, and
Spinach Smoothie1 servingAsparagus Dipped in Eggs1 servingBerries in Chia Seed
PorridgeMid-morning Snack1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1
servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 piece, medium banana1 servingBasil, Berry and
Cucumber Flavored WaterLunch1 servingMelon Salad, Vegan1 servingTuna Salad on
Cucumber Disks1 servingChicken, Mushroom and Vegetable Soup1 servingCreamy Chicken
and Mushroom Curry SoupMid-afternoon Snack1 piece, medium Banana1 servingApricot and
Honeydew Flavored Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 cup diced
honeydewDinner1 servingGarlic-Lemon Salmon Bake1 servingChop Suey with Chicken and
Shrimps1 servingRoasted Quails with Carrots and Sweet Potatoes1 servingRoast Beef with
Onion SaucePre-bedtime Snack (optional)1 cup diced honeydew1 servingBasil, Berry and
Cucumber Flavored Water1 piece, medium banana1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored
WaterWeek 2Week 2Week 2WeekdayDay 11WeekdayWeekdayDay 11Day 11WeekdayDay
12WeekdayWeekdayDay 12Day 12WeekdayDay 13WeekdayWeekdayDay 13Day
13WeekdayDay 14WeekdayWeekdayDay 14Day 14BreakfastBreakfastBreakfast1
servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 serving1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored
WaterCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 servingApple, Coconut, and Spinach Smoothie1
serving1 servingApple, Coconut, and Spinach SmoothieApple, Coconut, and Spinach
Smoothie1 servingAsparagus Dipped in Eggs1 serving1 servingAsparagus Dipped in
EggsAsparagus Dipped in Eggs1 servingBerries in Chia Seed Porridge1 serving1
servingBerries in Chia Seed PorridgeBerries in Chia Seed PorridgeMid-morning SnackMid-



morning SnackMid-morning Snack1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1
serving1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored WaterBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored
Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 serving1 servingCherry and Grapefruit
Flavored WaterCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 piece, medium banana1 piece, medium
banana1 piece, medium banana1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 serving1
servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored WaterBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored
WaterLunchLunchLunch1 servingMelon Salad, Vegan1 serving1 servingMelon Salad,
VeganMelon Salad, Vegan1 servingTuna Salad on Cucumber Disks1 serving1 servingTuna
Salad on Cucumber DisksTuna Salad on Cucumber Disks1 servingChicken, Mushroom and
Vegetable Soup1 serving1 servingChicken, Mushroom and Vegetable SoupChicken, Mushroom
and Vegetable Soup1 servingCreamy Chicken and Mushroom Curry Soup1 serving1
servingCreamy Chicken and Mushroom Curry SoupCreamy Chicken and Mushroom Curry
SoupMid-afternoon SnackMid-afternoon SnackMid-afternoon Snack1 piece, medium Banana1
piece, medium Banana1 piece, medium Banana1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored
Water1 serving1 servingApricot and Honeydew Flavored WaterApricot and Honeydew Flavored
Water1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 serving1 servingCherry and Grapefruit
Flavored WaterCherry and Grapefruit Flavored Water1 cup diced honeydew1 cup diced
honeydew1 cup diced honeydewDinnerDinnerDinner1 servingGarlic-Lemon Salmon Bake1
serving1 servingGarlic-Lemon Salmon BakeGarlic-Lemon Salmon Bake1 servingChop Suey
with Chicken and Shrimps1 serving1 servingChop Suey with Chicken and ShrimpsChop Suey
with Chicken and Shrimps1 servingRoasted Quails with Carrots and Sweet Potatoes1 serving1
servingRoasted Quails with Carrots and Sweet PotatoesRoasted Quails with Carrots and Sweet
Potatoes1 servingRoast Beef with Onion Sauce1 serving1 servingRoast Beef with Onion
SauceRoast Beef with Onion SaucePre-bedtime Snack (optional)Pre-bedtime Snack
(optional)Pre-bedtime Snack (optional)1 cup diced honeydew1 cup diced honeydew1 cup diced
honeydew1 servingBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 serving1 servingBasil, Berry
and Cucumber Flavored WaterBasil, Berry and Cucumber Flavored Water1 piece, medium
banana1 piece, medium banana1 piece, medium banana1 servingCherry and Grapefruit
Flavored Water1 serving1 servingCherry and Grapefruit Flavored WaterCherry and Grapefruit
Flavored WaterWEEK 3A shopping list for the week:A shopping list for the week:Aromatics,
fresh: garlic, ginger, chives, leeks, onion, ripe tomatoes, shallotsAromatics, fresh: garlic, ginger,
chives, leeks, onion, ripe tomatoes, shallotsCanned/packed products: brined Kalamata olives,
coconut cream, desiccated coconut, diced and peeled tomatoes, raisins, roasted pumpkin
seeds (lightly salted and shelled,) tomato pasteCanned/packed products: brined Kalamata
olives, coconut cream, desiccated coconut, diced and peeled tomatoes, raisins, roasted
pumpkin seeds (lightly salted and shelled,) tomato pasteChili, fresh: banana chili, bell peppers
(green, orange, red, and yellow,) bird’s eye chili, green chili, jalapeño pepper (fresh,) Mexican
red chili (dried,) Serrano pepperChili, fresh: banana chili, bell peppers (green, orange, red, and
yellow,) bird’s eye chili, green chili, jalapeño pepper (fresh,) Mexican red chili (dried,) Serrano



pepperFruits: avocado, bananas, cranberries (fresh,) lemons, lime, mango, pear, plantains,
strawberries (frozen,) sweet orange, young coconutFruits: avocado, bananas, cranberries
(fresh,) lemons, lime, mango, pear, plantains, strawberries (frozen,) sweet orange, young
coconutFresh Herbs: basil, cilantro, oregano, parsley, rosemaryFresh Herbs: basil, cilantro,
oregano, parsley, rosemaryMushrooms: button mushrooms (fresh,) white mushrooms (fresh,)
shiitake mushrooms (dried and fresh,) white mushrooms (fresh)Mushrooms: button mushrooms
(fresh,) white mushrooms (fresh,) shiitake mushrooms (dried and fresh,) white mushrooms
(fresh)Nuts: store-bought garlic roasted cashew nutsNuts: store-bought garlic roasted cashew
nuts
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FreeSpirit, “Good except for slow cooker section!. For a $6 book, this one is good. I bought it for
some extra recipes for use on the Whole 30 plan. Here are some pros and cons I found...Pros -
recipes are easy to follow, great for beginners & those with more cooking experience, lots of
choices, the drink section has lots of ideas and alternatives for those of us hooked on soda and I
appreciate the alternatives. I know putting fruit into water isn't a new idea but when you're used
to popping soda cans all day long, it's refreshing to have lots of new ideas. I love the way it's
broken up into breakfast, lunch and dinner. Recipes can fit with Whole 30.Cons - I bought this
book because it had slow cooker recipes but they were very disappointing. All 10 recipes are for
stew and that's it. There's beef stews, chicken stew, pork stews, fish stew, oxtail stew, and veal
stew. Nothing else! This was my biggest complaint. I love my slow cooker and I know it makes
more than stew!”

Charisma Cub, “I do like the infused water recipes and a few others. This is an okay addition to
the program. I do like the infused water recipes and a few others. Many are fish recipes and as I
do not enjoy fish, shrimps, etc probably a quarter of the recipes are not for me. Overall it has
much to offer if you are a less picky eater than I am. I am happy to have this book on hand for
options and inspiration for the detox, but not thrilled.”

Meilani, “Delicious recipes. I've made 3 meals so far and they've been delicious. One thing to
note- your grocery bill will cost you 3x more than normal which is insane!!! I'm a single working
mom with 3 kids so every penny counts. Our health is very important so I'm having to make
some major shifts in our budget to be able to afford this new diet.”

BeachBum, “which has nice color photos and more details. Can't really complain since I
downloaded it on my kindle for 2.99! However not sure it is quite as thorough as their other main
book, which I perused in Sams today, which has nice color photos and more details!”

Charlie, “A Good Guidebook and Cookbook. I didn’t know the “Whole30” diet was “a thing,” but
apparently it is, and this a “guidebook” and “cookbook” for this particular diet. The challenge is to
limit or eliminate the processed foods we eat on a regular basis for 30 days and replace them
with whole foods. The book has roughly 90 recipes and they cover breakfast, lunch and dinner,
and include soups, salads, smoothies, and main meals. The recipes are probably the best part
of the book. I’m giving it 5 stars for the recipes alone. Recommended.”

Veronica H, “A strict diet for a healthy lifestyle!. I have heard about this 30 day whole food
challenge from my friend, she is actually still on the challenge. The book just gave me an
overview of what it is and I’m actually amazed with my friend since this is a very strict diet. I
might also try this challenge as this book has a lot of recipes in store for readers to refer when



having a strict meal. It’s not bad to start anew and living healthy. This book is really helpful and
quite interesting.”

The book by Michael Williams has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 175 people have provided feedback.

Introduction CHAPTER 1: Basics of the 30-Day Whole Food Diet CHAPTER 2: Tips on Dining
Out / Eating on the Run When Following the Whole Food Diet CHAPTER 3: 30 Day Meal Plan
CHAPTER 4: Breakfast CHAPTER 5: Lunch CHAPTER 6: Dinner CHAPTER 7: Snacks
CHAPTER 8: Desserts Conclusion
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